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The reaction ep --t epOp(pO --t 1r+1r-) is studied in the previously unexplored transition
region of non-perturbative to perturbative QCD, for photon virtuality Q2 between 0.25
and 0.85 GeV2. Tbe range covered in photon-proton center of mass energy W-y'P is
between 20 and 90 GeV, and It I < 0.6 GeV2, where t is the squared four-momentum
transfered at the proton vertex. For this study, an electromagnetic calorimeter covering
positron scattering angles between 17 and 35 mrad was constructed and installed in the
ZEUS detector at the HERA collider in 1995.
The 1r+1r- invariant mass distribution in the l region is investigated. The differential
cross section d<7-Y'p-+rr+,,-p /dltl and its dependence 011 W-y'P (shrinkage) are studied. The
spin density matrix elements are measured and the ratio of longitudinal to transverse
cross section is extracted. The pO production cross section is determined as a function
of W-y'P and Q2. These results are found to be largely consistent with phenomenological
models of soft hadronic interactions.

Die Reaktion ep --t epOp(pO --t 1r+1r-) wird in der vormals noch nicht erreichbaren
Ubergangsregion von der nicht-perturbativen zur perturbativen QCD bei PhotoDvirtu-
alitiiten Q2 zwischen 0,25 und 0,85 GeV2 untersucht. Die Schwerpunktsenergie des Photon-
Proton-Systems W-y.p liegt zwischen 20 und 90 GeV und It 1 < 0,6 GeV2, wobei t das
Betragsquadrat des am Protonvertex ausgetauschten Viererirnpulses ist. Fur diese Un-
tersuchungen wurde 1995 im ZEUS-Detektor am HERA-Beschleuniger ein elektromag-
netisches Kalorimeter installiert, das Positronstreuwinkel im Bereich zwischen 17 und 35
mrad erfaBt.
Die Verteilung del' invarianten Masse des 1r+1r- -Systems wird im Bereich der pO Ma.sse un-
tersucht. Der differentielle Wirkungsquerschnitt d<7-Y'p-+rr+rr-p/dlt! und seine Abhii.ngigkeit
von W-y'P wird studiert. Die Elemente der Spin-Dichte-Matrix werden gemesscn, sowie
das Verhii.ltnis des longitudinalen zum transversalen Wirkungsquerschnitt. Del' Wirkungs-
querschnitt der pO Produktion wird als Funktion von W-y.p und Q2 untersucht. Die
Ergebnisse sind in guter Ubereinstimmung mit phiinomenologischen Modellen der wei-
chen hadronischen Wechselwirkungen.

Work supported by Sub-Progmma Cieneia e Teenologia do 2° Quadro Comunit6r'io de Apoio,
Portugal.
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Chapter 1

The first unambiguous evidence of existence of the pO meson (1961)1 was obtained in
bubble chamber experiments.

The pO is the lightest of the vector mesons, particles which share the interesting feature
of carrying the same quantum numbers as the photon. This means that vector mesons,
and the pO in particular, can couple directly to photons, and play an important role in
,-hadron collisions 2.

Through a series of successful phenomenological approaches, namely the vector meson
dominance model and Regge theory, pO production in photon-hadron collisions has been
shown to be intimately connected not only to inclusive ,]1 scattering, but also to inclusive
hadron-hadron processes. This is particularly interesting since ,p -t lp is one of the
simplest processes that can be studied in photon-hadron interactions.

These phenomenological models, often referred to as 'soft models', have been able to
describe an extensive list of results obtained in hadron-hadron collisions. In addition,
they describe equally well the results of photon-hadron fixed target experiments at center
of mass energies W-yp up to W-yp ~ 20 GeV2, in a range of photon virtuality Q2 from
photoproduction (Q2 = 0) up to a few GeV. These results show cross sections that
depend weakly on the center of mass energy and a steep exponential dependence of the
differential cross section in t, where t is the squared four-momentum transfered at the
hadronic vertex (the latter is similar to properties of optical diffraction).

During the late 80's the storage ring I-IERA, a unique facility which provides collisions
between 820 GeV protons and 27.5 GeV electrons (or positrons) at a center of mass energy
of 300 GeV, was constructed at DESY (Dclltschcs Elcktroncn-Synchmt1·on, Hamburg).

One of the many subjects that can be studied at {-IERAis the exclusive eleetroproduction
of pO mesons, ep -t elp. The HERA lepton beam can be viewed as a source of interacting

1A brief historical review of vector mesons can be found in [9]
'Shortly before the discovery of the pO. Sakurai had predicted the existence of such particles, in the

context of the theory of photon-hadron interactions [88].



virt.ual phot.ons, -(, in which case t.he reaction above can be directly relat.ed t.o that of
-(p ---+ pOp. The advent of H8RA has therefore allowed the study of photon-proton
int.eractions in a new kinemat.ic regime, spanning over a much wider range of W..,.p and
Q2.

The photoproduction of light vector mesons at. HERA has been studied in detail, and
found to exhibit similar characteristics as the low energy results.

However, HERA has also been a rich source of data at high Q2 values, providing stringent
tests of Quantum Chromodynamics, QCD, the theory of strong interaction.

With increasing Q2, where the partonic structure of the proton becomes relevant, the
methods of perturbative QCD (pQCD) become applicable. Models based on pQCD, so-
called 'hard models', predict a rise of the cross section with energy significantly stronger
than t;hat. predicted by soft ones. In the hard models, the cross section for light vector
meson production depends on the square of the gluon density in the proton, which was
measured at HERA to rise at low XBj (where XBj is the fraction of the proton momentum
carried by the struck parton). for a fixed Q2 value, low XBj corresponds to high W..,.p ,
therefore these models predict a steep dependence of the cross section on the energy.
Recent experimental results on light vector meson production at I-IERA indicate that in
the deep inelastic scattering region (DIS, Q2 ~4 GeV2) the predictions of soft models fail
and that the cross section for these reactions becomes consistent with perturbative QCD
calculations where the interaction is viewed as a colorless two gluon exchange.

An overview of vector meson production, existing models for this process and their regions
of applicability is given.

The ZEUS experiment is then introduced, covering in particular the new BPC used in
the analysis. The reconstruction of the BPC data, its perrormance in a test beam and the
calibration of the device are described. The kinematical reconstruction and the criteria
used to select po elastic events is presented in chapter 6 and efficiency corrections and
background estimates are presented in chapter 7. In chapter 8 the sources of systematic
uncertainties are discussed. In chapter 9 the results on the cross section measurements
and dependencies on M"", t, JiV..,.p and Q2 and presented, and the l angular decay
distributions are discnssed; finally, the conclusions of this study are given.

ZEUS is a multipurpose detector for physics at HERA, taking data since June 1992.
Its region of coverage in Q2 has been recently extended by the installation of a small
angle electromagnetic calorimeter, the Beam Pipe Calorimeter (BPC). The construction,
running and calibration of the EPC are described in this thesis.

The BPC, which allows the study of po production in the region 0.25 < Q2 < 0.85 GeV2,

can bring significant contributions to the understanding of the transition between the
regime where soft models are successful to that where the calculat.ions of pQCD can be
applied.

This thesis reports on the study of pO production ep ---+ epOp(pO ---+ 11'+11'-) at an interme-
diate range of photon virtuality between photoproduction and deep inelastic scattering,
using the new ZEUS component, the BPC.

A large scale experiment like ZEUS is a collaborative effort, whose success requires con-
tributions from many people. My main contributions during my time as a PhD. student
in the ZEUS experiment have been: participation in the mechanical construction of the
BPe; responsibility for the test of the BPC photomultiplier tubes and determination
of the their operating high voltages; monitoring of the data quality of the ZEUS main
calorimeter and its sub-components, including the BPC; maintenance of the BPC during
the data taking period; responsibility for the determination of the online vertex-by-timing
of ZEUS; responsibility for the implementation and maintenance of the BPC reconstruc-
tion software; development of the calibration techniques used in the BPC, and calibration
of the detector in the 95 data taking period;and the analysis of l production with the



where E,. is the energy of the outgoing electron, and 0,. is the electron scattering
angle, defined with respect to the direction of the proton beam .

• The relative energy transfer from the positron to the proton (in the proton rest
frame):

]J.q E,,J -cosO,.
y = ]J.k~ 1 - E,--2--Chapter 2

Vector nleson production
collisions at HERA

.
In ep

Q2 Q2
XB'= --~-,

J 2p.q sy

This chapter discusses the theory of the production of vector mesons in ep collisions at
HERA. First, the relevant kinematical variables are introduced, and the general formula-
tions of the inclusive ep process is presented. Then, the relationship between ep and 'Y'p
cross sections, and the hadronic character of the photon are addressed. The production
of vector mesons both in the photoproduction regime and at high virtuality of the photon
are discussed, including a brief overview of the existing theoretical and phenomenological
models for this process. Finally, the vector meson decay angular distributions, and the
information they provide on the photon spin density matrix are discussed.

which can be interpreted as the fraction of the proton four-momentum carried by
the struck quark.

• The energy transfer from the positron to the proton (in the proton rest frame):

p.q Q2
V=-~---.

mp 2mpXBj

In these expressions terms proportional to the proton and electron masses have been
neglected, and the lepton and proton beams have been assumed to be collinear.
In addition, the study of elastic pO production ep -t epOp(l -t 7f+7f-) requires the
introduction of a few more variables:

The scattering of positrons and protons can be described, to first order, by the exchange
of a gauge boson: in neutral current interactions the intermediate boson is either a 'Y'
or a Zo, while in charged current interactions it is a W±, and the incoming positron is
converted into a (anti-)neutrino. In the following only events with a positron in the final
state, i.e. neutral current interactions, are considered; at the values of momentum transfer
of this analysis these can be interpreted in terms of one-photon-exchange ' (figure 2.1).
It is conventional to describe the scattering of positrons on protons by the Mandelstam
variable s, the ep center of mass energy squared:

e'( k')

where E, and Ep are the electron and proton beam energies, and any pair of the following
Lorentz scalars Q2, y, W"'p, XBj and 1/:

}X(p')

Figure 2.1: Kinematics of ep scattering: neutral current ('Y') exchange. The ep collision
can be seen as a 'Y'p collision (below dashed line), with the lepton beam emitting the
photon.

'The eITeds of the charge of the incoming lepton for these events are negligible. Therefore the words
electron and positron are used here without distinction.



• The Mandelstam variable t, the negative squared momentum transfer at the proton
vertex:

where p' is the momentum of the outgoing proton, and the subscripts X and Y
denote the transverse components of the momenta with respect to the direction of
the proton beam.

In an inclusive cross section measurement only the momentum of the scattered electron
k' is recorded, and the cross section is expressed as

Before addressing the production of vector meson in ep collisions, it is useful to discuss the
inclusive ep cross section (ep -+ eX), where all the accessible final states X and possible
outgoing momenta are included 2.

The total ep cross section is defined as:

L:x denotes averaging over initial proton spin states as well as summing over final states.
The tensor W"" can be rewriten in terms of the electromagnetic current j~:

where M is the matrix element between initial and final state, containing the dynamical
features of the process, dQ is the Lorentz invariant phase space available for the outgoing
particles, and P is the incident flux.
For a collinear collision between particles A and B, the flux is given by

W~" == (2.15)

-4 1 l:(X I j" I p)(p I j" I X)*(2rr)4J.l(k + l' - k' - p~ _ ... - p~).
rrmp x

which, in high energy collisions, reduces to F ~ 2s.
The matrix element for a particular final state X is d2aop-tox 1 (4rra) 2 1

dy dQ2 == 2s 7 .c~" 4rrmp WI''' 4(2rr)2·

In the inelastic process Eo- is not kinematically determined by Eo and (}o-, since the system
of outgoing particles at the hadronic vertex are no longer constrained to have the mass
of the proton.
W~" is a general second rank tensor, but its antisymmetric terms may be ignored since
their contribution to the cross section vanishes due to .c~"being symmetric; the current
conservation at the hadronic vertex requires q"vV,,,, == q"W;w == 0, therefore IV"" can be
expressed in terms of two structure functions, WI and W2, that depend 011 two independent
scalars (Q2 and yare a common choice):

averaged over the spin of the incoming lepton and summed over the spin of the outgoing
ones, describes the positron vertex, and K.~" is the unknown tensor describing the sub-
process ,*1' -+ X at the hadronic vertex, which depends on q == (k - k'), on p and on the
various outgoing momenta p~,p~, ... , p~ (ql'q" ) W2 [ (q.p)] [ (q.p)]W,,,, == WI 7 -g~" + m~ 1'" - f q~ p" - f q" .

Rewriting equation 2.16 using equations 2.11 and 2.17,
2Throughout this section the positron mass, which would appear in terms ()( me/Q2, is neglected,

since in the domain under study 1ne « Q2.



In addition, the flux of virtual photons is not a uniquely defined concept, contrary to the
case of real particles where it was given by 4ml'f{. A conventional choice is to require the
momentum f{ of the virtual photon to be equal to the energy of a real photon needed
to give the same center-of-mass energy, i.e. to continue to satisfy equation 2.22. This is
known as the Hand convention [58]:

_Q2 + 2mpv
[(Hand = 2 = V (1 - X13j).mp

F](y,Q2)
F2(y, Q2)

11IpW1(y,Q2),
vW2(y, Q2),

In the limit q2 --+ 0 this expression reduces to J(Hand = V, as it should for real photons.
(other approach to the flux of virtual photons can be found in [48J.)
Using equation 2.17 together with the polarization vectors 2.23 and 2.24, t.he transverse
and longitudinal cross section are, respectively,

(2.19)
(2.20)

have been introduced; once again the lepton mass was neglected, and, in the last expres-
sion, terms proportional to 1111'/ s were also ignored. l7r'p-tX = u;(P-+x = I~:::d [(1 + ;:) W2(1/, Q2) - lJ\ll(v, Q2)] (2.27)

Typically, in -(p scattering at small Q2, XBj is small and J(lland ~ v. Also 1 + V/(Q)2 ~
v/Q2, yielding

Although HERA provides collisions between electrons and protons, most studies at HERA
can be reduced to the understanding of what happens in the lower vertex of figure 2.1,
when a. (virtual) photon interacts with the proton. In fact, the ep and '""t.p cross sections
can be directly related, and HERA data can be used to study photon-proton interactions,
with the role of the lepton beam being simply to provide the interacting photon.
In the scattering of a real photon, with (transverse) polarization c and an unpolarized
prot.on target, the photon energy (in the proton rest frame) is given by v == J( =1 K I,
with q = (v, K). This cross section can therefore be written as:

where the structure functions from 2.19 were used. Inverting these relations, and inserting
them in equation 2.18 yields:

oyp-tX _ 411"20' I" ~W
17, - I< c, C, I'V'

where Ci is the polarization vector of the photon with helicity i. The invariant mass of
the final state is which is known as the Equivalent Photon Expression (EPE).

By the same arguments, also elastic pO production at HERA ean be expressed in terms
of the process '""t.p --+ pOp:With real photons, the two transverse polarizations of the incident photons have to be

summe<J. To extend this cross section to virtual photons, the fact that the polarization
states are not limited to two has to be considered, since they can also have a longitudinal
component. The polarization vectors of virtual photons, taking K along the Z-axis, are:

C±l = ~ (0, 1, ±i, 0)

CO= ~2 (VV2+Q2,0,0,v). Equation 2.31 above relates the ep --+ elp cross section to the '""t.p --+ pOp cross section.
The latter reaction in real photoproduction has been extensively studied at fixed target



experiments and is usually interpreted in terms of the hadronic character of the photon
3

Tbe results of photoprodndion experiments revealed a number of similarities between
photon-hadron interactions and hadron-hadron ones, namely a weak energy dependency
of the cross section above ~ 3 GeV (see figure 2.2), secondary particles with limited
transverse momenta ('soft' interactions), and an imaginary forward amplitude [68, 80].
In the pbenomenological interpretation of this data tbe photon is regarded as being a kind
of hadron part of the timej in this picture, the features of photon-hadron interactions
should be similar to those of hadron hadron interactions, except that the cross sections
are smaller than the hadronic ones by approximately the magnitude of the fine structure
constant (an old rule-of-thumb says that one can estimate photon cross sections crudely
by multiplying the corresponding pion cross section by a/1r [102]).
Intuitively, this can be understood by noticing that the photon propagating in free space
can, according to Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, fluctuate into a virtual hadronic
state which has the same quantum numbers as the photon. The photon is always making
transitions back and forth between a bare photon, and a hadron, and the interaction with
the proton can be regarded as trapping the photon in its hadronic state.
If the hadron into which the photon fluctuates is a a vector meson of mass Mv, the time
allowed for this fluctuation is of the order of

list of references), have also been observed in photoproduction of light vector mesons at
I·mRA [106,53,107,109, 114J and can be described by the models below.

The Vector meson Dominance Model (VDM) [9, 70] is a model based on the ideas out-
lined in section 2.4. It attempts to explain the features of photon-hadron interactions by
describing the photon I 'Y*) as a superposition of two states: a bare photon I 'Ys) and a
small hadronic component ,;a I h):

2[(
tf ~ Q2 + Mt' (2.32)

in the proton rest frame, with the photon four-momentum q = (v, K) and K = IKlj in
the case of a real photon, the previous expression is simply 2[(/ M?
If during this time t/ the virtual particle can travel a distance much larger than the
nucleon size (~ 1 fm), i.e. if its Q2 and the vector meson mass are small enough, the
resulting interaction may look like a hadronic one.
The models based in the above picture ('soft models') will be described in the next section.
In perturbative QCD based models of 'Y'p interactions a very similar picture holds. The
photon couples to a qq pair and the interaction can be seen as trapping the photon in
this qq state. The predictions of perturbative QCD models are, however, very different
from the soft models with regard to the cross section behavior, and will be discussed in
section 2.6.

where Z3 is a normalization factor. The probability of finding the photon in the hadronic
state is small, but large hadron-hadron cross sections make the hadronic component dom-
inant at low Q2. Since I h) should have the same quantum numbers as the photon
(JPc = 1--j Q = S = B = 0), and the vector mesons pO, tv and ¢, which meet this
requirement, are copiously produced in photoproduction, it is plausible that these VM
supply very important contributions to the cross section. The Vector meson Dominance
Model is based on the hypothesis that these three vector mesons are the only badronic
constituents of the photon, and that the bare photon component does not participate in
hadronic interactions. According to this model:

70
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Like inclusive photoproduction, also the elastic photoproduction of light vector mesons
(VM) 'YP --+ V Mp follows the main features of hadronic interactions (compare figures 2.2
and 2.6) with a slow rise of the cross section with energy, and an exponential falloff
of the differential cross section which is large atl = 0 (forward peak) and decreases
rapidly with t, da/dltl oc e-b1tl. These characteristics, long known at low center-of-mass
energies (see [9J for a review on measurements previous to 1978, [114J for an extensive

3The symbol,· is used below referriug generically to photons, both real and virtual. Whenever only
real photons apply, the symbol, is used.



va II) '\' 1 M~a I = LJ tv Ml -I- Q2 I V)
V;P,w,q, V

where the coupling constants tv can be determined, for example, from e+e- collisions 4,

and can be found in [80J.
VOM is based on Sakurai's theory of strong interactions mediated by vector fields, and
j;he formulation of Sakurai [89J is closely followed in this section.
According to VDM, expression 2.34 relates the electromagnetic matrix element for
,"p -t X, (X 1 j,. I p) of equation 2.15, to the corresponding matrix element for
Vp -t X, (X I J,~ 1 p) via

The extension of this model to include other states than pO, wand 4> in I h) is known as
the Generalized Vector meson Dominance 'Model (GVD) [32].
For exclusive po production fOp -t pop, formulae 2.40 and 2.41 reduce (assuming no
off-diagonal terms) to

(.Y 1 j~ 1 p) = ~ ) (X I J: I p) (2.35)
1-1-"Q> v

where J,~ stands for the current density of tbe vector meson field.
Both j and JV can be separated into components perpendicular Cd and parallel (II) to
the virtual photon/vector meson three-momentum. The transverse and longitudinal cross
sections of photons and vector mesons are then represented as

OY'p-+pOP(w. Q2) _ 47fa (_1_) 2~" pOp-+pOp(W ) (2.43)
uL oy'p, - P 1 -I- Sf!.. M2~paT oy'l'

I) ll'f~ p

In this model R(Q2) = aZ'P-+Pop/ut'P-+pop = Q2 / M;~p, where ~p can be determined exper-
imentally either through the Q2 dependence of arp-+pop -I- uZ'P-+pop, or tbrough an helicity
analysis of po production.

a}'P-+X = 47f}:aL I (X 1 j!L I p) 12 _1_(27f)404(p -I-q - p') (2.36)
, x 47fmp

" , 47f2a Q2 1ul p-+X = -/' 2" L I (X I jll I p) 12 __ (27f)404(p -I-q - p') (2.37)
t J/ X 47fmp

a~P-+x = ~,L 1 (X I Ji 1 p) 12 _1_(27f )404(p -I-q - p') (2.38)
,.\ X 47fmp

urp-+x = _}7f( MI L I (X I Jill p) 12 -4 1 (27f)404(p -I- q - p') (2.39)
J/ X rrmp

VDM makes the hypothesis that LX 1 (X I Jr,1I I p) 12 varies very little witb Q2.
Therefore, using tbe previous expressions, the Q2 dependence of the ,'p cross section in
the VDM model can be explicitly written as

2.5.2 Regge Phenomenology

Regge phenomenology, which attempts to describe the asymptotic behavior of strong
interactions, was developed in the context of hadron-hadron interactions, but due to the
analogy presented above, it applies equally to pboton-hadron collisions and in particular
to elastic l production.

• The optical theorem:

The optical theorem (see e.g. [81]) relates tbe total cross section for a process
AB -t X to the imaginary part of tbe forward elastic scattering amplitude:

( )

2
oy'P-+X 2 _ 4rra 1 Vp-+X

uT (Woy"P' Q ) - L y ~ aT (Woy.p),
v;p,w,q, V 1 -I- M

v

1aAB-+X(s) = -!m(.A(s,1 = 0))
s

with the elastic scattering amplitude.A normalized to

duAB-+AB 1 2

dill = 16rrs2 1.A(s,t) I .

oy'P-+X 2 :..... '\' 4rra ( 1 ) 2 Q2 vp-+X
aL (Woy'P' Q ) - LJ -t2 1 Q2 M2 ~vuT (Woy'p)

V;p,w,</> V -I- M:; v

~v is the ratio of the longitudinal to the transverse Vp -t X cross section and it is 0(1).

s is the square of the center of mass energy of the relevant process (in ,'p collisions
s == W';'p, note different definition of s compared to previous section).

• Pomeranchuk's theorem:

Pomeranchuk's theorem is a prediction from quantum field theory [62J that is sup-
ported by the data:

41n t1~e reaction e+o- -+ -y' -+ V -+ hadrons the partial width of the resonance is related to Iv by
r = (o2!3)(41r11~)Mv.



where P, are the Legendre polynomials, and each amplitude A, is identified with a 'prop-
agator' term for an exchanged particle of angular momentum 1 and mass m" with all the
suitable quantum numbers:

Moreover, this theorem states that the cross section at high energies should also
become isospin independent. A()-~I t - 2't-m,

where r(t) is the decay width of the particle of mass mi. Extending the scattering
amplitude to the complex 1 plane, using Cauchy's theorem, and noting that even aud
odd contributions to expression 2.48 are separated due to parity conservation in strong
interactions, A can be rewritten as

1 J r,(l) ei., + SA(s,t) = ---, dl(21 + 1)--2-'-1 P,(cosiJ,).
2t t - m, 2 SIl1 rr

The signature S = ±1 for even/odd angular momentum states.
The Chew-Frautschi plots (spin versus mass m?, see figure 2.5) show that particles and
resonances of a gi ven isospin and strangeness (and even/ odd angular momentum) align
along a trajectory 1 = o:(ml) , which relates angular momentum and mass, and can be
expanded around t

i.e. as s tends to infinity, the total cross section can grow at most as In2(s). At the
energies presently available, this limit is still far from being saturated.

The Regge model describes hadronic interactions in terms of particles exchanged in the
t-channel [23J (see figure 2.3). For the process AB -+ CD, s is the square of the center of
mass energy, and t is related to the scattering angle. However, particle exchange proceeds
through the t-channel AC -+ DD and in this case t gives the energy and s gives the
t-channel scattering angle 0, (the roles of sand t are interchanged). Crossing relations
tell us that the sand t-channel processes have a common scattering amplitude, with t
and s in different domains (see figure 2.4).
The scattering amplitude A can be decomposed into a t-channel partial wave series

do:( t)
o:(t) ~ o:(m?) + ---;]"t(t - m?) = 1+ o:'(t - m?),

00

A(s,t) = 2:(21 + I)A/(t)P,(cosO,)
1=0

0.5
tlGeV2j

t- channel region

Figure 2.4: The pO trajectory, and the values of 0:(1) (I < 0) obtained in 7f-p -t 7f+n,
from [23J.
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,If' (1:,,\")

and using expressions 2.45 and 2.56, the Regge prediction for the elastic differential cross
section can be inferred:

d(}"AB-+AB ( 5 ) 2(a(t)-1) ( 5 ) 2(a(0)-I)
dlil == {3(t)2 :;;; == {3(t)2 :;;; e

2a
'tln,/,o

If the observed exponential dependence of the cross section in t referred in the beginning
section 2.5 is introduced, {3(i)2 0:: e-bo/tl,

d(}"AB-+AB (5 )2(a(O)-1) (S )2(a(0)-1)____ == _ e-boltl-2a',tlln(,/,o) == _ e-b(,)ltl,
dlil So So

with b(s) == bo + 2O"ln(5/so). This last expression is an important prediction of H.egge
theory, the shrinkage (or sharpening) of the forward i peak as the logari thm of the energy
increases.
Integrating the differential cross section d(}"AB-+AB / dltl over i, the energy dependence for
an elastic process yields

where a' denotes the slope of the function a(i). Replacing t - mf by ~(a(i) - l) and
using Cauchy's theorem at the pole a(i) == l,

S2(a(0)-1)
(}"AB-tAB 0:: _

b(s)

e,,,a(t) +5
A(s,t) == -11" 2' ()(2a(t) + l)f/(t)a'll(cosOt)

SJl111"a t

Since in the framework on the VDM model the energy (and t) dependence of the reaction
,'p --t pop is directly given by the dependence of the elastic hadronic interaction pOp --t pop
(see equations 2.42 and 2.43), the predictions of expressions 2.60 and 2.61 also hold in
the case of exclusive po production.

Pl •..•00 (cos Ot) ~ e-i"a(.)( cos Otla(t),

and that for elastic scattering of particles A and B

Donnachie and Landshoff pal'ameterizations

According to the previous discussion, the high energy behavior of the total hadronic cross
section is fixed by the Regge trajectory with the highest intercept a(O) in the Chew-
Frautschi plots, which has ap(O) == 0.44 [81] (see figure 2.5). Therefore, the Regge model
expects (}"AB-tX 0:: s-t. This is in conflict with the observations of a slow rise of the total
hadron-hadron (and photon-hadron) cross section with energy (see figures 2.2 and 2.6). To
solve this discrepancy, a hypothetical exchanged particle, the Pomeron 1P, was introduced.
This 'object' has the quantum numbers of the vacuum, and the intercept of its trajectory
at t == 0 is ap (0) > 1.
A possible QCD picture of the Pomeron is that it represents multiple gluon exchange.
A multitude of total hadron-hadron reactions can be successfully fitted by a surn of effec-
tive pure Regge exchange (sometimes referred as Reggeon) and Pomeron exchange:

2st
cosO. == 1+ ( 2 2)2 2t - mA - mB - 4mBt

_ Re(A) Hoo cos 11"a +5
p == --- == -----,

Im(A) sin 11"a

( )

a(.)
A( s, t) '10."" P( t) ~ '

where So is a constant. Using the last expression and the optical theorem 2.44, the energy
dependence of total cross section is found to be

where A and B are, respectively, the Pomeron and Reggeon contributions. Donnachie
and Landshoff [35Jhave determined the parameters £ and 1] to be



More recently Cudell et. al. performed a morc complete fit [26], t.he best estimate yielding
c = 0.096~g:gb~, but. wit.h good result.s for values of c in the range [0.07,0.11J. A PomerOll
which leads to values of c in this ra.nge is also known as the 'soft' Pomeron.
Donnachie and Landshoff have also fitt.ed t.he t dependence of pp and pp cross sections
a.ccording to 2.60, and obtained a'a' = 0.25 GeV-2 [33J.
It. should be noted t.hat t.he energy behavior ofthe cross sections described by the Pomeron
cannot. prevail at. increasingly higher energies, due to part.ial wave unit.arity (J:<roissart
bound of 2.47). So, event.ually, at high enough energies, multi-Pomeron exchange will
dominate, and the superposition of such higher order effects will prevent the violation of
t.his limit.
It. is also interesting that the dominance of Pomeron exchange at high energies leads to

As in the case of the Regge theory, the features of the Pomeron exchange should also
apply to vector meson production. Figure 2.6 shows vector meson photoproduction mea-
surements compared to the predictions of DonIlachie and Landshoff, and Cudell et al. .
The light vector mesons (pO, wand 4» exhibit the features predicted by the soft Pomeron
over a wide range of energies.
However, JjiJ! photoproduction at HERA [52, 104, 55, 110], shows a much steeper de-
pendence of the cross section on the energy, indicating that the Regge picture described
above does not apply to this process. In addition, t.here are hints [105,54,108,112,56,57]
that, in the high Q2 regime, the rise of the cross section with W"'p for light vedor mesons
is inconsistent with the prediction made by models based on the soft Pomeron exchange.
The understanding of these processes requires different approaches such as perturbative
QCDs, discussed in t.he next section.

o low energy data
.• ZEUS93
.• ZEUS94
* Hi 94

VOM & Pomeroll (Cudell el a1.)
- VOM & Pomeron (DL)
......... pQCO (Ryskin)

2.6 Perturbative QeD models for vector meson pro-
duction

~f'o~o
'YP-4pop

0

0

'YP-4Olp

?f~o ¢ ?~
'YP-4ljlp

In order for a process to be calculable via perturbative QCD (pQCD) the value of the
running coupling constant as must be small. This means the process has to contain a
scale (in Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS) the scale is usually taken to be Q2 ) which is
large enough so that OIS(Q2) « 1. In leading order,

2 1211"
as(Q) = (33-2nf)ln(Q2ji\2)

where i\. is a confinement scale, not predicted by the theory, but expected to be somewhere
in the range 0.1-0.5 GeV, and nf is the number of flavors. Setting i\. = 0.2 GeV, and
nf = 3, one obtains 01,(0.25 GeV) c:e 3, 01,(1 GeV) c:e 0.4 and ('(,(10 GeV) c:e 0.2 (in the
last case Q2 is above the charm threshold, and nf = 1)
It is therefore reasonable to expect that, at high enough Q2, pQCD based models Illay
descri be I'p --t pOp.
Most of these models separate the photon-proton interaction into three stages in time:

...........

!YIRS(O;....
.• ' GR'v'(94)

.... '~~S(A'

r....•:·~::t+..tt···········
.' >t

.i§.3::::::"·:

• :;:f

• The qij pair interacts with the proton. The colorless exchange that takes place is
treated as a perturbative two gluon, or gluon ladder exchange .

In general, the pQCD calculations predict only the longit.udinal part of the cross section,
which is expected to dominate in their region of applicability.

Figure 2.6: Cross section for vector meson photoproduction in fixed target experiments
and at HErtA [99].

SAlso some non-perLurbative QeD inspired models Lry Lo I'flxlicL Lhe properties of vedor rne.son
prodncLion at high Q2. A list of such models can be found ill [21).



The longit.udinal differellt.ial vector meson production cross section at t = 0 given by one
of t.he models present.ed below (8 rodsky et. al.),

duZ;-tVl' 1,=0 = ~6a1(Q2) I(l+ i;dllldxBJ xg(XBj, Q2)1
2

, (2.64)

where A is a const.ant. t.hat. depends on t.he vector meson wave function, helps to illust.rat.e
t.he mai n predictions shared by pQCO models:

•• T le cross section is relat.ed to t.he square of the gluon densit.y in the proton xg .

•• Tbe W""p dependence of t.he longitudina.l cross sectioll is
uOY·P-tvp(W..,.p) <X [as(Q2)xg(XBj, Q2)j2 ~ W..,.p
but. depends somewhat upon the XBj range covered.

• The Q2 dependence of the longitudinal cross section is (Q2)-3, modified by
[as(Q2)xg(XBj,Q2)j2, leading to an effective power (Q2)>> with n ~ 2 - 2.5 which
depends slight.ly on the XBj range.

• Tbe t and W..,.p dependences of the cross section are decoupled, so no shrinkage is
expected. In addi tion, the transverse size of the qij system is assumed to be small,
so t.hat the t dependence of the cross section is mainly determined by the proton
size, du/dltl <X e-b1t/ with b ~ 5 GeV2 for all vector mesons.

The perturbative model introduced by Brodsky et. al [16J expresses the forward differelltial
cross section of leptoproduction of vector mesons in terms of the light-cone qij wave
function of the vector meson and the gluon distribution of the proton. The double-
leading-log approximation (DLLA) is used. The model is valid for the production of light
vector mesons, provided that the kinema.tic region satisfy the conditions lil/2 / M~ » 1,
W2/Q2» 1 and It /« Q2. Its results are equivalent to those of the Ryskin model when
a simple non-relativistic pair of quarks is assumed for the vector meson .

2.6.3 Frankfurt et al.
Frankfurt et al. [44] have made similar calculations to Brodsky et al. ,but used a LLA(Q2)
approximation, including contributions by the sea quarks of the nucleon. The authors
discuss the predictions of pQCD, quant.ifying t;heir kinemat.ical limit.s of validity, the
production of excited states of vector mesons and the restorat.ion of flavor symmetry. In
addition, the model reveals the important role of quark ferrni motion within the vector
meson.

• The ratios of the vector meson production cross sections are given by the charges
of the constituent quarks, assuming flavor independent production mechanisms, for
example u(<f»/u(pO) = 2/9 (consistent with high Q2 data [108,57]).

Some of the pQCO models are briefly presented below. HERA data will hopefully soon
provide means of discriminating among them.

The models presented above make only perturbative calculations of VM production by
longitudinal photons. Martin et al. [73J have addressed the behavior of UT, and the relative
contribution of longitudinal and transverse component. to the tot.al cross section versus
Q2 based on the open production of light qij pairs and pa7·ton-hadi·on dualit.y. Again, t.he
predictions are made in terms of gluon densities and account. for the observed deviations

• 0 • ~ 0 2of R(Q2) = Ut p-tp p/u} P p p from linearity at high Q .

2.6.5 Bartels et al., Forshaw et al.
The works of Bartels et al. [8] and Forshaw et al. [42J discuss t;he the possibility of the
hard scale required for pQCD calculations being supplied by the momentum transfer I
at the prot.on vertex. Recent studies at high I at HERA [111J are consistent. with this
hypothesis.

Just before HERA started data-taking, Ryskin suggested that the hard scale needed for
perturbative calculations of exclusive production of J/iJl could be supplied by the mass of
t.his hea.vy vector meson, regardless of the Q2 of the int.eraction. This model [86], which
uses a leading-log l/XBj approximation (LLA(l/xBj)), predicts a rise in the cross section
with the square of the strong coupling constant times the square of the gluon density,
evaluated at the effective values of Q2 and XBj of:

-2 Mv + Q2
q = 4

MV+Q2
XBj = W2

It has sl.l.ccessfully described the diffractive phot.oproduction of J/iJ! at HERA [52, 104,55,
110], wb.ich shows an energy dependence of the cross section much steeper t.han expected
from a s oft process (see figure 2.6). However, once ext.ended to light vector mesons, even
at moderate Q2, the scale ij2 in the Ryskin model is still significantly lower than that of
other m<>delsdescribed below.

pO production allows the study of the polarization of tile vector meson, which can be
inferred from the angular distributions of the decay into two pions [22].
The definition of the decay angles depends on the choice of reference system. Three refer-
ence systems, which differ in t.he choice of the spin-quantization axis (Z-axis) commonly
used [9J are shown in figure 2.7; depending on the production mechanism, the pO may be
aligned wit.h one of these systems, in which case the angular dist.ribution description is
simplified: In t.he following the helicit.y system is used. This system, where t.he Z-axis
is opposite to the direction of the recoil proton in the overall -(p center of mass frame,



is convenient; in case of s-chanllcl he/icily conse7'vation (SClIC, i.e. the vector meson re-
tains the helicity of the photon; helicity zero mesons are produced only by longitudinally
polarized pllOtons, and helicity one mesons by transversely polarized photons). The Y-
axis is given by the normal to the production plane defined by the cross product of the
three-momenta of the r,o and of the virtual photon. This system is adopted as there are
experimental evidences of SCHC in pO production [7, 64, 19J.
Other choices of reference frames include the Adair system, where the Z-axis is along the
direction of t.he incident phot.on in t.he overall,'p center of mass frame, convenient in case
of spin independence in t.he s-channel syst.em, and t.he Gottff'ied-Jackson system, where
t.he Z-axis is t.he direction of the incident. photon in the l rest frame, convenient in case
of i-channel helieity conseT1Jaiioll.
Once t.he reference frame has been chosen, the decays can be characterized using t.hree
planes, as in figure 2.8:

In certain cases it is also of use to define the polarization angle \h = 4>"- <lJh·

Using the formalism of [90], and assuming that the incoming proton is un polarized and
that its final state polarization is not detected the normalized three-dimensional angular
distribution can be expressed as a function of 15 independent elements

w"npol(cosB",<p",<lJh) = (2.67)

3 [1( 04) 1(04 ) 2 In (04)'- - 1-1'00 + - 31'00 -1 cos Bh - v2Re roo sIll2B"cosq,,,-
41f 2 2
1'~~1sin2 B" cos 24>" - c:cos 2<IJ"{T'll sin2 Bh + 1'60cos2 B" -

V2Re(rlo) sin 2B" cos 4>h - 1'LI sin2 Bh cos 24>h} -

c:sin 2<Ph{ V2JmHo) sin 2Bh sin 4>h + fm(1'i-1) sin2 0" sin2'h} +
V2c:(1 + c:) cos <lJh{r~1sin2 Bh + l'go cos2 B" -
V2Re(1'~0) sin 2Bh cos 4>h - rL sin 2 Oh cos 24>,,} +
V2c:(1 + c:) sin <lJh{V2Im(r~o) sin 2Bh sin <Ph + J m(I'LI) sin2 B/l sin 24>h}]

2(1 - y)
c:= (1 + (1 _ y)2)

• <Ph, t.he a?:imuthal angle of the 1f+ in the po rest frame (it coincides with the angle
between the po production and the decay planes);

I
I

~~pFigure 2.7: Schematic diagram indicating the preferred reference frames for the study of
the po decay angles depending on the process: i) Helicity system: helicity conservation;
ii) Adair system: conservation of spin direction; iii) Gottfried-Jackson system: no spin
transfer in the i-channel (dashed line showing i-channel exchange). Adapted from [9].

Figure 2.8: Schematic diagram of the planes that define the angles Oh, 4>"and <P" lIsed in
the analysis of the po decay angular distributions (heJicity frame).



and c > 0.995 in this analysis 6

The quantities 1':"", l'?';n are linear combinations of the vector meson spin density matrix
elements p(V):"n (i=0,I,2,4,5,6):

7.04 P~m + £RP;:m
(2.69)nlH I +cR

,

7~:lln ~ i = 1,2 , (2.70)
I +cR

r~n
V1iP~n i = 5,6, (2.71)
1 +cR

wunpol (cos tin, lJi,,) =

~~R[sin2 Oh(l + c cos 2lJi,,) + 2cRcos2 0" -
87[' 1 +c
J2Rc(1 + c) cos 0 sin 20" cos lJi,,]

where the parameter 0 is the relative phase between the longitudinal and transverse

amplitudes (coso = -f(8)~Re(rro)), and the value of il, the ratio of the elastic pO
production cross section for longitudinal photons to that for transverse photons is given
by

where H is the ratio of the elastic l production cross section for longitudinal photons
to that for transverse photons (see below); the subscripts m and n run over the possible
helicity states -1, 0 and + 1. The superscript 0 represents the unpolarized part, 1 and
2 descri be transverse photons wi th linear polarization. The superscript 4 represents the
longitudinal contribution, and 5 and 6 refer to interference terms between transverse
and longitudinal polarizations. Since R is not known, the contributions from the matrix
elements p~" and P;~n can not be separated unless measurements at different c, i.e. at
different scattering angle for fixed Q2 and W'Y0p are performed.
In case of SCHC, most elements in equation 2.67 reduce to zero. The only non-vanishing
ones in this case are rg;J, 7'LI' Im(7'Ll), Re(rfo) and Im(r~o), and, furthermore, these
elements are related to each other:

"Y.p-+pOp 7,04

R=~= 00
aj"P-tpop c:(1 - rg;J) .

(The last expression is valid under SCHC, independent of the parity of the exchange.)

Finally, it is useful to classify the sub-processes of the I'P interaction according to their
final state (see figure 2.9):

• DifTractive processes

Diffractive interactions [45, 46] are those where the scattering of the particles is
peripheral, and there is no quantum number exchange involved. In analogy with
optics (therefore the name diffraction), the difTractive scattering of the particles can,
in a naive model, be approximated by the absorption of a quantum mechanical wave
by a black disk, where the cross section depends only on the impact parameter (the
distance between the particles orthogonally to the collision plane).

In diffractive interactions, only a small amount of energy or momentum is exchanged,
so the final particles continue to move with momenta close to those of the initial ones.
This causes the rapidity 7 distribution of the final state particles to be grouped in
two regions, corresponding to the incoming particles; this is used to experimentally
identify diffractive events (events with a rapidity gall). Diffractive events can be
either elastic or dissociative:

w,mpol(COSO", Ill,,) =

3 [1 04 1 04 2 1 247[' 2(1 - 7'00) + 2(3roo - 1) cos (),.f:7'I_1 sin Oh cos 2lJi" -

'iJC:(l + c:)ReHo) sin 20h cos lJihl

If, in ad<:lition, the reaction proceeds via t-channel exchange of particle (or particles) with
pure natural parity (P = (_l)J), a new relation holds:

1 1( 04)r1_1 = "2 I - roo

and one can rewrite the angular distribution as

- elastic diffraction

It is customary to call the process I']I-t Vp elastic (or exclusive) scattering 8.

Naively one could think of elastic Compton scattering I·P -t iP as the photoll-
hadron counterpart of elastic hadron-hadron scattering. But, while the Comp-
ton process comprises a small fraction of the total I·P cross section, the ela.stic

7The rapidity y is denned as y = 1/211\[(E + PL)/(E - pd] where E is the energy of t.he particle and
PL its longiLudinal momentum.

BSome aul.hors prefer the name Quasi-elastic.
6The additional terms to equation 2.67 arising from transverse polarization of the elecl.ron beam

contain both a facl.or m</Q2 and a factor (I - e), and can safely be neglecl.ed in this sl.udy.



part of the cross section in hadron-hadron collisions accounts, typically, for
~ 20% of the total cross section. However, VM production in photon-hadron
interactions can be considered a.n elastic process in the VDM model frame-
work (described in section 2.5.1), and its contribution to (J'YP->x is of the same
magnitude of ((Jhh->hh)/ ((Jhh->X) in hadronic collisions.

ditl'ractive dissociation

Inelastic or dissociative scattering occurs when either the proton or the photon
(or both) are allowed to break up into final states of higher mass but retaining
the same quantum numbers as the incoming particles:

* proton dissociation: I'p -t V N
* photon dissociation: I'p -t Xp
* double dissociation: I'p -t X N

~i)/
r* ~ V

~ iii)d/

r* ~X

I
I
I

~
P p'

The remaining interactions are called non-diffractive. The final state particles are
distributed without large rapidity gaps.

~

'i)

*r V

~N
P

~ iV)d/l"

r ~X

~N
P

Figure 2.9: I'p sub-processes: i) elastic (or exclusive) diffraction; ii) proton dissociative
diffraction; iii) photon dissociative diffraction; iv) double dissociative diffraction; v) non-
di ffracti ve process.



Chapter 3

The HERA collider and the ZEUS
detector

In this chapter the HERA collider and the ZEUS detector are described. These have been
extensively described elsewhere [101, 103], therefore only characteristics or components
relevant for the present analysis w.ill be addressed in some detail.

The Hadron Elektron Ring Anlage HERA was constructed at DESY (Deutsches Elektro-
nen-Synchrotron, Hamburg) during the late 80's. It is a unique facility, consisting of two
storage rings of 6.3 km of circumference, 10-30 m underground and providing collisions
between 820 GeV protons and 27.5 GeV electrons1 (center of mass energy: ~ 300 GeV),
probing electron and quark substructure to distances down to a few 10-18 cm, not acces-
sible by fixed target experiments.
Since 1992, the I-!ERA beams have been colliding head-on in two interaction regions
occupied by the ZEUS and HI experiments.
In addition, two fixed target experiments, HERMES and HERA-B, profit from the HERA
beams.
HERMES, operating since 1995, studies the spin structure of nucleons by scattering lon-
gitudinally polarized electrons in polarized gas targets. Spin rotators, installed before and
after the HERMES experimental hall, rotate the natural transverse polarization of the
electron beam [94J.
HERA-B (under installation) will use wire targets on the halo of the proton beam to
produce B mesons and study CP violation in the BO EO system.
The acceleration of the beams up to full energies is done in several steps (see figure 3.1).
The injection of electrons begins in a 450 MeY linear accelerator (LINAC)j these then fill
the storage ring PIA, from which they are transfered, as a single bunch, into DESY II,
where they are accelerated to 7 GeY. Each bunch is then injected into PETRA, until 70

Parameter Design Values Typical value in 1995
e+ I p e+ p

Energy 30 GeY I 820 GeY 27.5 GeY 820 GeY
Center of mass energy 314 GeY 300 GeY

Current 58 mA ]60 mA 30 mA 55 mA
Injection energy 14 GeY 40 GeY 12 GeY 40 GeY
Injection time 15 min 20 min 45 min 60 min

Number of bunches 210 174+15 174+6
Bunch crossing time 96 os

Horizontal beam size at II' 0.30 mm 0.27 mm 0.24 mm 0.19 mm
Vertical beam size at II' 0.06 mm 0.09 mm 0.06 mm 0.06 mm

Longitudinal beam size at II' 0.8 cm 11 cm 0.8 cm 11 cm
Specific luminosi ty 3.9 .1029 cm-2 s 1 A C2 5.0 .1029 cm -2 s 1 I\. 2

Instantaneous luminosity 1.7 .1031 cm -2 S-1 4.3 .1030 crn -2 S-1

Integrated luminosity 35 pb 1/year 12.5 pb I/year

ISince 1994 HERA operates with positrons instead of electrons. This has improved the lifetime of the
lepton beam, allowing HERA to deliver higher luminosities [30]. In 1998 HERA will resume the operation
with electrons. [n the following the term electron is generically used for electrons and/or positrons.
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Figure 3.2: The integrated luminosity i) delivered by HERA and ii) collected by the ZEUS
detector in the period 1993 to 1997.

bunches are accumulated and accelerated to 14 GeV. HERA is filled at this energy, with
a total of 210 bunches (nominal values), The acceleration of protons starts with H- ions
accelerated up to 50 MeV in a LINAC These ions are then stripped, and injected into
the storage ring DESY Ill. Here the protons, in bunches already spaced by 96 ns, are
accelerated to 7 GeV. As for the positrons, the protons are injected into PETRA until 70
bunches are accumulated, and then accelerated to 40 GeV for injection to HERA.
The IIERA running conditions in 1995 are summarized in table 3.1. While the limitations
on the electron beam energy arise from the power dissipated by synchrotron radiation, the
maximum proton beam energy is determined by the bending field of the dipole magnets.
Figure 3.2 shows the integrated luminosity i) delivered by HERA and ii) collected by the
ZEUS detector in the period 1993 to 1997, clearly showing a performance improvement
every year.

I

10 m
I

-5 m

detector help in the characterization of the events.
The components of the ZEUS detector which are important for this analysis are the
tracking devices (the VerteX Detector VXD, the Central Tracking Detector CTD and the
Rear Tracking detectors RTD), the uranium CALorimeter (CAL), the Proton Remnant
Tagger (PRT), the Luminosity monitors (LUMI) and the Beam Pipe Calorimeter (BPC),
discussed in detail in chapter 4.

3.2.1 The tracking devices
Around the ZEUS beam pipe is the VerteX Detector (VXD) [2], a cylindrical drift chamber
that improves the determination of the event vertex. It consists of 120 cells, each with
12 sense wires running parallel to the beam. The chamber has an inner radius of 9.9 cm,
an outer radius of 15.9 cm and covers the region in the polar angle 0 of 8.6° < 0 < 165°.
The spatial resolution of the vertex detector in the ,'- <P plane is ~ 50ljm,
The Central Tracking Detector (CTD) [43J is also a cylindrical wire chamber, which
surrounds the VXD. The wires are al'1'anged in 72 layers, organized in 9 .mperlaye7's.
Five of these superlayers (axial layers, odd-numbered) have wires parallel to the Z-axis,
while the other four (stereo) superlayers are tilted by a small angle (~ 5°) whose value is
chosen such that the resolution in polar and azimuthal angle is almost equal. In total, the
CTD is equipped with 4608 sense wires, readout by flash analogue to digital converters
(FADC). The wires of the axial superlayers 1, 3 and 5 are instrumented with Z-by-timi71g
electronics, which determine the Z vertex coordinate by measuring the time of arrival of
the pulses at the two ends of each wire. This information is used in the trigger. The CTD

The ZEUS collabora.tion, which includes over 400 physicists from a dozen countries, built
and runs a powerful and versatile detector at HERA, which has been taking data since
June 1992.
As in many high-energy physics experiments, the ZEUS detector uses mainly two com-
plementa.ry approaches to analyze the particles resulting from ep collisions: surrounding
the interaction point, the tracking detectors trace the charged particles as they bend in a
magnetic field; then, an outer layer of calorimeters, covering nearly the entire solid a.ngle,
determine the energy of charged and neutral particles by stopping them and measuring
the total energy deposited in the material. Several smaller components of the ZEUS



me~sures more than 2 m in length, and its origin is shifted by 25 cm towards the forward
region with respect to the ZEUS nominal interaction point covering the angular range
15° < 0 < 1.64°;it has a radius of about 80 cm. The CTD achieves a spatial resolution in
,. - </> of 190 pIn, and of about I mm in Z (3 cm by Z-by timing) .
The large solenoidal magnetic field around these inner tracking detectors provide pre-
cise tra.nsverse momentum measurements, reaching, for full length tracks, u(p-r )/PT ~
0.005p?, ED 0.016 (where P1' is in GeV).
The Ileal' Tracking Detector (IlTD) [14J is a planar drift chamber, located at the rear end
of the CTD and extending the ZEUS inner tracking system. It consists of three la.yers
of drift cells, perpendicular to the beam axis, each having six sense wires. The layers
are mounted such that the wires have orientations 0°, 60° and -60° with respect to the
horizontal. The IlTD covers the polar region 160° < 0 < 170°.

sided readout (in addition, if one photomultiplier tube, or a readout channel, fails, not all
information on that cell is lost). The overall position resolution in the CAL is close to 1
cm,

The timing resolution is better than a nanosecond for energy deposits greater than 4 GeV.
The CAL is calibrated daily to an accuracy of 1% using pedestal triggers, charge and light
injection, as well as the signal arising from the uranium radioacf.ivity.

The Proton Remnant TaggeI' (PRT) [28] consists of 7 pairs of scintillator counters sur-
rounding the beampipe, in the forward region, which detect particles scattered at very
small angles, predominantly associated with the remnant of the proton. 2 pairs of coun-
ters (PRT1) are located at Z = 5 m and 5 pairs (PRT2) at Z = 24 m, tagging particles in
the angular range 6 < (J < 26 mrad and 1.5 < 0 < 8 mrad, respectively. In this analysis,
only PRT2 is used, due to a small overlap between the PRT1 and the BPC operation
in 1995. Each PRT2 counter consists of a 20 cm x 25 cm scintillator tile, of 10 mm
thickness, attached to light guides and a photomultiplier tube. The counters in a pair are
of equal shape and are placed one after the other, to cover the same area, in the proton
beam direction. Each pair of counters is shielded on the outside by 4 mm lead, and each
counter is covered, on the side facing the other scintillator in the pair, by a 1 mm lcad
foil. Requiring coinciding signals in a pair of counters allows the detection of high energy
particles, while suppressing backgrounds. Each pair of counters roughly covers a quadrant
of the ZEUS X - Y plane, with the fifth counter covering a gap in acceptance due to a
flange attached to the proton beam pipe. All counter pairs are interleaved and shielded
by lead.

The main calorimeter of the ZEUS detector [4], is a high resolution sampling calorimeter,
built of alternating layers of depleted urani urn plates (3.3 mm thick) and plastic scintillator
(2.6 mm thick). The readout is performed via wavelength shifter bars and photomultiplier
tubes.
This uranium CALorimeter (CA L) surrounds the inner tracking detectors and consists of
three separate structures (forward, barrel and rear calorimeters) which, together, cover
99.6% of solid angle around t.he interaction point. The uranium/scintillator ratio was
tuned so that it has equal response to electrons and hadrons (compensating calorimeter),
The Forward CALorimeter (FCAL), in the proton direct.ion, covers the range 2.5° <
o < 36.7° (pseudorapidity 2 region 4.3 > 1] > 1.1); the Barrel CALorimeter (BCAL)
surrounds the central detector region, 36.7° < 0 < 129.1° (pseudorapidity region 1.1 >
1] > -0.75); t.he Rear CALorimeter (RCAL), in the electron direction, covers the angular
region 129.1° < 0 < 176.5° (pseudorapidity region -0.75> 1] > -3.8) - small overlaps in
the angular region covered were neglected.
I':ach of these calorimeters consists of modules (24 for FCAL and RCAL, 32 for BCAL),
which are subdivided transversely int.o towers and longitudinally into one electromagnetic
section (EMC) and one (in RCAL) or two (in FCAL and BCAL) hadronic sections (HAC).
The ratio of electromagnetic energy (deposited in EMC) to hadronic energy (deposited in
HAC) provides a means of separation between electrons and hadrons.
Each EMC section has a depth of 25 radiation lengths, usually enough to contain electro-
magnetic showers, or 1 interaction length, and is divided into sequential cells per tower.
The HAC sections, with a total of 3 (RCAL) or 5 (FCAL and BCAL) interaction lengths,
correspond to a single cell per tower.
The energy resolution of the calorimet.er amounts to u(E)/E = 0.18(0.35)/j(E) (E in
GeV) for electromagnetic (hadronic) particles.
Each calorimeter cell (there are a total of 5918 cells) is read out by two photomultiplier
tubes, one for each side. While the energy sharing between different cells a.llows position
reconstruction in one dimension, the position inside each cell is estimated by the double

where N is the total number of events, [or a specific process, which occurred during tha.t
time interval and u is the cross section of the same process,
The luminosity of ep collisions at ZEUS is determined with the expression above, via the
Bethe-Heitler bremsstrahlung process [13] ep -+ e,p, whose cross section is well known
from QED calculations [60J.
The photon flux from such process is measured in the LUMIG detector [5], a small lead-
scintillator calorimeter, situated Z = -106 m, which is able to detect photons from ep
interactions al; (J"! < 0.5 mrad.
The total luminosity gated by the ZEUS experiments in the runs used in this analysis
corresponds to 3.82 pb-1, with an uncertainty of 1.1%.



The VetoWall (VW) is a 87 cm thick iron wall, sandwiched by two scintillator layers,
located at Z = 7.27 lll. It helps to shield the detector against products of proton beam
gas intera.etions, and its timing information is used at the trigger level, as a veto.
The C5 counter is a small beam monitor, consisting of scintillators separated by lead
sheets. It is located behind the BPC, and its timing information is used to reject proton
beam gas interactions occurring between the VW and this counter.

ZEUS detector
components
data rate 10 MHz

4.4 llsec pipeline
readout and
local FLT

GlobalFLT
output rate - 1000 HThe ZEUS detector is required to detect the products of ep collisions resulting from any

of the 107 bunch crosses that occur per second. In addition, most of the signals observed
by ZEUS originate from proton or electron beam gas events or cosmic rays, backgrounds
which have much higher rates than that of ep interactions. In order to distinguish the
interesting physics events and record them, a complex three-level trigger and data ac-
quisition system, shown schematically in figure 3.4 has been developed. This allows the
reduction of the input data stream from approximately 20 to 200 kHz (depending on beam
conditions) to about 5 Hz, without major loss of physics events.
In general, every component of the ZEUS detector is read out independently and the
corresponding data is stored in 10.4 MHz pipelines, while the local First Level Trigger
(FI:r) analyzes it and takes a decision about the quality of the event (25 cycles of 96 ns).
The Global First Level Trigger (GFLT) collects the results of the individual FLT decisions
of many components, and determines, with additional calculations, whether the event is
likely to originate from a good ep collision (64 combinations of FLT results, the so-called
FLT trigger slots, are tested). The GFLT decision whether to keep an event is sent back
to all components 46 crossings (4.4 11S) after the bunch that produced that event.
If an event was accepted by the GFLT (the acceptance rate is about 800 Hz), then the
data from each component are sent to local Second Level Triggers (SLT). Here more
complicated operations are performed on the data, and each individual decision is then
forwarded to the Global Second Level Trigger (GSLT). The GSI:r has up to several
milliseconds to process the results and issue a trigger decision. It vetoes more than 90%
of all GFLT triggers, reducing the output rate to circa 60 Hz.
Once an event has been accepted by the GSUr it is given a GSLT decision number and
the corresponding data are transfered to the Event Builder. This system combines and
formats all the component data that carry the same GSLT number into a big data set
(an event), and forwards it to the Third Level Trigger (TLT).
The TLT consists of a large processor farm, where a simplified version of the standard
ZEUS reconstruction program runs. The TLT allows sophisticated and reliable filtering
of events, which, when accepted, are then written to a magnetic tape, at a rate close to
5 I-Iz.

GlobalSLT
output ratc - 100 Hz

Event Builder
collecting subevents
via 1'1' networks
- 20 Mbyteslsec

TLT computer farm
consisting of
30 Silicon Graphics
output rate 5-10 Hz

data transfer to main
storage facility
0.5-1 Mbytdsec

Figure 3.4: Schematic diagram of the ZEUS trigger and data acquisition system
(from [82]).



Chapter 4

The Beam Pipe Calorimeter

where Ell stands for a sum in quadrature.

In the kinematic region covered by the BPC, assuming a typical accuracy in the
position measurement of 1 mm 1, and for energy resolutions up to ~ (energy

in GeY), the Q2 resolution stays within the range 3-6%, improving slightly with
increasing energy and angle; however the XBj resolution is strongly limited by the
energy resolution, particularly as E~ -+ E•.
Figure 4.1 shows the fractional resolution on XBj as a function of XBj, for three
values of Q2 for three possible scenarios: ~ = 5% ~ and 30% (energy in GeY·

1 E~ JE£'~ ~ '
a position resolution of 1 mm was assumed). The XBj resolution degrades rapidly
with increasing XBj and to obtain a resolution on XBj of at least 50% up to values
XBj ~ 10-4 an energy resolution of the order of 15%/ fiF. is required.

In general, the energy resolution of a calorimeter can be expanded as

This chapter discusses the Beam Pipe Calorimeter (BPC) design and construction. First,
the requirements and constraints taken into account in the implementation of this new
detector, during the Fall '94/Winter '95, are reviewed. Then the detector design and the
BPC construction are addressed in detail. Finally, the initial tests of the detectors are
briefly described.

The Beam Pipe Calorimeter, a small calorimeter installed in ZEUS during Spring '95, was
intended to significantly enhance the coverage of the ZEUS detector for very low XBj and
low Q2 neutral current events, allowing measurements of the proton structure function
I'i(xBj, Q2) with a very good accuracy in a regime previously not accessible at HERA
[21, 113].
Tn the following the requirements on a calorimeter which achieves these physics goals are
discussed.
The reviews [40, 3, 41] discuss in some detai I the general concepts of calorimetry.

1A 1 mm position accuracy corresponds to relative accuracies below 2% in the angular determinaliorI,
given the BPC positioning described in the following and ignoring t.he cont.ribut.ion from t.he resolut.ion
of the vertex measurement by the central t.racking chambers, which is negligible in most cases but in the
case of e\'enls with no reconst.rucled vertex obviously donlinaLcs the angular resolution

• R.equirements 0[1 the energy and position resolution of the detector:

The BPC characteristics should allow an accurate measurement of the proton struc-
ture function F2 over a large range of XBj and Q2.

For such a measurement, the kinematical variables XBj and Q2 are reconstructed
from the scattered electron energy and angle as measured in the BPC (the electl'Oll

method [96,97]). In this case the following equations apply (with 1'J.,= 7r- 0••):
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Figure 4.1: Fractional resolution on XBj as a function of l:Bj for Q2=0.3, 0.5, 0.7 Gey2

for the three energy resolutions considered (5,15 and 30%). In each case, Q2=0.3 Gey2

is the leftmost curve [21J
Simple error propagat;ion shows that when the angle 1'J.,is small, the resolution of
these two variables is related with the measured quantities in the following way:
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5.4.1), the first ones carry the risk of having impurities which increase the difficulty
of the task: careful (and time consuming) tests and selection of the crystal samples
have to be performed in order to avoid this problem.

where ffi denotes a sum in quadrature.

The first term in expression 4.5 represents contributions which can be neglected
at high energies, namely electronics noise; the second term accounts for the contri-
butions by processes governed by Poisson statistics, and it is usually the dominant
term: it includes sampling fluctuations, fluctuations in the number of photoelec-
trons produced in the photocathode of 11 PMT and photoelectron multiplication in
the PMT dynodes (see section 4.2.3). The last term is an offset, which can be due,
for example, to a faulty calibration or non-linearity of the detector.

A homogeneous calorimeter, made of a single material which acts simultaneously as
absorber and active material (for example, heavy crystals like PbW04) can reach
resolutions of ~ 1%/-/E (E in GeV), dominated by the light yield. However, sam-
pling calorimeters, where layers of absorber alternate with layers of active material,
achieve typical resolutions, for a one radiation length sampling step, of 15%/ -/E (E
in GeV), due to the contribution from sampling fluctuations to the total resolution.
These fluctuations depend on the frequency of shower sampling in the calorimeter,
with, approximately

• Means of discrimination between electromagnetic and hadronic showers; longitudi-
nal electron shower containment:

Another important feature required from the BPC is hadron rejection. The processes
responsible for the propagation of the shower are different for cascades initiated
by electromagnetic and hadronic particles, leading hadronic showers, in a dense
material, to' be more spread out laterally and longitudinally than electromagnetic
ones. Also electrons that reach a calorimeter after having interacted with other
material produce wider showers.

Thus, it is desirable that the BPC be able to make a good measurement of the
transverse shower profile, which can be achieved through a fine lateral segmentation
of the detector.

(O"B) <X y't.amp

E "amp -/E

On the ot:her hand, the longitudinal development of electromagnetic showers scales
approximately if the distances are measured in terms of radiation lengths of t.he
material in use, Xo, given approximately by Xo ~ 180A/Z2 g/cm2 (A: mass number
(g), Z: atomic number), while in hadronic showers the equivalent quantity is the
absorption or interaction length of the material, Ao ~ A/(NAO"i) (NA: Avogadro
number,O"i: inelastic cross section).

Therefore, a high density material with a short radiation length and a relatively
large interaction length should be chosen to optimize the performance of the BrC.
The detector should be deep enough so that it contains 27.5 GeV electromagnetic
showers, but short in that hadronic deposits are negligible.

where t,amp is the sampling thickness measured in radiation lengths 2. Therefore
the energy resolution of a sampling calorimeter improves with decreasing sampling
thickness.

The position resolution depends mainly 011the density of the absorber, transverse
segmentation and sampling Faction 3 of the calorimeter. A finely segmented «
1 x 1cm) sampling calorimeter can achieve position resolutions better than 1 mm.
The alignment of the calorimeter, and the reconstruction algorithm should also be
such that the overall position bias is kept at the level of ~ 1 mm.

• Impact of transverse shower leakage and the Molicl'e mdius:

Leakage of energy out of the calorimeter is another factor that causes fluctuations
in the energy deposit of the shower, worsening the energy resolution of the device.

In an electromagnetic shower, up to the shower maximum 4 the transverse shower
width is smaller than a radiation length. Beyond that point multiple scattering
becomes increasingly important, and the Moliere radius I'M of the detector is used
to characterize the dimension of the shower: roughly 95% of I:he shower energy is
contained laterally within a radius 21'M, where I'M ~ 7A/Z g/cm2.

A material with a short Moliere radius, ensuring that I,he transversal shower spread
is small, allows useful measurements to be made af: impact points very close to the
edge of the detector, maximizing its acceptance.

• Requirements on the linearity, uniformity and calibration of the detector:

For a good structure function measurement, it is also necessary to ensure that the
BPC response is linear and that it can be very accurately calibrated, guaranteeing,
to a level better than 1%, a reliable determination of the absolute energy of incoming
electrons and an uniform response over the covered area.

Although tools and algorithms for calibration, and for ensuring the uniform response
of the device can be developed for both crystal and sam pIing calorimeters (see section

2The radiation length of a material is defined as the length that an particle must travel in ihat medium
io lose on average l/e of its energy through radiaiion.

3The sampling fraction for a ceriain particle is the ratio of ihe energy deposited in the active layers
of a calorimeier to iotal energy deposited in ihe deiector by such a particle. This quantity depends on
the particle type: e±, I'±, 11', etc. - deiails are discussed in [17]).

4The shower maximum is the the depth at which the sbower has a. rnaximum llumber of particles:
tmar "'" In(Eo/E.)/ln2 where Eo is the initial energy and E. "" 550/Z MeV is the critical energy of the
medium, at which ihe ionization energy loss staris to dominate the loss by brel1lsstrahlung.



Because particles from proton beam gas interactions, which are an important back-
ground to the BPC inclusive measurements, reach the BPC at a different time
than particles hom ep interactions (~t ~ 20 ns), a good time measurement in the
calorimeter is a powerful means of rejecting such events.

This is particularly crucial at the trigger level, where this background is responsible
for energy deposits in the BPC at very high rates. Therefore it is desirable that the
BPC and its readout achieve good timing resolutions.

electrons to exit the beam pipe and reach the DPC after transversing a minimal amount
of inactive material. These two windows, asymmetric with respect to the beam line 6

define the region of acceptance of each detector module, the (fiducial l'egion).
The two modules are called BPC No7'lh and BPC South. The BPC North is located on the
positive ZEUS X-axis (north of the beam pipe), and the BPC South, a smaller module,
is located in the negative X-axis. The modules are approximately centered around the
Y = 0 position, and their edges sit at X ~ +4 cm and X ~ -7 cm respecl.ively (see
survey results 4.2.6 for details). The alignment is known to an accuracy of 0.5 mm and
the distance between the two calorimeter modules is mechanically constrained with an
uncertainty of less than 0.1 mm.
Each of these modules consists of twenty-six 3.5 mm thick tungsten alloy plates 7, the
passive absorber, of density 18 g cm-3 and radiation length 3.87 mm, and dimensions
13.8 cm x 13 cm and 9.8 cm x 13 cm for BPC North and South respectively.
The tungsten layers alternate with the active layers, consisting of 7.9 ± 0.02 mm wide
and 2.6 ± 0.1 mm thick scintillator strips (sometimes called fingers), placed side by side;

• Restrictions due to the available space inside ZEUS:

Since the 13PC was not originally planned in ZEUS, its design has to cope with the
existing detectors, support structures and free spaces in the ZEUS detector.

[ts purpose of extending the ZEUS acceptance to scattering angles 19" as small
as possible places it naturally just behind the RCAL hole around the beam pipe,
providing a continuous coverage with the main ZEUS detector.

The available space in this location is limited to roughly 15 cm x 15 cm x 30
cm on each side of the beam. This led to the design of two compact calorimeter
modules, located one on each side of the beam pipe, and strongly constrained the
geometry and overall dimensions of these devices, as well as of their readout system
and support structures.

6The asymmetry of the BPC modules around X = 0 reOeeLsthe requirement that no direct or reOecled
synchrotron radiation from the electron beam hits either calorimeter.

7DENSIMET 18l<, 94.5% tungsten and 5.5% nickel-copper binder, an easily machined material

• Requirements on radiation hardness:
Due to the vicinity of the beam it could be anticipated that the BPC receives a high
radiation dose over each data taking period. Thus, it is necessary for tbe detector
to be reasonably radiation hard (measurements and details on the dosage received
in '95 are presented in section 5.4.4).

Overview of Ihe ZEUS Deleclor
( longiludinol cui)
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• Presence of a magnetic field:

The BPC is located in a magnetic field (up to ~ 400 Gauss). Its design has to
ensure that this will not affect the performance of the detector.

Tbe considerations above, together with time and cost of the project, have defined the
design of the Beam Pipe Calorimeter, whose implementation is described below.
The BPC consists of two electromagnetic sampling calorimeters, located one on each side
of the beam pipe, along the X-axis, at Z = -2937 mm in the ZEUS coordinate system 5

(see figure 4.2 and 4.3).
The ZEUS beam pipe was modified in front of these two modules in order to have two
low-mass aluminum windows (0.016 radiation length at Z = -2498 mm) which allow the

51'he ZEUS right handed coordinate system is defined with the origin at the nominal interaction point,
the Z-axis pointing in the proton beam direction, and the X-axis pointing horizontally towards the center
of the HERA ring



tbe scintillator ma.terial (SCSN-38) consists of a polystyrene doped with two wave length
shifting dyes, and its density and radiation length are, respectively, 1.03 g cm-3 and 42.0
em. It has a relatively high light yield, a short decay time (2 ns), and good stability
against aging and radiation [27].
The orienta,tion of the scintillator strips alternate from layer to layer in the horizontal
direction (odd numbered scintillator Ia.yers, counting from the front of BPC) and vertical
direction (even numbered sciutillator layers), as seen in figure 4.4,
The horizontal strips have a length of 120 mm for BPC North, and 88 mm for BPC South,
and both modules contain 16 strips per each scintillator layer, The vertical strips have
a length of 128 mm in both calorimeters, but while BPC North contains 15 fingers per
layer, the J3PC South has only 11.
Apart. from the difference in dimensions, both modules have the same structure.
The vertically oriented fingers, which provide the X position measurement, are labeled
NXl..,NXI5 (and SXL.SXll, for the South module), counting from the beam, while the
horizontal ones are labeled NYL.. NY16 (SYl...SY16), counting from the bottom.
Each set of tungsten plate plus scintillator layer corresponds to a thickness of 0.91 radia-
tion lengths.
Each scintillator finger, finely polished, is wrapped in 27.5 f.Lmthick aluminum foil, which,
not only increases its light yield, but also decouples neighboring fingers. Between the
aluminum foil and the scintillator strip there is an air gap: added to the strip width and
the aluminum wrapping, it sums up to a nominal 8 mm finger width. The fingers are
aluminized at oue end and are read out at the other end, as described below.
Detailed studies on the scintillating material [96], test beam and in-situ results (see sec-
tions 5.2.3 and 5.4.1) show that the attenuation length of the strips is large compared to
the length of each finger (see figures 5.5 and 5.22). This effect, leading to a dependence
of the energy measurement on the impact position, can be corrected offline (see section

5.4.1).
As seen from the dimensions given above, the tungsten plates are slightly larger than the
sum of the wrapped scintillator strips: they allow for 5 mlll wide tungsten ban to be
glued around three sides of each plate, tightly surrounding the fingers which lay on it. A
'double layer' of tungsten plus scintillator can be seen in figure 4.5. In the process of
assembling a BPC module these 'double layers' are stacked on top of each other, from
the front to the back of the calorimeter. The precise distance between two consecutive
tungsten plates is fixed by high precision machined brass spacers, attached to the corners
of each tungsten plate, avoiding pressure on the scintillator layers. These spacers a.lso
define the internal alignment of the different layers: in each spacer a round hole is drilled,
and when all the layers are stacked, the corresponding holes are roughly aligned with
respect to each other. Then four metallic rods are inserted through the holes, and the
BPC module is inverted, bringing the front plate to the top. In this position the tungsten
plates are carefully aligned to remove tilts and twists, and the rods strongly tightened
until they do not allow relative movements of the parts.
In addition, there are narrow grooves, drilled vertically in the first and last tungsten
plate, ~5 mm from each edge, where crystal Thermo-Luminescent Dosimeters (TLDs) are

Tungsten
plate

Vertical
Scintillator
strips (NX)

Figure 4.4: A CAD dra.wing of the BPC: the scintillator strip positioning, as well as the
WLS readout can be seen in the figure.



inserted. These dosimeters, replaced several times during the data taking period, allow
an estimate of the radiation dose received by the BPC (see section 5.4.4), measuring
doses up to 3 kGy.
!"n general, the size of the BPC components and relevant distances are known to an
accuracy of 0.] ffim.

for the photomultiplier tubes in use (see next sect.ion).
An important consideration is that the use of WLS bars along the side of the EPC can
introduce non-linearities in the energy response of the detector. Since the longitudinal
position of the shower maximum depends on the energy of the incoming particle, the
scintillator light is collected by the WLS at different effective depths, corresponding to a
longer or shorter path in this material. Thus, the effect of the light attenuation inside the
WLS depends on the energy of the particle hitting BPC.
This problem can be solved by choosing the optical density of the fluorescent dye such
that only part of the light coming from a scintillator finger into a WLS bar is absorbed in
the WLS. The longitudinal non-uniformity can be compensated by introducing reflection
masks behind each WLS bar. These masks are obtained by printing a black dotted
pattern on Tyvek pape~, with a density of dots that changes from the front of EPC
(higher reflectivity) to the back (lower reflectivity); in addition, the open end of each bar
is aluminized. The longitudinal uniformity <1chievedover the WLS is 2%.
The WLS bars are kept mechanically aligned with the scintillator fingers and optically
separated from each other by two rigid 'cassettes', corresponding to X and Y readout,
and plastic spacers, which also ensure an air gap between the scintillator and the WLS
material. After the last calorimeter layer, the WLS bars are bent at a 900 angle, with a
30 mm radius, transporting the light to the photomultiplier tubes. The bending causes a

Each scintillator strip is read out from one end, using Wave Length Shifter bars (WLS).
These WLS are placed ill the Z direction, along the edges of the scintillator strips, over
two faces of each BPC module: X fingers read out from the top (bottom) face of the
BPC North(South), and Y fingers read out in the face of each module furthest away from
the beam. Each WLS bar is coupled to all the strips with the same X (or Y) position in
consecutive layers; this scheme does not allow for longitudinal shower measurements.
The WLS are 7 mm wide and 2 mm thick bars of Polymethyl Methacrylate (PMMA)
doped with a fluorescent dye and a UV absorbent, which cuts off wave lengths below 360
nm. A sample of the bars was scanned in a test bench, together with some scintillator
fingers, to verify its optical properties [96J. The WLS materials is stable against radiation
[27]' it is easy to machine, and has a high light yield compared to similar materials.
This WLS material absorbs light in the range 400-480 nm, which overlaps with the emis-
sion spectrum of the scintillator material, extending from 380 to 450 nm, and re-emits
the light around 480 nm, which corresponds to the wavelength region of highest response

STyvek paper is made of compressed spuu polyethylene, it is a diffuse renector with a very lligh UV
renectivity (comparable Lo aluminum roil).

Tun
bar

Figure 4.6: The BPC north module during assembly. The sa.ndwich structure of the
calorimeter as well as the WLS bars can be seen.



light loss in the WLS of the order of 10% when compared to straight segments.
One of the BPC modules with the WLS by its side before final assembly can be seen in
figurc 4.6.
In the final step the W LS ba.rs, inside the corresponding 'cassette' are coupled to the
ca.lorimeter, a.nd the whole moduJe is carefully wrapped in light tight black Tedlar paper.
Uuassemhlecl BPC module can be secn in figure 4.7.

V. The photocathodes are made of a bialkali material, and the window is UV tra..nsparent,
resulting in a spectral response range from ~ 185 nm (limited by the glass window) to
~ 650 nm (limited by the bialkali material), peaking at 350 to 500 nm. The quantum
efficiency, defined as the ratio of the number of photoelectrons released in the cathode
per incident photon, reaches approximately 20% at the peak wavelengths. The UV glass
window was chosen for being more radiation resistant compared to the less expensive
borosilicate glass: if exposed to the same dose of either GOCoGamma radiatioll, or
14 MeV Neutron radiation, of a wavelength ~ 300 nm, the UV glass suffers 1.5 to 2 times
less loss of transmittance.
These PMT's also have a very fast response, with a typical rise time (time taken for the
signal to rise from 10% to 90% of its maximum) of 0.65 ns, and a Full Width at Half
Maximum (FWHM) of only a couple of nanoseconds. The transit time is ~ 5 ns at 800
V. The pulse linearity was measured by the manufacturer to be better than 1% up to
output currents of 10 mA(typical), reaching a 5% deviation at ~ 30 mA. The an.ode dark
currents are reported to be less than 1 nA at 800 V. However, under some conditions,
bursts of dark pulses were observed during the testing of our PMT's (see below).
The BPC PMT's are located on the sides of the detectors inside two ARMCO magnetic
iron shielding 'houses', one for X and one for Y strips readout. Their main purpose is
to shield the PMT's from the high magnetic field that exists in the area, reducing the
magnetic field around the PMT's from 400 Gauss to approximatcly 20 Gauss. The net
force exerted in each iron block by the ZEUS magnetic field once the detector is in its final
location was measured and found to be negligible. These boxes also serve as mechanical
support for the WLS bars (and the lucitefibers described in section 4.2.3) and the PMT's.
The housings can be seen in figure 4.7, and in more detail in figure 4.10; they are further
away from the beampipe than the calorimel:ers, minimizing the exposure of the PMT's to
radiation and to an even stronger magnetic field. To prevent possiblc short circuits, each

The BPC ha.~been instrumented with a new type of photomultiplier tube (PMT). These
tubes (IIamamatsu Photonics R5600U-03), advertised as the smallest PMT in the world,
are indeed much smaller than the usual types (12 mm diameter, 15 mm height including
insulation cover, see Figs. 4.8 and 4.10), and are particularly suitable for this calorimeter
due to the limited space available around the beam pipe, and their good performance in
magnetic fields. This last feature is mainly due to the small size of the photomultiplier.
A magnetic field present near a tube will affect the trajectories of the electrons traveling
from photocathode to anode. Tubes having a short path are, in general, less sensitive to
magnetic fields. Typical output variations of the R5600U when operated in a magnetic
field, as given by the manufacturer, are shown in figure 4.9 and compared to a conventional
tube, Hamamatsu R647.
The 115600U-03are 8-stage metal channel dynode photomultiplier tubes, supporting volt-
ages up to 1000 V, with a typical current amplification of 3.lOs at a supply voltage of 800
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PMT is isolated 11'0111the iron through a pve tube.
The 1l10tJntilJg01 the 1>1\1T ioside the iron block guarantees that the orientation of the
WLS wi th resped to the PM'l"s is uniform and optimal. Due to the dynode structure
of the tubes, the overall light yield can vary by roughly 10% depending on the angular
orientation between the PM'l"s with respect to the rectangular cross section of the WL8
bars.

gate (in this case, 1200s, preceding the pulse by ~ 45 os). The ADC data were read out
with a VME-based 089 processor (see figure 4.11). For each setting, this measurement
was repeated 5000 times, and the results were stored by means of histograms which allow

A series of systematic checks were made Oll each tube (seventy tubes in 1995, plus twenty
in 1996) to study their performance.
The PMT's were placed, one by one, inside a light tight box. A yellowish Light Emitting
Diode (LED-Hewlett Packard HP IIMLA-DLOO Amber LED, ,\ == 592 nm) was placed
in front of the PMT's to inject light, and it was driven with a square pulse with an
amplitude ~ 3 V and width ~ 10 ns, generated by an Hewlett Packard pulse generator.
The distance between the LED and the PMT was adjusted to make use of the full signal
range accepted by the readout electronics, and it was kept at a fixed value throughout
the testing of all samples. A reference PMT was also used to continuously monitor the
light source stability.
ror most tests the PMT output was sent to a LeCroy 2249A Analog to Digital Conversor
(CAMAC module) which integrates the charge during a time T determined by its input
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Figure 4.9: Relative response of a I-Iamamatsu R560DU-03 PMT in the presence of a
magnet- c field, compared to that of a conventional tube, HamamatsLl R647.



the determination of the photomultiplier mean output charge, Qanode> and its spread fJQ
via Gaussian fits.
The output charge was measured versus the high voltage settings from HV=600 V to
950 V, in 50 V steps, and the data points in the range 700-900 V were fitted by the curve

Using expressions 4.8, and taking Qanode and fJQ to be the mean and RMS, respectively,
of the charge distributions observed in the ADC, the number of photoelectrons aDd then
the gain of the PMT can be extracted at different HV settings (Np, = (Qano<u/fJQ)2,

G = Qanode/(Np,' e).
The PMT gain is expected to follow a behavior proportional to HVb with the high voltage
applied on the tube, while the number of photoelectrons should be constant for a fixed
light source and collection time.
However, the analysis shows a dependence of the number of photoelectrons with the HV
at which the measurement is done (see figure 4.14), calling into question the reliability
of the results obtained for the PMT gains, at least at low voltages. This problem is
probably due to an inadequate resolution of the ADC at the lowest HV setting (oQ ~ 1
ADC counts). In that case, it could have been solved by moving the LED closer to the
PMT's under test, increasing the number of photoelectrons. However, at the higher HV
values tested (950 V) the signals, for most PMT's, were already close to saturating the
ADC. Since a long and reliable lever arm is desirable to have an accurate description of
the HV dependence of each PMT, it was decided to take the PMT gains determined from
expressions 4.8 only as indicative values, and use the results of fits to expression 4.7
to characterize each PMT quantitatively. A database was built where the data from the
individual PMT's were stored.
Since the PMT gain is proportional to HVb, its stability depends on the HV stability
through

Figure 4.12 shows, as an example, this curve for one of the PMT's under test.
A distribution of the b values can be seen in figure 4.13.
The absolute gain of each PMT for I-IVfrom 700 to 900 V was also estimated, based on
the signal spread due to photostatistics.
In a simplified picture, each photon arriving at the PMT photocathode has a probability
p of releasing a photoelectron (p is the cathode's quantum efficiency). For a large number
of incident photons N"I' the number of photoelectrons produced, Np, = N"I . p, follows a
Poisson distribution, with mean Npe and standard deviation IN:..
The photoelectrons are collected at the first dynode with a collection efficiency T/(HV),
which depends on the operating voltage, and then accelerated and multiplied through the
dynode chain until they reach the anode.
Neglecting other fluctuations, the distribution of the charges collected at the anode in a
certain time interval follows the distribution of the number of photoelectrons created at
the cathode:

Qanod' ~ Np, . e· G, fJQ ~ jN;: . e . G, (4.8)

where e is the electron charge and the photomultiplier gain G depends on the HV applied
to the PMT, and can be expressed in terms of the collection efficiency T/ and multiplication
gain M: G(HV) = 1](HV)· M(lfV).

fJG = b fJHV (4.9)
G HV'

For a HV stable at a level better than 0.1% and typical values of b found in these tests,
the PMT gain is expected to be stable at a level close to 0.5%.
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The stability and reproducibility of the results was investigated, repeating the measure-
ments several times during approxilllately 20 days for a small number of PMT's, four of
which were kept continuously under 900 V in a light-tight container (monitored daily).
The repetition of the measurements showed only variations compatible with the limited
set-up stability ( 5%), with no systematic trends observed in the PMT response to light
versus !-IV.
The transit timc variation with HV was also measured, and found to be at the level of 1
ns over 300 V, compatible with the manufacturer's data.
A check using an oscilloscope was performed for each PMT at 700, 800, and 900 V; in
this check the pulse shape for a stable light source was observed, the pulse height at
each voltage registered, and noise, in the absence of any light, investigated. Most PMT's
behave as expected wit.h respect to pulse shape and pulse height. However, in the noise
studies, some PMT's showed unexpected pulses, in a light tight environment, with typical
rise and falling times of 1 to 2 ns and a total base width of ~ 5 ns. In the following these
pulses are referrcd to as 'dark pulses'. The dark pulses' amplitude varied from sample
to sample from a few millivolts to over 100 mV, and their rate from a few Hertz to
several hundred. It was also observed that, for a noisy PMT, the behavior of the dark
pulse amplitude with the supplied HV followed that of the PMT gain. For each PMT,
at each of the above mentioned voltages and with the help of the oscilloscope, the trigger
threshold corresponding to a dark pulse rate of ~ 1 Hz was determined, and, inversely,
the rate of dark pulses for a trigger threshold of -10 mV was registered. The PMT's with
more severe dark pulses were found to belong to the same production batch.
Using the dark pulse information, together with the other tests and gain measurements,
a total of 70 PMT's (1995 batch) have been classified into three groups, according to the
characteristics listed below:

- The pa.rameters a or b of the PMT are systematically away from all other tested
tubes (1 PMT).

Distinct non-linear behavior with HV (1 PMT).

Abnormal pulse shape (2 PMT's).

Dark pulses, at a 1 Hz rate, of amplitude greater than 10 mVat 700 V supply
voltage, or greater than 80mV at 900 V (13 PMT's)

- Dark pulses, at a 1 Hz rate, of amplitude between 20 to 80 mV at 900 V supply
voltage (16 PMT's).

- PMT's with dark pulses up to a maximum amplitude, at. 1 Hz rate, of 20 mV
at 900 V. These PMT's do not show any problem at. 700 V (37 PMT's).
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This classification allowed us to use the best PMT's in the channels of the BPC Nort.h
which correspond to the fiducial area.
A description of the dark pulses' problem, togethcr with some of the faulty photomul-
tiplier tubes was sent back to Hamamatsu, where possible causes for this problem were
investigated; the company believes the problem was in the process of deposition of the
cathode's film, which has heen improved, reducing significantly (or even eliminating) this
fault in PMT's produced afterwards (this was confirmed with the same set of tests per-
formed in an additional sample of 20 PMT's, received in 1996, all classified as good tubes
according to the above crit.eria).
During the data taking period the PMT's were checked on a regular basis, both through
the monitoring tools described below, and with dedicated studies during HERA opera-
tion breaks. These included the rate and amplitude measurements described above, and
investigations of possible DC-offsets (using an Amperimeter with a high input resistor).
After four months of running in ZEUS, five PMT's, previously classified as bad tubes,
developed much wider dark pulses, of 20 to 200 ItS, and amplitudes of the order of 10 mV,
at a few hundred Hertz rate; the dark current versus HV for these PMT's showed a very
steep rise around 750 V, eventually exceeding the output current limit of the HV power
supply. This 'discharge effect' is believed to be associated with the previous dark pulse
problem. The faulty PMT's (corresponding to strips NY16, SX10, SXll, SY6 and SYI5),
were replaced without loss of good quality data, and the features observed in ZEUS were
reproduced in a test bench. At the end of the data taking period all PMT's underwent
new tests, showing that the dark pulses had become more severe for almost all PMT's.

Figure 4.14: Number of photoelectrons determined from equation 4.8 for a sample PMT
at different BV.

PMT monitoring tools

The BPC is equipped with a pulsed light calibration system that injccts light. into the
PMT's by means of optical light fibers (lucite fibers). It is intended to monitor the gain of



each PM'!', and check for timing variations of the PMT response. The optical fiber system
is used both to inject light from au LED or from the RCAL laser cal.ibration system [103],
<tndis schematically shown in figure 4.15. ror each BPC module, this system consists of
an amber LED (Hewlett, P<tckard HP HMLA-DLOO, A = 592 nm), located in one of the
PM']' iron boxes, wbich illumin<tl.es a lucite light mixing bar (8 x 8 x 80 mm3); this bar
is coupled on the opposite end to a smaller lucite cylinder which fans out into multiple
Jigbt fibers, each coupled to a PMT face. The LED is pulsed, on special test runs and test
triggers, by a stable signal of amplitude - 4 mV and ~ 6 ns width, and the same mixing
bar can a.lso be fed through an optical fiber from the RCAL laser distribution system.
This system a.llows the monitoring of the PMT responses to a level of 1 to 2%.

• The PMT is protected against short circuits and exposure to light, as the maximum
current supplied is low.

In the system used, the microprocessor that controls the HV allows the individllal setting
of each PMT voltage, in a use"·friendly way, monitoring the stability of the voltages and
of the current drawn by each channel. If one of the currents delivered exceeds a user
programmable limit of 100 /-LA, this channel will turn off. Once a channel is off, the
system will attempt to turn it back on, up to a number of attempts defined by software
(10 times for the BPC).
The operating voltage of each PMT is set individually in order to equalize the response
of all the channels (see section 4.3.1), and is in the range 600-800 V.

The high voltage for each PMT is provided by a computer controlled Cockroft-Walton
type BV power supply [49]; the voltage distribution from the first to the last dynode is
1:1:1:1::1.:1:1:0.5, and it is done at the HV power supply level, with the individual voltages
sent to the PMT base 9 through a flat cable (see figure 4.16). This system supplies
voltages in the range from 600 to 1000 V.
Some general advantages of using a Cockroft-Walton system are:

• It has a small power consumption (an order of magnitude less than a resistive base),
thus producing less heat.

A veto tile, consisting of a 5 mm thick scintillator sheet enclosed by two 2 mm thick
lead plates, and read out on both sides by WLS and PMT's, is placed bebind each BPC
module. These back tiles are intended as means to help separate electromagnetic from
hadronic showers, but have not been used in the present analysis .

• It can be easily and safely controlled and operated, with a maximum external voltage
of only 20 to 30 V. Eacb of the BPC modules, with the respective PMT iron blocks and back tile is mounted

on a aluminum support structure, used to fix the calorimeters inside the ZI!;US detector.



lis stressed above, l;he BPC is the result of a compromise between a device providing an
a.dequate performance for the physics questions to be studied, and a reliable detector which
could be implemented and its performance understood in a short time scale. Upgrades
to this detector, namely the possibility to replace it by a crystal calorimeter, are under
study. In addition, during '97 a silicon tracker was installed in front of the BPC fiducial
region, allowing an improvement on the electron impact position measurement, as well as
an accurate determination of each event vertex.

BPC
North
South

Xo (mm) Yo
38.7
-74.7

(mm)
1.8
1.4

Zo (mm)
-2936.6
-2936.8

Only the BPC North has been used for physics analysis due to the very small acceptance
of the other module, which, as originally planned, has been used exclusively for alignment
purposes.

Table 4.1: The BPC survey results: in the ZEUS coordinate system, XfPC is the X
displacement, from the origin, of the edge of the BPC closest to the beam, )'oBPC the Y
displacement of the center of the face of the BPC, and zfPC the Z displacement of the
BPC front face.

4.2.6 BPC alignment and survey

The BPC position in ZEUS (see figure 4.17) has been surveyed at the end of the 1995
data taking period.
This optical survey, wh.ich relies on existing reference marks on the ZEUS detector, has
faced several technical difficulties, but its results, displayed on table 4.2.6, have been
confirmed by an alignment using QED-Compton events, where an electron is found in
one of the BPC modules, and a balancing photon in the other module [61]. This study
can be performed due to the fact that the distance between both BPC modules is fixed

within 0.1 mm by four brass distance bars at the four corners of the module's face. The
absolute position of the face of the calorimeters is known to 0.5 mm. The tilt between
the BPC longitudinal axis and the horizontal plane is tuned to 6 mrad, matching the tilt
between the nominal beam axis and the horizontal axis in ZEUS.

The BPC uses the same readout electronics as the main ZEUS calorimeter, which takes
phototube signals as input, and provides for charge and time as output. The readout
system performs the following steps (for details refer to the ZEUS detector status report
[103, 20]):

• shapes and amplifies the PMT signal;

• samples the signal in 96 ns intervals and stores the samples in a pipeline;

• buffers triggered events;

• digitizes the pulse samples;

• reconstructs the energy and time of the event.

The electronics for the BPC is physically split into Analog Gal'ds, which are located close to
the detector, in an area accessible only during maintenance breaks in the HER.A machine,
and the Digital Gm·ds, sitting in the Rucksack, the main electronics housing of the ZEUS
detector, outside the limited access area.
The readout of the BPC is administered centrally by the ZEUS Calorimeter Ileadout
Control, providing the necessary clocks and levels to the Analog Cards, memory addresses
to the Digital Cards, and controlling calibration and test runs.

Analog Cards

The Analog Ca.rds sit in an EURO crate and each receives signals from 12 PMT's, through
approximately 5 rn of coaxial cable; they perform the first three functions listed above.
After sampling, the pulse area can be derived from a weighted sum of the samples, while
the time measurement is provided by ratios of samples. The cards are designed so tha.t;
its calibration can take place in-situ, with a on-card precision charge injector connected
to the input of each channel.



Digital Cards

The Digital Cards reside in VME crates, outside the ZEUS detector, ~ 50 m of cable
away from the Analog Cards. Each one processes signals from 24 PMT's, digitizing the
signal from the Analog Card, and, with the help of an on-board Digital Signal Processor
(DSP), performs calculations based on the information from the samples and the stored
cali bration constants.
The BPC readout electronics, together with the main electronics from the main ZEUS
calorimeter, is calibrated on a regular basis: programmable precision DC voltage and
charge injection are used to measure gains and linearity and absolute charge scale of the
readout. Test runs are performed daily, with a major full eleet"onics calibration every
week. Details on the tools available to monitor and calibrate the readout electronics,
which is stable at a level of 0.1%, are given in (103J.
The dynamic range of the readout was fixed by adjusting thePMT voltages so that the
output from a PMT that saturates the electronics corresponds roughly to the maximum
energy deposited in a single channel by an incoming electron of 35 GeV. After the analysis
of the first sample of data collected by the detector some fine tuning was performed.

to Digital Converter (FADC) while the calorimeter vetoes (North outer and inner sums)
are digitized with only two bit accuracy. The remaining energy sums, on the veto tiles
and the BPC South module, are tested against a maximum and a minimum threshold,
using discriminators. The digitized energies, together with the timing digitized by fast
Time to Digital Converters (TDC) of the signal regions, and the discriminator bits a.re
passed to the ZEUS GFLT (for details refer to [96]). At the GFLT the above quantities
and bits can be used to perform arithmetic and logical operations, allowing different first
level trigger configurations (see appendix B). In 1995 no BPC information was used at
the second or third level trigger.

4.3.1 Cobalt scans

After the construction of both BPC modules, they were scanned with a radioactive GOCo
source.
This procedure has several purposes:

4.2.8 Trigger electronics

The task of the BPC First Level Trigger is to tag scattered electrons contained in the
signal regions 10 of the BPC modules at a time compatible with an ep collision. Since
the background which come in time with scattered electrons is expected to decrease as
the energy increases (for example 11"°S misidentified as the scattered electron), an energy
threshold is required: this has to be a compromise between rejecting as much background
as possible, and still being fully efficient for low energy electrons ( 10 GeV).
[11 the scheme adopted [84], this energy threshold is defined in terms of simple analog
sums of several detector channels. For the BPC North (and SOllth) these sums are defined
as follows:

• To ensure that every scintillator layer, in all BPC channels, shows a signal when
energy is deposited.

• To be used as a reference when compared to similar scans after the data taking in
ZEUS, for aging and radiation damage investigations.

• NOHTH (SOUTH) VEHTICAL SUM: N(S)V = I:::~~6)N(S)X;

• NORTH (SOUTH) HORIZONTAL SUM: N(S)H = n;3 N(S)Y;

• NORTH (SOUTH) OUTER SUM: N(S)O = I:::~~~~~)N(S)X; + N(S)"Y., + N(Sh +
N(S)YI5 + N(S)"Y.,6

• NORTH (SOUTH) INNER SUM: N(S)! = N(S)X1

• NORTH (SOUTH) BACK TILE SUM: N(S)B = I::~=IN(S)B;.

SY16
SY15
SY14
SY13
SY12
SYll
SYIO
SY9
SY8
SY7
SY6
SY5
SY4
SY3
SY2
SYl
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
NY16
NY15
NY14
NY13
NY12
NYll
NYIO
NY9
NY8
NY7
NY6
NY5
NY4
NY3
NY2
NY]

These sums are performed in six Trigger'Summing GaI'd, located close to the BPC Analog
Cards, in a NIM crate. The charge coming from each PMT is split off, with ~ 10% taken
by the trigger node, and the remaining going into the Analog Card. The BPC North
energy signals (vertical and horizontal sums) are digitized using a four bit Flash Analog

lOSignal regions are the areas that can be reached by electrons originating in an ep interaction and
traversing the low-mass windows of the beam pipe.



The method consi.sts in slidi ng the radioaeti ve sonfce along the mirrored end of each of the
calorimetcr channels, in the Z direction, whilc reading out the response of the calorimeter
(integra.ted over some milliseconds).
The radioactive source is encapsulated inside a steel hull, which is hard soldered to a steel
wire. This wire is moved mcchanically by a stepper motor, controlling the source position.
By mea.ns of a spccial plastic frame, attached to the face of the BPC, the wire is guided
and the source movement is kept parallel to the scintillator fingers, at a constant distance
from thc detector.
As the source moves, from the back to the front of the calorimeter, the output from the
corresponding channel is sampled.
The data acquisition is done through a PC, equipped with ADC cards, and dedicated
software, performing an online pedestal correction, and storing the amplitude of each
PMT signal versus the source position. Further details on the source scan procedure and
data analysis can be found in [66].
Figure 4.19 shows the response of a BPC channel as the source moves from the back of
the calorimeter to the front.
The variations of the signal correspond to the layer structure of the apc: the response
is maximal when the source is positioned in front of a scintillator finger, and decreases in

front of the tungsten plates. If all the couplings are correct, thirteen peaks should be seen
per channel, corresponding to the thirteen X (or Y) scintillator layers of the calorimeter
(the lower amplitude observed for the first and last peaks is due to geometrical effects).
The average amplitude of the output signal for each channel is proportional to the energy
response of that channel, and hence, by equalizing the output of the source scan, the
responses of each channel to the same incident particle are also equalized.
The source scan results, together with the photomultiplier database mentioned in pre-
viously and some simple software tools, allow the adjustment of the PMT operating
voltages, either to equalize response of all channels, or to scale, as whole, the responsc of
the detector 11.
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-< ~ "Because of the slightly different geometries of the sctup for X and Y scans, the average response of
the X strips is not necessarily the same of the Y strips, evell after equalization, but the dillerellce should
be small enough so that a fine tuning calibration can be performed omine



• According to the X (Y) hit position, the attenuation suffered by the signals prop-
agating through the scintillator fingers is estimated, and the overall Y (X) energy
corrected for this effect.

Chapter 5
• Depending on the distance in X and Y of the impact position to the edges of the

calorimeter, a correction for energy leakage is introduced.

BPC performance

• The energy of a certain number of strips (Nclustel') in X is summed. Similarly,
the energy of Ncluster Y strips is summed. These two results are added and their
sum is corrected by the absolute energy calibration scale, yielding the reconstructed
energy of the incident particle, E7"ot.

This chapter discusses the performance of the EPC. The offline energy and position re-
construction algorithms are described, followed by the results of test beam measurements
made in early 1995. The main results obtained with a standalone Monte Carlo (MC)
simulations of the detector are listed, and the calibration methods using physics data
after the iustaLJation of the EPC in the ZEUS detector are presented. The electron iden-
tification and the EPC time measurement, two means of selecting events with an electron
from an ep collision in the EPC, are described. The radiation dosage accumulated by
the BPC and its impact on the detector performance are discussed, and finally, the main
results on the BPC performance are summarized.

ETotX = I:: Cx(i)· Ex(i)· ATTc01'X(Y)' LEA[(C01'(X)
Nduster

ETotl' = I:: Cy(i). Ey(i)· ATTcorl'(X)· LEAf(C01'(X)
Nclu3ter

• S is the absolute energy correction factors.

• The index N cluster specifies that each sum runs over a number Ncluster of a.djacent
strips, surrounding the strip in X (Y) where the event position is reconstructed (see
following section on position reconstruction) 1

5.1.1 Energy reconstruction

Regardless of the method a.dopted to reconstruct the BPC energy, there are three fa.ctors
which affect the transverse uniformity of the energy response of the calorimeter:

• Differences in calibration from channel to channel (arising, for example, from dif-
ferent optical couplings, uneven polishing, wrapping or aluminization of the fingers,
and different PMT responses).

• Due to the attenuation length of the scintillator fingers, the response to the same
signal in a strip varies according to the distance of the impact position from the
WLS readout.

• Cx(i) and Cy(i) are the strip to strip relative calibration constants.

• Ex(i) and Ey(i) the energies measured in each finger.

• Close to the edges of the calori meter the shower willllot be fully contai ned.

Keeping in mind that the BPC consists of two independent readout schemes, with the
scintillator fingers positioned along the X and Y direction, providing two independent
energy measurements ErotX and E1'otl', the energy of a particle impinging on the EPC is
reconstructed according to the following method:

• The energy deposited in each strip is corrected with the respective strip-ta-strip
cali bration constant, accounting for differences in the response of the individual
channels.

• ATTcory and ATTcorx are correction functions for the attenuation of the signals
along the scintillator fingers: these corrections arc different for X and Y fingers due
to their different lengths. The attenuation correction for the energy in X depends
only on the Y impact position, since the X fingers run vertically, and conversely for
the Y fingers.

• LEAf{ CO!", the leakage correction, is the same for both views, and, while in general
it is a function of both X and Y impact positions, in practice depends only on X,
since in the vertical direction the fiducial region is far enough from both edges of
the detector, covering, approximately, the central 6 cm of the 13.4 cm length of each
finger (see, for example, figure 5.11).

IIn practice the results are equivalent if, instead of using the strip corresponding to the hit position,
the cluster is built around the most energetic strip.



The detcrmi nation of the relative calibration constants and correction functions mentioned
above and of S are described in section 5.4.L
The cluster size Nduster chosen is a compromise between two factors:

• The same calculation is repeated, in steps, with the shower maximum Xo moving
from the center of strip X8 to its edge (the results are symmetric around the center
of the strip, so only half a strip is 'scanned').

• The number of strips included in the sum should be large enough so that the algo-
rithm is not too sensitive to the impact position of the particle inside a strip. This
is illustra.ted with the limit case, where only one strip would be used to determine
the energy: events hitting the center of this strip would deposit in it much more
energy than events hitting its edge, giving rise to big non-uniformities inside a. strip.

A Jarge number of strips should also improve the resolution of the measurement.

• The previous exercise is repeated, using various cluster sizes in the reconstruction
algorithm.

• The number of strips included in the sum should be small enough so that the same
aJgorithm can be used over as wide a portion of the fiducial region as possible. If
the strip where the position is reconstructed is closer to the edge of the calorimeter
than the number of neighboring strips to be included in the sum, the algorithm is
distorted, giving rise to extra non-uniformities along the calorimeter, and increasing
the importance of the transverse leakage.

The results of these investigations are presented in figure 5.1 iii): the energy reconstructed
for clusters of three, four, five, six and seven strips, normalized to the energy at Xo = 0,
is shown versus the shower position Xo in a strip (Xo = 0 mm is the center of the strip,
Xo = 4 mm its edge).
It can be seen that the non-uniformity within a finger is large for N cluster=3, as expected,
and that it decreases if more strips are included in the reconstruction. Clusters including
an even or odd number of strips show a different shape. The interesting feature, however,
is that, in general, clusters including an even number of strips perform better than those

The issue of the non-uniformity within a strip can be investigated, in a qualitative way,
with a little 'toy model' 2:

• The transverse shower shape f(X) = (~~),is parameterized as a sum of two expo-
nential functions (the exact parameters are irrelevant for a qualitative interpretation
of the results), with the maximum at a position Xo (see figure 5.1 i) )

o w..~"""::L-w..LLw..J-w.....L.J

MN('f)'¢t()'Ot--OOo\OMN('l")""'"'1l><:><:><:><:><:><:><:><:><:~~~~~~
• To simulate the BPC strip readout, the shower impact position Xo is chosen to be

inside 'strip X8'. Then, the shower profile is integrated, around the center of strip
X8, over 8-26 mm wide intervals (corresponding to the 8 mm BPC strips, where
26 ~ 0.1 mm is the gap between two consecutive fingers), separated by gaps of 26
111 m; the results of these integrations correspond to the energies deposited in each
of the calorimeter strips (the shaded area in figure 5.1 i) shows, as an example, the
deposit Ex(6) )

lX(iH-(hl)
Ex(i) = f(X)dX

X(i)-(4-6)

Figure 5.1: 'Toy modeJ' for BPC reconstruction: i) The (normalized) shower shape
f(X) = ;f and ii) the integrated energy J f(X) = E(X) (normalized to E(X = 00)), for
an impact position Xo in the center of strip X8; iii) Reconstructed energy (normalized
to the reconstructed energy at Xo = 0), for different algorithms, a function of the impact
position Xo inside a strip. Xo = 0 denotes the center of a strip, aud Xo = 4 111m its edge.

• TllC energy reconstruction algorithm 5.1 is applied to the quantities determined in
tnis fashion.

2Throughout this chapl.er, whenever the variables corresponding to the X and Y strips of the BPC
are treated in an equivalent way, only the case for X is presented.



including an odd number 3: the non-uniformity inside a strip is smaller for N clustel'=4
than for Nclustel'=5, and comparable for Ncluste7'=4 and Nclustel'=7.
f.n addition it can be seen that the improvement in the uniformity from a four strip
algorithm to a six strip one is sma]].
The number of strips included in the cluster is also an important factor in the reliability
and stability of the strip-to-strip calibration described in section 5.4.1. This affects the
reliability of the calibration in the sense that accurate strip-to-strip constants can only be
determined within the fiducial volume of the BPC. Cluster algorithms involving a very
large number of strips imply that more strips Olltside this region have be included in the
sum. The stability of the constants was tested varying the cluster size and re-doing the
calibration, as well as testing it in separate samples and comparing results. Also here it
was found that even cluster sizes perform better than odd ones.
The discussion presented above has motivated the use of N cluster = 4 in the recon-
struction algorithm. In addition, it has been verifi.ed using the Monte Carlo simulations
described in section 5.3 that the energy resolution achieved with this choice is not worse
than that achieved when more strips are included.
The cluster is defined as the strip where the particle position is reconstructed, its two
adjacent strips, and the most energetic of its second-order neighbors.

x = L:x w(i)X(i)
L:x Wi

where the sum runs over all X strips (and equivalently for the Y view).
The reconstructed position X in a calorimeter with a strip width 2D can be expressed as
a function of the true position Xo under the assumption that the lateral shower profile
f(X) can be approximated by a single exponential function f(X) = (;~) <X eHx-xol)fn.
Calculating the energy measured in each channel as the integrated shower profile in that
strip, in a similarfashion as described for the 'toy model' presented in the previous section,
and assuming an infinite calorimeter centered around the X-axis, expression 5.6 reduces
to

sinh ("""-)
X =D H

sinh (1f)
where X lies in the range [-D, D]
This expression shows us that an unbiased estimate of the true position is only a.chieved
for X = -D,O and D.
The same 'toy model' used in the previous section supports this prediction, as seen if
figure 5.2 i), where the position bias with a linear weighted reconstruction method is
plotted against the shower impact position Xo.
Although it is possible to parameterize and correct for the position bias obtained with
this algorithm, a precise understanding of the detector geometry is required, and the
corrections depend on the energy and angle of incidence of the particle in the detector
[lJ.

Due to the fine segmentation of the BPe, it is possible to reconstruct the impact position
of the scattered electrons in this detector with high accuracy.
The ideal position reconstruction algorithm is the one in which both the position resolution
and the bias between the reconstructed and the real impact positions in the BPC are
optimized. Typically, algorithms tuned to improve one of these aspects, degrade the other,
and a compromise has to be achieved between the reconstructed position resolution and
the bias.
Two approaches are discussed below: the use of a simple linear weighting position re-
construction method, and a log weighting method with an effective energy cutoff which
reduces the impact of shower fluctuations and controls the importance of the tails of the
shower.
The logarithmic weighted method has been chosen to reconstruct the BPC impact posi-
tion.

Log weighting method

Alternative position reconstructions methods have been developed which instead of weight-
ing each strip's position with its energy, use the logarithm of the energy, trying to take
into account the exponential falloff of the shower profile 4 [6].
The center of gravity of the shower is still reconstructed using expression 5.6, but the
weights w(i) are given by (method 2)Linear weighting method

The most obvious position reconstruction algorithm to use in a finely segmented device
is to calculate the center of gravity of the shower as a sum of the central positions of each
readout channel X(i), weighted by the corresponding measured energy Ex(i) (method 1)

Ex(i)
w(i) = max(O, [100 + In(-,-)])EXTo,

Wo is a dimensionless parameter, defining the minimum fractional energy in a.strip required
for that strip to be included in the position calculation, and it provides a way of controlling
the importance of the shower tails. In the present case it takes t.he value 2.8, corres ponding
to a stri p threshold of roughly 6% of the t.otal shower energy.

3A quantitative description of both the ratio of reconstructed energy to total energy and of the size
of the non-uniformities for each of the algorithms cannot be extracted from this 'toy model', as these
strongly depend on the precise shower parameters. However, the fraction of the energy measured by
the clustering algorithm is not an important variable in this study since an absolute energy calibration
is performed for any chosen algorithm. As for the relative behavior of the non-uniformity from one
algorithm to the other, it has been checked that it is not sensitive to reasonable variations of f(X).

4The fact that the shower shape is actually a more complicated funcl.ion than a single exponential
hardly aITects the performance of these methods.



If 'lUll is too smitll, a few central strips dominate the calculation, and the bias in the
rcconstrncted position is big. On the other band, as Wll -t 00, all strips are weighted
equally, and the reconstructed position is the center of the detector.
For reasonable va.lllCS of tuo, the bias in the estimated position decreases for larger Woo

Position reconstruction:

Linear weighting

2 4
X.Jmm)

This is shown in figure 5.2 ii), where the position bias is plottcd against the shower impact
position Xo for three different values of tuo 5.

As Wo increases, the improvements in the position bias are traded for a slow worsening of
the resolution. The determination of the optimal Wo value is therefore a compromise to
keep both the position bias and resolution at acceptable levels.
The choice of Wo = 2.8 is based on studies performed with a 10 GeV and a 25 GeV EGS~
MC samples (see section 5.3), where the dependence of the position bias and rcsolution
was investigated for different values of wo. Details on this study can be found in [96J.
Figure 5.3 shows a comparison of the results obtained with a linear weighting method and
with a log writhed method with Wo = 5.0 and Wo = 2.8. The last choice optimizes the
resolution of the measurement, while keeping the bias well within 0.5 mm.
This position reconstruction method has also the advantage that the effects of the shower
fluctuations are damped by the logarithmic function.

Corrections to the measured position

Two corrections are applied to the X and Y impact positions determined via the log
weighting reconstruction method described above:

• The first correction arises due to the fact that the electrons do not enter the BPC
at an angle of 90°. Since the energy of the particle is deposited in the calorimeter at
some 'effective depth', the reconstructed positions are only unbiased at that same
depth, and have to be extrapolated back to the front face of the detector. The
corrected X and Y positions at the face of the BPC are givcn byFigure 5.2: 'Toy model' for BPC reconstruction: qualitative behavior of the bias in the

position reconstruction with i) a linear weighting method and ii) with logarithmic weights.
The vertical scale is in arbitrary units.
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where S is the 'effective depth' at which the energy is deposited in the BPC, and
tlZ is the longitudinal distance between the ep interaction vertex and the front face
of the BPe, Z:PG.

tlZ and S are determined on an event by event basis. If no Z vertex measurement
is available for an event, the mean Z vertex position of that run is taken. S has
been paramel:erized as a logarithmic function of the electron energy (see Imax given
in section 4.1), and is always of the order of 5 cm (corresponding, in radiation length
to ~ 7Xo).

• The second correction to be applied to the reconstruc(;ed position is due to the
fact that the scattered electron travels through a non-zero magnetic field from the
interaction point to the BPC. In the central part of the ZEUS detector the field,
from the ZEUS central magnet, is parallel to the Z-axis, but just in front of the

Figure 5.3: i) Position bias and ii) position spectra using different values of the parameter
Wo in the position algorithm, from an EGS4 simulation of 10 GeV electrons( from [96]).

SOnce again, the exact dimensions of the position bias for each method depend Oil the precise param-
eterization used, and cannot be extracted from this simple model.



IlCAL it. has a.signiftcant. negative radial component. Since the electrons that reach
the fiducial region of t.he BPC are close to the plane Y = 0, only the Y coordinate is
displa,ced, downwards, by the magnetic field. Assuming a constant radial field within
{;beBPC acceptance, the displacement of the Y impact position is proportional to
X/ E." The magnitude of this effect has been parameterized with a MC sample
including the simulation of the full ZEUS apparatus, and the corrections derived
from it vary from ~ 0.6 mm to ~ 3 mm.

opening) and Cv (vertical open,ing), remotely controlled, one can select the energy of the
electrons accepted by the final setup. After the collimators there is a beam shutter (S)
and a further collimator (C).
The trigger setup consisted of a 5x 20 cm2 scintillator pad (Tl), a veto counter (T2)
which is a 20 x 30 cm2 scintillator tile with a hole in its center of 3 cm diameter, and a
1 em wide horizontal and vertical strip counters (T3 and T4). The signals of Tl, T2, T3
and T4 are sent to NIM discriminators. The beam trigger is defined as a coincidence of
Tl, T3 and T4, in anti-coincidence with T2, and it enables the readout by the ADC. The
gate width (lOOns) was adjusted so that it contains more than 99% of the calorimeter
signal.
Just in front of the BPC module there is a set of scintillator counters, referred to as
LUMI counters (L), consisting offour horizontal adjacent strips and four vertical adjacent
strips, each 2.6 mm wide. These strips, which provide information on the electron impact
position, are read out and can be used offline for event selection, for example in the
position resolution studies.
The BPC module is positioned on the top of a remotely controllable movable table, This
table can be moved independently in the horizontal and vertical directions to a precision
of 0.1 mm2, although its absolute position cannot be accurately determined.
A collimator scan was performed, varying the opening between 1xl rnm2 to 5x5 mm2.

Since no effect was seen in the energy resolution, the widest opening was chosen to max-
imize the data taking rate.

Before its final installation in the ZEUS detector the smaller module of the BPC was
submitted to a test beam at DESY, for three weeks, during April/May 1994. The device
was tested with 1 to 6 GeV electrons. The data acquisition system used was adapted
from that used in the studies of the photomultiplier tubes: it consists of CAMAC ADCs,
interfaced by a VM1~based OS9 processor. It allows the simultaneous readout of all BPC
PMT's, and stores the response of each calorimeter channel on an event-by-even basis in
a simple ASCII data file. The setup is shown in figure 5.4.
The electrons available on the test beam are produced through the following scheme:
bremsstrahlung photons from a carbon target in the halo of the beam of the DESY II
pre-accelerator impinge on a copper conversion target of 3 mm width, producing sec-
ondaryelectrons. These particles, of energies up to 7 GeV (the incident beam energy),
pass through a dipole magnet (MR21) which deflects them. Controlling the current in
the magnet and considering its geometry with respect to the collimators Ch (horizontal
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• Uniformity scan: 10K events were taken at the center of each X and each Y BPC
strip, with the beam energy set to 3 GeV. This data set allows the study of the
variations in response from channel to channel, as well as the attenuation length
along the scintillator.

• Energy scan: With the beam positioned in the center of the face of the detector
(interception of strips SX5 and SY8), the energy was varied between 1 and 6 GeV,
in I GeV steps. This data set allows the study of the energy resolution and linearity
of the BPC.

• Fiducial edge scan: The beam position was scanned from the edge towards the
center of the detector, in steps of 1 or 2 mm, at a fixed energy of 3 GeV. This data
set allows the study of the energy and position measurement.s close to the edge of
the calorimeter.

Figure 5.4: A schematic view of the trigger and detector setup used in the BPC test
beam.

The pedestal of the ADCs was determined before each rUll witb random triggers (while
the beam shutter is closed) and several LED monitor triggers were taken througll the test
beam period, confirming the PMT stabilit.y. In addition, the t.est beam average PMT
HV was lowered once from 850 V to 700 V, and the expected change in the calorimeter
response was observed.



beam energy 6. The method used for the strip-ta-strip calibration is described in section
5.4.1, and its result is a set of constants Cx(i) and Cy(i) by which the test beam energies
measured in each strip should be multiplied.
Figure 5.5 shows a distribution of the test beam calibration constants, normalized to
unity, indicating that the initial uniformity achieved by tuning the PMT HV is at a level
of ~ 9%. Also shown is the distribution of the sum of the ADC pedestal of all BPC
channels for a day of running: the total width corresponds to (roughly) only 15 MeV.
Although the pedestal values varied throughout the three weeks of running (within 100
MeV) due to hardware instabilities, this does oot affect the analysis since the pedestal
values used were measured just before each of the data runs.
The attenuation and leakage effects are illustrated in figure 5.5.
Figure 5.5 iii) shows the energy measured in the Y strips, beFore corrections, for a fixed
vertical incident position, as the horizontal beam position varies (X =0 : inner edge of
the BPG, X =-9.4 cm: coupling to WLS), and figure 5.5 iv) shows the energy measured
in the X strips, before corrections, for a scan of the Y impact position (Y =0 : center of
the BPG, Y=-7.0 cm: coupling to WLS), at fixed X .
In both plots one can see the attenuation of the signal due to the distance of the impact
position to the WLS readout, superimposed to the signal degradation close to the edges
of the detector, due to leakage. The corrections for these effects are determi ned through
fits to the data (the fit to the atl;enuation length can be seen in the figures), and have
similar functional form for both test beam data and data collected after the installation
in the ZEUS detector; their parameterization is discussed is section 5.1.1.

The energy of the test beam data, in ADG counts, is calculated from the expression 5.1,
with tbe energy measured in each strip subtracted by the the corresponding pedesta.l, and
S set to unity. The leakage and attenuation, and the strip to strip corrections used are
discLlssed in the following.
The position reconstruction of the test beam dat.a is performed according to equation 5.6,
with logarithmic weights.

While the signal at.tenuation and the energy leakage are fuJly corrected offline, the initial
channel to channel corrections were determined by the source scan (described in sec-
tion 4.3.1), and the PMT voltages adjusted individually so that an uniformity at a level
of 10% was reached.
This initial strip to strip calibration can be refined using the test beam data, in particular
the da.ta taken with the beam position in the center of each X and Y strips, for a fixed
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Figure 5.6 shows the BPC energy spectrum after pedestal subtraction, in ADC counts,
for a beam energy of 3 GeV.
The BPC response as a function of energy is obtained by fitting the measured distribution
at each beam energy with a Gaussian function and plotting the resulting mean versus the
nominal beam energy (in GeV), as shown in figure 5.7i).
A linear fit (PI + P2.Ebcam) between 2 and 6 GeV gives a good description of the TIPG
response as a function of energy, with a linearity better than 1% for energies greater than
2 GeV. Figure 5.7ii) shows the deviation of the measured energies from the linear fit.
There are two remarks to this fit: first, it does not pass through the origin and second,
the non-linearity at 1 GeV is at the level of 8%. Similar effects have been observed in
the test beam of another ZEUS component (the '8 m tagger'), which took place immedi-
ately after the BPC data taking. Since this device has a difrerent design and used other
readout electronics than the BPG, it is suggested that the observed effects are due to a
miscalibration of the nominal beam energy. This possibility has been confirmed by the
DESY machine group. Therefore, in the following, the 1 GeV data set is ignored, the
offset in the response corrected.
The fractional energy resolution versus beam energy is presented in figure 5.7iii). It is

Figure 5.5: i) BPC calibration constants; ii) Pedestal spread; iii) and iv) Attenuation
lengtb and leakage effects in the BPC, as a function of the reconstructed impact position.

6The relaLive calibraLion consLants determined [rom t.he Lest beam daLa are 1.0 be used only in the Lest
beam reconstruction and not in Lhe physics data, as Lhe deLector insLallal.ion, and the use of a difTerent
readouL scheme and HV power supplies can a/fect Lhe channel to channel performance.



The shower profile shown can be well parameterized as the sum of exponential functions
[lOOJ. Unfortunately any parameter determined by such a fit cannot be applied in the
leakage correction due to the fact that at the very edge of the BPC there is a tungsten
bar which affects the shower shape, making it preferably to parameterize the leakage as
a function of the impact position directly from data taken at the edge of the calorimeter,
as described in section 5.4.1.
Figure 5.8ii) shows the reconstructed electron position for a 5 GeV beam energy. The
data has been selected requiring that one and only one of the central LUMI counters
shows a hit. This restricts the impact position to within the width of a counter> 2.6 mm.
A fit of the reconstructed position by a Gaussian profile yields a width of 1.7 mm. Cor-
recting this value for the contribution of the finite beam width (2.6/02 = 0.75 mm) the
BPC position resolution for a 5 GeV electron is determined to be 1.5 mm.

where E&denotes sum in quadrature.
As discussed in the previous chapter, PI is the noise term, with contributions from the
electronics' noise (small effect, since the pedestal width is only ~ 15 MeV) and from
the component of the beam energy spread which is independent of the beam energy
(~100 MeV, corresponding to the thickness of the conversion target). P2 is expected to
dominate the energy resolution, and originates in processes governed by Poisson statistics.
It arises mainly due to the sampling fluctuations in the calorimeter, but it also includes
a small contribution from photostatistics in the photomultiplier tubes. P3 is sensitive to
the non-linearity of the device. It should be small and include a 1-2% term due to the
energy dependent part of the beam energy spread (corresponding to the finite width of
the collimators' aperture).
The result of the energy resolution fit agrees with the expectations, with a sampling term
of 17%/VE GeV-1/2, consistent with the BPC design.

The BPC response close to its edges

The results of the BPC fiducial scan, after attenuation, leakage and strip to strip correc-
tions, are presented in figure 5.9. The ability to accurately parameterize and correct for
these effects is a factor to take into account when defining the limits of the npc fiducial

Figure 5.8i) shows the integrated energy from the edge of the BPC up to limit X, nor-
malized to the total energy measured in the calorimeter, versus the integration limit X,
J!oo ~~dx/ r~::~~dx, with X = 0 cm being the nominal beam position.
It is a nice picture of the integrated shower profile E(X) in the calorimeter, and helps
in qualitatively understanding the shape of the energy leakage close to the edges of the
device.
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area.

The energy, energy resolut.ion and position measurements are presented as a function of
t.he beam impact position, in a region <:loseto the edge of the calorimeter (X = 0 : inner
edge of the ElPC).
Figure 5.9 i) shows that. the energy measurement of the BPC is fairly constant up to
impa.ct positions in the first strip of the detector (SX1).
The energy resolution (figure 5.9 ii), in the same fashion, is stable if one restricts the
studies to 8 or more millimeters (i.e., one strip) away from the edge. Beyond that limit, the
energy resolution degrades since the fluctuations in the transverse shower profile become
important, and the energy deposited in the detector is smaller.
figure iii) displays a very good linear correlation between the reconstructed impact posi-
t.ion and the tnJ.e beam position 7, but also in this case the agreement is only good more

than 8 mm away from the inner edge of BPC.
These studies show that the fiducial region of the detector can be extended up to one
strip away from the edge of the calorimeter.

The results of the BPC under the DESY test beam prove that the calorimeter, its optical
readout and photomultiplier tubes perform well, and that the method for setting the
individual PMT HY allows the channel to channel response to be equalized to within
10%.
The test beam data proved to be a very good sample on which to test and develop
reconstruction and detector cali bration techniques.
In addition, the detector shows energy and position resolutions compal;ible with the ex-
pectations (the energy resolution is dominated by the sampling term of 17%/.,(£ Gey-I/2,

and the position resolution at 5 GeY is at a level of 1.5 mm), and its linearity from 2 to
6 GeY is found to be better than 1%.
The test beam results also demonstrate that the BPC fiducial region can be extended up

7Sillce Lhe accuracy 011 Lite absoluLe posiLioll of Lite BPC in the test beam is rather limiLed, offsets in
figure 5.9 iii) are not sigllificant.
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Figure 5.8: i) Integrated energy from the edge of the BPC up to limit X, normalized to
the total energy measured in the ca.lorimeter, versus the integration limit X, with the
nominal beam position at X = 0 em. ii) Reconstructed impact position in the BPC,
where th.e nominal beam position is at X = 0 cm, giving the BPC position resolution
(convoluted with beam spread), for 5 GeY electrons.
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Figure 5.9: i) Energy response, ii) energy resolution and iii) position determination close
to the edge of the BPC (reconstructed position versus position of the table).



ErotX = L: Cx(i)· Ex(i)· ATTcOl'X(Y)' LEAI<cor(X),
Ncluste,.

ETotY = L: Cy(i)· Ey(i) . ATTc01"y(X) . LEAJ(C01·(X).
Nciu"terThe B PC has been simulated in Monte Carlo witbin two different frameworks: an EGS4

[77) standalone simulation, used for the development and optimization of the reconstruc-
tion algorithms, and a simulation based on the GEANT [47] program. The latter was
integrated in the full ZEUS detector simulation package MOZART, allowing MC physics
events with an electron in the BPC to be reconstructed using the same method ,as used for
data. While the EGS4 simulation accounts only for the transport of electrons/positrons
and photons (therefore the name Electron Gamma Shower, version 4) using processes
understood and caJculabJe in QED, GEANT is a complete detector simulation and par-
ticle tracking package. Details on the implementation of the BPC in EGS4 and GEANT
can be found in [96J and [97], respectively.
It suffices to say here that the main results of the two simulations are in very good
agreement with each other and with the test beam results. With the reconstruction
algorithms introduced in this chapter, they yield the following estimates for the BPC
performance:

The functions ATTcorx(Y), ATTc01'X(Y), ATTcOl"y(X), and LEAI<C01'(X), plus the
constants Cx(i) and Cy(i) are the result of the relative calibration, while S is an a.bsolute
scale.

As described before, the relative transverse response of the BPC depends on the light
attenuation along the length of the scintillator strips, on the energy leakage near the edge
of the calorimeter, and on the intrinsic channel response (couplings, PMT, HY, etc.). The
relative calibration accounts for these factors, and is performed separaLely for X and Y
strips, ensuring that the response in both views is independent of the X and Y impact
position of the particle. It is performed offline, using the following iterative procedure:

• Energy resolution: sampling term of 16%/.JE Gey-1!2 (for comparisons with data,
the contribution fr0111photostatistics, estimated to be ~ 7%/.JE, corresponding to
200 photoelectrons/GeY must be added in quadrature).

• Linearity: well within 1%, from 5 to 27.5 GeY.

• A sample of kinematic peak (KP) events with an electron identified in the BPC is
selected.

KP events are events in which the inelasticity parameter y (see section 2) is very
small. Due to the factor l/y in the ep differential cross sedion, the number of

• Position resolution: ~ 0.13 cm for a 5 GeY electron, ~ 0.05 cm for a 25 GeY
electron,.

• Transverse shower containment: 8 mm (one strip) away from the edge of the
calorimeter, the shower is more than 95% contained.

The calibration of the calorimeter can be separated into the strip to strip relative calibra-
tion and the absolute energy calibration, which sets the overall energy scale. These two
steps are performed sequentially and result in the set of corrections to be applied to the
measured energies on an event-by-event basis.
The expressions for the energy reconstruction, introduced in section 5.1.1 reflect this
procedure

Figure 5.10: The BPC x - Q2 plane, with the kinematic peak region sha,ded. The dashed
Jines are lines of constant scattering angle {)., = 71' - 0•.=17 mrad and 35 mrad, limiting
the BPC fiducial volume. The dotted lines are lines of constant energy of the scattered
electron, and the solid lines denote the kinematic limit y = 1 and the selection cut
y ~ 0.04.



events peaks in t.his region. When a maximum y cut is imposed on t.he data and an
electron is required in t.he BPC the energy of the scattered electron is very close to
the electron beam energy, as shown in figure 5.J.0.

The ](P were selected applying a cut of YJB < 0.04 8, requiring conservation of
energy and moment.um in t.he event., a good vert.ex position, t.iming information
from t.he main calorimet.er and from 13PC compat.ible wit.h an ep interaction, a
reconstructed vertex in the t.racking system, shower width cuts on BPC (see 6.2.3)
a.nd a tight. fiducia.l cut. on the impact position.

The mean energy of t.he KP events should beconstant. over the whole fiducial region
of the I3PC to wit.hin one part in 10" [97J.
Figure 5.11 shows tbe distribution of the KP events in t.he front face of the BPC: the
outer edges of the fiducial region selected were determined by tbe projection onto
the I3PC face of the beam pipe exit widows and the lower X cut. was fixed by the
requirement t.hat the electron shower is reasonably contained in the detector, and
that the impact position of the particle is well reconstructed (see previous section.)

Figure 5.J.3 shows the energy measured in both views of the 13PC (X and Y),
versus the X and Y impact positions of the KP electrons withjn the fiducial region
of the BPC. The relevant views are shown at each stage of the relative calibration
procedure (raw energies, energies after attenuation correction, after attenuation and
leakage corrections, and final distributions, including strip to strip factors). Each

of the four projections (Ex versus X , Ex versus Y, Ev versus X and El' versus
Y) is sensitive t.odifferent non-uniformity sources, allowing the attenuation, leakage
and strip-to-strip corrections to be decoupled and extracted directly from the KP
data. This figure should help to understand the calibration procedure described in
the following.

• The first step of t.he calibration is to correct the energy measurement for the effects
of the attenuation of the signals within each finger. The scintillation light produced
by a shower can reach the WLS through two paths, either directly into the WLS
bar, or traveling in the opposite direction, and then reflected back by the aluminized
end of the finger. The light reaching the WLS is well parameterized by t.he formula

where 6.X is the distance between the electron impact position and the end of
the scintillator strips coupled to the WLS, n is the reneetion coefficient, L is the
scintillator length and .x is an 'eITective attenuation length'.
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8In this selection, the y variable is reconstructed via the so called Jacquet-Blonde! (JB) method
[63], where ollly the hadrollic final state variables (energy E" and momentum along Z PZh) are used:
YJ8 = B'2!!:" In the KP region this method provides a much better resolution than the reconstruction
of y nsing the electron variables.
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Figure 5.11: The distribution of the I<P events in the BPC face, after impact position
cuts.

Figure 5.12: Detail on the i) attenuation and ii) leakage paramcterizations determined in
the relative calibration of t.he BPC with KP events.



Due to the restricted fiducial volume in the Y direction, the transverse shower
leakage does not afred the distribution Ex versus Y, and, since Ex is averaged
over all X impact positions, the effects of channel to channel variations in response
are also not significant in this distribution. This makes it particularly suitable to
determine the parameter Ain expression 5.16 (R has been fixed to 0.85, according
to bench studies of the scintillator strips).

A fit to Ex versus Y for KP events with the functional form presented above is
shown in figure 5.12 i).

The results of the effective attenuation length agree well with those obtained in
scans of the scintillator strips, and on test beam data (A of the order of 25·30 cm).
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The resulting corrections to Ex and Ey, due to attenuation efi'ects vaTy between
0% and 7%, depending on the impact position of the particle. In the first iteration,
ATTc07'X(Y) and ATTc07'Y(X) are taken to have the same form. In subsequent
iterations, using preliminary leakage corrections or strip to strip constants, these
functions can be tuned independently. In practice the resuH of the ca.libration is
not significantly affected by the iteration.

• After the attenuation corrections have been applied to Ex and E1" the distribution
of Ey versus X should reveal the effect of the leakage at low values of X . This
distribution, shown in detail in figure 5.12 ii), is suitably described by a single
exponential, function of the distance between the impact position of the electron
and the edge of the BPC. The result of the leakage rit is superimposed to the data
points .
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• Once the attenuation in the scintillator fingers and the leakage have been under-
stood, and corrected for, the individual strip to strip energy calibration method is
simple: one needs only to find the multiplicative constants Cx(i) to be assigned to
each strip Xi in such a way that, averaging over all the events reconstructed on strip
Xj, the following holds

2: E~(i). Cx(i) = Eoo».t,
Ncluster

where the sum, in i, runs over the reconstruction cluster, E~(i) denotes the energy
measured in strip i for an event whose position is within strip j and Eco',., is the
same constant regardless of the index j.

The constant Eco»t is, for simplicity, set to half the electron beam energy, since
this is a good approximation to the expected energy .in each view for KP events.
However, due to kinematic cuts and radiative corrections, the average energy of the
KP sample is somewhat lower than Ee. This is accounted for in the absolute energy
calibration.

The last expression can be written in a matrix form
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and the linear system can be solved inverting the matrix E~. In practice, the index
j runs over only the strips in the fiducial volume of the BPC, and the calibration
constants of strips outside this volume are set, at each iteration, to the average value
of the constants determined. This nominal setting was varied for stability studies,
and found to be a sensible choice.

Figure 5.13: The stages of the relative calibration of the BPC with KP events. The views
affected by each calibration step are shown.

Once a complete set of corrections is available, the position of each event in the calibration
sample is re-calculated, and the procedure iterated. This is necessary because jf one strip
has an energy response very different from the its neighbors, it can bias tile posit.ion
reconstruction. However, these effects turn out to be very small, and the calibration



method converges very quickly: two or three iterations guarantee that the results are
stable to 1%.
The fina.1 results of the relnt.ive calibration are displnyed in figures 5.14 and 5.15: in the
first one, the reconstructed energy versus i) X aud ii) Y impact positions are shown, and
round constant througbo\l t t.he detedor at a level of ~ 0.5%. The second plot shows the
deviation, in percent, from 27.5 GeV, of the reconstructed mean energy in each 8 x 8 mm2

X - Y bin of the detector.
[t should be noted that, due to the method of calibration, the corrections to be applied
are consistent only if the energy a.lgorithm described nbove is used.

quantity E - pz == L:iEi - LiPz" where Ei and Pz, are the energy and the momentum
component along the Z-axis or the energy deposits jn the ZEUS calorimeter and BPC,
equals two times the incoming electron energy.
In this case, and assuming no initial state radiation (see section 7.1.2),

Absolute energy calibration

The absolute energy calibration wa..~determined with elastic pO events (ep -t epO(1r+1r-)p),
in which the electron energy measured in the BPC is required to 'match' the energy of
the hadronic system reconstructed in the main detector.
The sc!ection of po events is discussed in detail in chapter 6.
For an event in which no part.icles escape undetected through the rear beampipe, the
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Figure 5.15: Deviation of the reconstructed mean energy in each X - Y bin from the
reconstructed mean over the whole region for KP events, in percent.
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Figure 5.14: Final uniformity achieved after BPC calibration: reconstructed energy versus
i) X and ii) Y impact position.

Figure 5.16: The absolute calibration with pO events: (Ee, - EBPC)/ EBPC (see text) after
cali bratiolJ.
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through any inactive material produce a narrow transverse shower, while electromagnetic
particles which have undergone interactions before reaching the calorimeter show a much
broader profile. A muon, on the other hand, passes through the BPC depositing only very
little energy (~ 300 MeV) in the scintillator material. In the case of hadronic showers,
since the BPC corresponds to only about one nuclear interaction length, the hadron either
passes straight through the detector, like a minimum ionizing particle, or will start a broad
shower, depositing only part of its energy in the calorimeter.
The shower width, characterized by the second moment of the shower distribution

The calibratioll of the BPC consists in determining the scale S such that the reconstructed
energy EBPc = S . (ETa,x + ETa'}') matches Ee• in equation 5.19.
The exclusion of events on the (high end) tail of the distribution of (Ee• - EBPC)/ EBPC

removes events with very big initial state radiation. The influence of tbe remaining
radiative events to this calibration was studied with a radiative MC sample (see chapter
7.5), and S was adjusted accordingly.
The ratio (E •. - EBPc)/ EBPc after corrections is plotted in figure 5.16, peaking at ~ 0.7%,
due to the radiative corrections.
This calibration has been cross checked comparing the energy spectra of data and MC in
a sample of I<P events. The comparison between the final energy in the BPC in data and
MC for both the KP sample and the elastic pO events is shown iu figure 5.17.
The agreement on the mean of the distribution is at a level of 0.5%-1%.
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where X is the estimated impact position, and w(i) are the weights described in sec-
tion 5.1.2, is used as means of identificatioll of un-preshowered electrons (and equivalently
for the Y view).
As for the position reconstruction, the use of the log weighting technique reduces the
bias on (J"X, improving the ability to separate hadron and preshowered electrons from
clean ones. For an optimum e/h separation the value of the parameter Wo need not be
the same as the value that optimizes the position resolution (according to the results of
[6], larger values of Wo are required to optimize the electron/pion separation than the
position reconstruction). However, for simplicity, this parameter was kept at wo=2.8
(value used in the position reconstruction) also in this calculation, without significant
loss of performance.
A large discrepancy is seen when the expression given above for tbe shower width is used
in KP data and in a MC sample of KP events with an electron in the BPC see figure 5.19.
The transverse energy distribution is narrower in MC than in data and this discrepancy is
seen both in the X and Y views. 9 Ifthe shower width parameter is to be used is selection
cuts, its correct reproduction in the MC is important, since it is via this simulation that
the efficiency of the cut is estimated. A possible explanation for such an eITed is the
existence of cross~talk between neighboring channels of the BPC, either at the level of the
coupling between scintillator and WLS, or at the level of the trigger summing ca.rd (this
last possibility seems rather remote, as the card was explicitly designed to minimize this
effect). If the MC strip energies are reweighted, on all event by event basis, such that a
few percent of the light of each scintillator finger are allocated to the strips that surround
it, the shower width of the MC can be made to agree well enough with that of the data
(see reweighted MC in figure 5.19).
A cut of (J"x < 0.7 cm and (J")' < 0.7 cm is applied to select good electrons. This cut keeps
the electron acceptance close to 100%, without increasing tire background significantly,
as discussed in section 6.2.3.

As discussed in the previous chapter, the measurement of the transverse shower profile is
a powerful tool to identify clean electrons in the BPC.
Figure 5. J 8 shows the results of a simulation of electron and hadron showers in the BPC.
In each case a 10 GeV particle was fired perpendicularly onto the detector, and, in figure
ii), three radiation lengths of inactive material were placed in front of the detector, at
a distance of 50 cm. The development of the shower and the transverse shower profile
are quite different from case to case: clean electrons that enter the BPC without passing

Figure 5.17: Comparison of the BPC energy in data and Monte Carlo (Standard Model
plus ZEUS simulation) fol' i) kinematic peak events and ii) pO events.

90n the average, the values of (TX are slightly larger than those of (TV. This results from the fact
that the incidence of particles in the BPC is not perpendicular to the detector, will, a wider angle in the
horizontal plane than in the vertical one.



5.4.3 Timing reconstruction

In addition to the energy information, the DPC readout system provides a timing mea-
surement per energy deposit, per strip. The time of passage of a particle is reconstructed

omine as the (linear) weighted mean of the timing information of each strip in the BPC,
tx (i) and tv( i)

t = _L:_x~E_x~(l~}_tx~'(~i)_+_L:_y_E_'y~(.i.)._ty~(~i)
L:x Ex(i) + L:y Ev(i)

where the sums run over all X and Y strips in the detector. The absolute value of
the reconstructed time depends on the signal cable length and, pet· se, contains little
information. However, the difference between each event's time and the mean time of a
sample of good electrons in a run is a powerful event selection tool. The timing resolution
of the detector is found to be better than 0.5 ns.
A timing distribution for a selected sample of good BPC electrons is shown in figure 5.20.
The BPC timing signals are also used to to supply online timing and vertex information
to the ZEUS shift crew. Details on this feature are given in appendix A.

Figure 5.18: Gl!;ANT simulation of the shower tracks inside the BPC for: i) an incoming
electron, directly hitting the BPC; ii) an incoming electron, hitting the BPC after three
radiation lengths; iii) an incoming pion. The white areas correspond to the scintillator
material, while the shaded areas denote the tungsten plates.

Shortly after the installation of the BPC in ZEUS it was found that electrons which loose
energy through bremsstrahlung and, therefore, deviate from the nominal electron orbit
were a significant background in the BPC. These events, which are in time with respect
to electrons scattered in an ep collision, have an energy spectrum that peaks at about
half of the electron beam energy, and their rate could be reduced by a factor 100 with the
adjustment of the movable ZEUS beam collimators, bringing it to an acceptable level.
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FiguJre 5.19: Comparison of the BPC shower width in data and Monte Carlo (Standard
Model plus ZEUS simulation) for kinematic peak events: i) X-shower width; ii) Y-shower
width.

Figure 5.20: Time distribution around the mean reconstructed BPC time for kinematic
peak events (the mean value is determined by the length of the signal cables.)



Radiation damage

During the 1995 data t.aking period the radiation dose received by the BPC was monitored
via two methods:

inside vertical brass tubes, mounted along the four corners of the BPC. This sub-
stance forms meta-stable atomic states when exposed to radiation. The absorbed
dose, proportional to the fraction of excited atoms, can be determined by heating
the TLDs and measuring the light emitted as the excited atoms come back t.o the
ground level. The TLDs were exchanged in each detector maintenance day (a.p-
proximately once a month) yielding information on the profile of the radi ation dose
accumulated in that period. The maximum dose was received in the front of the
calorimeter, on the edge closer to the beam pipe. Figure 5.21 shows the approximate
doses deposited per month in 1995, on the front inner edge of the calorimeter, ver-
sus the Y position, with a strong peak around Y = 0 cm. Although accurate dose
measurements are not possible (above a couple of kGy the TLD response becomes
non-linear), the estimated integrated dose reached a maximum of approximately 12
kGy.

• Small Thermo-Luminescent Dosimeters (TLDs: Harshaw TLD-700j LiF2, lithium
fluoride cylinders, of approximately 1 mm diameter and 5 mm length) were stacked
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• In view of the surprisingly high first results of t.he TLD dose measurements, a
second system, providing continuous radiation monitoring, was installed during the
final part of the 1995 data taking period. It consists of silicon photodiodcs which
generate a current proportional to the flux of radiation received. These diodes
have been calibrated with a 137CS sourcc, but a strong temperature dependence
of the current and annealing effects complicate the detailed understanding of this
measurement. However, the measurements revealed that most of the dose received
by the BPC originated in positron dumps. The positron dumping procedure has,
since then, been improved by the H811.Agroup.

Figurc 5.21: Radiation dose measurements: i) the dose profile along the Y direction, in
the front inner edge (X ~ 4.3cm)j ii) the accumulated dose at Y ~ O,X ~ 4.3cm during
the 1995 data taki ng period.
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The results of a second cobalt scan of the BPC North module, after the 1995 data taking
period, showed that the scint.illator material was damagcd, particularly the scintillator
strips closest to the beam, at central Y positions. Since this module of the calorimeter
was rebuilt for the 1996 HEI1.A run, the scint.illat.or fingers could be sca.nned on a bench,
and compared to results of non-damaged samples. It was found that the amount of light
yield loss is maximum approximately at the shower maximum (~ seventh active layer),
consistent with a flux of high energy electromagnetic particles.
The response of the scintillator material to the scans before and after data taking was
parameterized as

where b,.X is the distance to the open end of the finger, and L is its total length. This
ansatz is similar to equation 5.16, but the region of the measurement and its highcr preci-
sion allow the introduction of a term corresponding a very short al;l;enuation length. The
effect of the radiation damage can be described by a loss of light yield plus a change of
the attenuation length of the material. Details OIl the finger scans and on the parameter-
izations used to describe their results can be found ill [96].
The results of the scans of the individual fingers after radiation damage has been simulated
in EGS4 MC [96J. For energies above ~ 7.5 GeV, and after accounting for the overall
light reduction using the calibration method described, the response deviates less than
1% from the non-damaged one. Above 15 GeV the disagreement is smaller than 0.5%.

Figure 5.22: The effect of the radiation damage Oll the scintillator response: scan of a X
scintillator finger (see section 4.2.1) of the 7th BPC active layer before i) and after ii) the
1995 data taking period. (The normalization of the two plots has been done to different
references; only the shape of the response sbould be compared. From [96]).



In order to correct for the decrease of the BPC response due to radiation damage, the
1995 data set was divided into four run ranges and the detector calibration was performed
independcntly for each of them. This procedure was enough to guarantee that the absolute
energy scale of the BPC is accurate to 0.5% ovcr the whole run range, although the
uncorrected mea.n energy from I<P peak events dropped, during the year, by about 2%.

Chapter 6
Conclusions on the detector characteristics and
performance

The design described in the previous chapter resulted in a calorimeter with the following
characteristics (supported by testbeam results and Monte Carlo simulations):

• The BPC corresponds to a total length of ~ 24Xo, enough to contain longitudinally
more than 99.5% of a shower initiated by a 27.5 GeV electron.

Elastic pO production in the reaction ep -+ epop is studied via the decay channel pO -+
71"+71"-, which has a branching ratio of ~ 100%. The main characteristics of these events
are two oppositely charged tracks found in the Central Tracking Detector, a scattered
electron detected in the Beam Pipe Calorimeter and no activity in the CAL, except that
associated with the decay pions (see figure 6.1). In this chapter the trigger and omine
cuts applied to select elastic pO events are discussed. In addition, the reconstruction of
the kinematical variables from the measured quantities is presented.

• The energy sampling fraction of the BPC for electrons is approximately 4%.

• The detector position and alignment are known to 0.5 mm (section 4.2.6).

• The fiducial area of the BPC covers angles from 17 to 35 mrad. At the lowest angle,
corresponding to impact positions 8 mm away from the edge of the detector, the
shower containmcnt is better than 95% (sections 4.2.6 and 5.2.3).

• In thc fiducial region the energy resolution of the BPC has the stochastic term ~ ~vE
GeV-l!2 (sections 5.2.3 and 5.3).

• [n the fiducial region, the position resolution of the BPC is better than 1 mm for
electron energies E ;(,10 GeV, and the intrinsic position reconstruction bias is below
0.5 mm (sections 5.1.2, 5.2.3 and 5.3). The absolute position of the detector is known
to 0.5 mm.

As described in section 3.2.6, the ZEUS trigger system consists of three levels. The trigger
for pO events with a electron in the BPC can be described by the requirements which were
imposed at each of these stages:

• At the first level trigger (FLT) the candidates were identified by an energy deposit
in the BPC of more than ~ 6 GeV, at least one track candidate in the CTD, and no
vetoes from the ZEUS veto counters (the timing information from these upstream
counters is used to remove proton beam gas interactions) - This trigger is called
FLT slot 32 (see appendix B).

• After calibration, the BPC is uniform within ±0.5% (section 5.4.1). The detector
is linear within 1% (sections 5.2.3 and 5.3).

• The BPC absolute energy scale is known to ±0.5%. (section 5.4.1).

• The timing resolution of the detector is better than 0.5 ns (section 5.4.3).

• During 1995 the BPC accumulated a radiation dose of approximately 12 kGy at
a distance of approximately 4.3 cm to the beam. The calibration procedure was
developed such that the performance characteristics listed above were maintained
during the 1995 data taking.

• The second level trigger (SLT) included a restriction on the number of tracks and
track segments in the CTD, and a requirement on the vertcx position, if a vertex ha.d
been found. Further cuts in the calorimeter timing and timing difl"erence between
upper and lower half of BCAL allowed rejection of beam gas events (the mean
calorimeter timing is calibrated to be zero for an event originating from the nominal
interaction point) and cosmic or halo muons - This trigger is called sur stream
SPP6 (see appendix B).

• At the third level trigger (TLT) the full event information from the ZEUS dctedor
is available, allowing more stringent veto cuts to be applied. The selected events
had two and only two tracks, pointing to the interaction region, and an event vertex
within ±66 cm of the nominal interaction point - This trigger is callcd TLT SPP15
(see appendix B), or, equivalently, DST bit 62.
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Figure 6.1: An exclusive pO event, from the data sample, displayed with the ZEUS event
display LAZE (Q2=O.59 GeV2, W=24.0 GeV, Mn=781.3 MeV). In the left side of the
figure, one can identify ill the ZEUS detector the two charged tracks reconstructed in the
CTD, surrounded by no activity in the main calorimeter. The electron found in BPC is
also indicated. On the upper left side of the picture, the reconstruction of the electron in
BPC is shown. The lower left part of the figure shows an X - Y view of ZEUS, with the
reconstructed opposite charged tracks.

Figure 6.2: Number of events accepted per run i) at TLT SPP15 (DST bit 62) and ii) after
selection cuts as a function of the respective run number, norma.Jized to the integrated
luminosity of each run. Some run ranges excluded from the analysis due to BPC FLT
inefficiency can be identified.

The efficiency of these trigger cuts is rather high, as is discussed in detail in the following
chapter.

to the BPC FLT FADC, see section 4.2.8). It resulted in a drop of efficiency of the
BPC FLT for some of the runs, independent of the energy and position of the particle
reachi ng the detector. The run ranges in which this problem affected the trigger
performance more seriously were removed from the analysis. The efficiency loss in
the remaining runs is discussed in the next chapter.

The following conditions were required offline to obtain the final data sample, using the
output of the ZEUS reconstruction software (ZEPHYR).

• Only runs were used in which there were proton and electron beams, at nominal
energies, colliding at the nominal interaction vertex.

• Exactly two tracks were required, both associated with the primary vertex. These
tracks must have opposite charge.

• Only runs were used in which all relevant detector components were monitored and
their status was good and stable.

• During the 1995 data taking period a hardware problem at the BPC FLT level
occurred (intermittent problem with a NIM discriminator, affecting the strobe input

• Track quality cuts were applied to restrict the measmement to a region where the
detector performance is well understood and well simulated (the pseudorapidity of
each track was required to be I TJ 1< 1.75, and the minimum transverse momentum
of each track PT > 150 MeV).



• The timing of the electron, reconstructed in the BrC as the energy-weighted time
of all cha.nnels, was required to be within 3 ns of the mean BrC timing in the
corresponding run (the variation of the mean J3PC timing as a function of the run
number reflects the variations in the HERA ep bunch crossing time due to shifts of
the electron and proton radio-frequencies).
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• The reconstructed impact position was limited to the calibrated fiducial region of the
BPC, the acceptance extending in the X direction over 6 strips starting 8mm away
from the edge of the detecl;or, and in Y over 7.5 strips, symmetrically around the
center of the detector. The coordinates, in the ZEUS system, of the selected events
fulfill the condition 5.17 < XBPC < 9.97 cm and -2.82 < YBPC < 3.18 crn, where
XBPC (YBPC= are the horizontal (vertical) impact position reconstrncted in the
nrc (see section 5.1.2 for details OIl BrC position reconstruction and section 4.2.6
for the BPC coordinates in ZEUS.)

• A shower width cut was applied; O'x < 0.7cm and O'y < O.7cm. This loose cut
guarantees a very high efficiency for electrons, with a modest background increase.
Given the energy requirement imposed (see below), the contamination by hadrons
and pre-showered electrons should be minimal. The misidentification of photons
cannot be reduced by means of a shower width cut 1, but given the overall event
selection requirements, it should not constitute a problem.

Figure 6.3: Kinematic region covered by the data sample. Indicated in the plot are lines
of constant energy of the scattered electron (dashed line), constant W"'p (solid line) and
constant electron scattering angle (dotted lines).

• The energy reconstructed in the BrC (EBPC) had to be bigger than 20 GeV. This
cut, which does not affect non-radiative pO events (due to the kinematic coverage
defined by the track requirements and BrC position, the scattered electron energy in
this sample is always larger than 23 GeV, see figure 6.3), reduced the contamination
of the sample by events wit an energetic initial state radiation (see section 7.1.2),
and helped to reject hadronic showers and those induced by pre-showered electrons,
as well as events originating from electron beam gas, synchrotron radiation and off
momentum electrons. AII of these processes are expected to decrease as the energy
of the electron candidate increases.

6.2.4 The selection of elastic events (elasticity cuts)

• An efficient cut against background, especially from inelastic pO production is a cut
on the maximum energy of calorimeter objects that are not associated with the
tracks of the decay pions. This is achieved by applying a clustering algorithm to
the CAL cells, followed by a matching routine, associating the tracks in the CTD
with the energy deposits in the calorimeter. Calorimeter clusters which have very
small probability of matching one of the tracks are either caused by an outgoing
particle undetected in the CTD (neutral particle, or particle with trajectory outside
the CTD coverage), or by noisy cells in the detector, so that the selection criteria
should be a compromise between rejecting the first while keeping the latter. In this
analysis, events with unmatched calorimeter clusters (matching probability less than
1/1000) with energy in excess of 300 MeV were rejected. Details on the clustering
and matching schemes, as well as on the optimization of cuts, are given in [10, 11].

• Finally, if the electron impact position was reconstructed in the second or third
strips of the BrC, the event was required to have a smaller energy cleposit in the
first strip of the detector tban in the second one. This cut rejects some rare badly
reconstructed events in which the electron hits the tungsten bar at the BPC edge
and, due to the wide and asymmetric shower shape, its reconstructed position is
shifted with respect to tbe true impact. Such effect was observed in testbeam
measurements and is reproduced in MC. The rate reduction due to this requirement
is quite small, when applied to a sample of events that have been accepted by the
remaining electron quality cuts.

• In addition to the previous cut, the requirement was imposed that the difference
between the total energy in the calorimeter and the summed energy obtained from
the momentum of the tracks does not exceed 2 GeV.

The following cuts were also applied to the data sample (details on how to reconstruct
the relevant variables follow):

l\lefore the 1996 data taking period, two scint.illator tiles, read by photomultipliers, were placed in
front of the BPe, to be used as a photon taggers.

• 0.6 < M"" < 1.2 GeV (Mn is the invariant mass of the event, obtained from the
two charged tracks, and calculated assigning the pion mass to each track),



Cut # events accepted(% of initial sample)
Trigger and run range 123380 (100)

Vert.ex and 2 0pp. charged tracks 94251 (76)
It71 < 1.75 57900 (47)

PT> 150 MeV 49471 (40)
BPC timing, position and shower width 22335 (18)

BPC energy 20620 (17)
Elasticity cuts 8915 (7)

Mass range 7010 (6)
Q2, Wand t cuts 5462 (4)

The package VCTRACK [59] was used for the offline reconstruction of the CTD tracks
and the primary event vertex. The input to this program comes from the hit information
of 52 axial layers in the CTD, 16 layers instrumented by Z-by-timing and 32 stereo layers
and RTD hits. The pattern recognition algorithm looks for a track seed in an outer part of
the CTD, which can either come from tl1ree CTD axial superJayer hits, or a combination
of RTD and CTD hits. Given a track seed, the trajectory is extrapolated inwards, and,
as more axial hits are assigned to the track, the precision of the track reconstruction
increases. The hits from Z-by-timing and stereo layers is added, and eventually every
track has 3D information. The program extends the tracks into the VXD and fits them
to extract the vertex position. The longest tracks are reconstruded first, and then the
shortest. The actual vertex fitting proceeds in three stages:

Table 6.1: Overview of the cuts applied to selected the events, and their impact on the
triggered data.

• Remaining trajectories are fitted, and used to estimate the vertex position as a
weighted center of gravity. This is an iterative process, in which tracks contributing
too much to the X2 are removed until the quality of the fit is acceptable .

• The final complete vertex fit gives not only the vertex position, but re-evaluates the
direction and curvature of the tracks constrained to it.
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M•• {G~V) The reconstruction of the calorimeter quantities uses as input the readout of the two

PMTs connected to each cell. The energy imbalance, measured from the difference of the
response between the two PMTs, is used to improve the position reconstruction. In this
analysis, the reconstructed calorimeter objects were Cone Islands (see [10, 15]), which
are clusters around local energy maxima, including diagonal neighbor cells and also those
across a CAL boundary (i.e., cells at the edges of BCAL and RCAL, for example, might
be joined). In the first step, all cells in a section of the calorimeter (EMC, HACI and
HAC2) above some energy threshold are assigned to the same object. Then, i II a second
step, the sections of each tower are combined, or not, depending on their probability of
belonging to the same particle.
The reconstruction of the calorimeter objects is affected by noise in this detector. To
minimize the impact of noise in the Cone Islands reconstruction, a noise suppression
procedure is applied [98]. It removes, namely, isolated cells with high energy, cells in which
the energy imbalance is compatible with a noisy PMT and cells which show, throughout
a long running period, noise above the average.
In this analysis the energies and position of the calorimeter Cone Islands are !lot used pel'

se. They are only important in the process of matching calorimeter clusters to the CTD
tracks.

The hatched region in figure 6.3 displays the region in Q2 and x (W1'0p ) covered in the
a!lalysis, with superimposed lines that help to characterize the l sample.
Table 6.1 summarizes the impact of the successive cuts applied, and figure 6.4 shows the
mass spectrum of the selected data sample (except for the cut on Mn), with a clear pO
peak.



with respect to the nominal proton orbit, yielding a value of ee = -0.15 JIHad. This adds
to a total tilt of the electron beam with respect to the ZEUS coordinate system of

in the horizontal plane.
The expressions used to determine Q2 and t can be rewritten as:

-t = (px(pO) + px(e'))2 + (py(l) + py(e'))2 + 2Eee'ilt(PX(/) + px(e')) (6.3)

In this analysis the momentum and scattering angle of the l are obtained from the
corresponding momentum and angles of the decay pions measured by the CTD, while the
electron scattering angle was determined with the BPC. The scattered electron energy,
however, was determined via a method, the so-called cons/mined method, which uses the
exclusiveness of the final state. Under the hypothesis of a purely elastically produced
pO and of absence of initial state radiation (see section 7.1.2), energy and momentum
conservation in the colJision imply:

Figure 6.5: i) Mean X and ii) mean Y vertex positions averaged over a run as a function
of the respective run number.

Ee,(l - cos Oe') + L (E - P.)i = 2Ee
i=hadrons

The BPC energy and position reconstruction has been described in detail in chapter 5. The
electron scattering angle, with respect to the ZEUS coordinate system, is obtained from
the corrected impact position in the BPC and the event vertex by simple trigonometric
relations. fn practice, the X and Y coordinates of the vertex used to calculate the electron
scattering angle were averaged run-by-run, since the CTD resolution in these variables
is ~ 1.0 mm, which is considerably larger than the spread of the HERA beam (300 p.m
in X, 70 J.lm in Y). The mean X and Y vertex positions, averaged over each run, as
a function of the respective run number are shown in figure 6.5. The event-by-event Z
vertex coordinate was used; it is measured, for events with at least two good tracks, with
a resolution better than 5 mm.

Eel = 2Ee - (E - P.)~+ - (E - P.)c
1 - cos Oe' (6.5)

The resolution in Ee, achieved with this method, O"E • .I Ee, f';;j 0.002 for the events under
study, is more precise than that of the direct energy measurement with the BPC. The
formulae 6.2 and 6.3 above were then used to calculate Q2 and /.
The variable y was calculated with the so-called Jacquet-DlondeJ method [63], which in
this case reduces to

YJB = 2~e (( Jm;+ + P;+ - p,,+ cos O~+) + (Jm;- + p;- - P~- cos O~-)) (6.6)

and the hadronic center of mass energy W'Y'P was obtained from this by

For the accurate measurement of electrons at scattering angles close to 1f rad, it is nec-
essary to investigate the tilt of the electron beam with respect to the ZEUS coordinate
system. Such a tilt has a significant impact on the Q2 and / measurement, and the
formulae 2.2 and 2.7 have to be generalized to the non-collinear collision case.
It is known that the nominal proton beam orbit in ZEUS is tilted with respect to the
Z coordinate of the ZEUS reference frame by ep = 0.41 mrad in the horizontal plane
(determined by the DESY survey group). Using events with a photon measured in the
ZEUS I uminosity monitor LUMIG, it is possible to determine the tilt of the electron beam



The angular distribution of the decay pions were generated according to s-channeJ helicity
conservation, and the ratio of longitudinal to transverse pO production was parameterized
as

Chapter 7
R = e Q: . (7.1)

Mpo

The same generator was also used to simulate elastic wand if> production, decayi ng into
all known modes, and assuming the same Q2 and W""p of the '(p cross section as in the
pO case. These samples were used for background studies,
This MC genera.tor does not include radiative processes, which have a small impact « 2%)
in the kinematic region and process under study (see details on section 7.5).

Monte Carlo simulations, efficiencies
and background studies

In this chapter the Monte Carlo (MC) simulation programs used to study the efficiency
of the selection of the elastic pO sample as well as to understand the contamination of this
sample by background events are briefly described. The results of these studies, together
with supplementary background investigations, are then discussed in detail.

Production of single dissociative events

To simulate proton dissociative pO events, the main background to the elastic reac-
tion under study, the Monte Carlo generator PYTHIA [92] was used. The Q2 and
l¥..,.p dependences of the -y'p cross section were taken to be the same as in the elastic
process, and the proton dissociation was parameterized according to

d
2
u""p-+pON ex: e-bd; •.,/tIPd· (MN)/M2 (7.2)
dtdM"j, u. N

with bdi.•• = bo + 20'ln(W';.p/ Mj.,), with 0' = 0.25 GeV-2, leading to a t slope for the full
generated sample of bdi •• ~ 5 GeV-2.
The function Pd ••• enhances the cross section in the low mass resonance region and sup-
presses the production of very large masses; in an intermediate mass region
(4 < MN < 16 GeV), the effective dependence of the cross section on the generated
hadronic final state mass was described by

Different Me generators were used to study the effects of efficiency and resolution of
the detector, to investigate systematic uncertainties and to estimate the contribution of
background events to the elastic pO sample.
Regardless of the generator used, the MC events passed through a detailed simulation of
the ZEUS detector (MOZART program) and of the trigger system (ZGANA program) as
well as the same reconstruction program (ZEPHYR) and analysis chain as the data.

dU""p-+pON I/M{JdM"j, ex: N

with (3 = 2.2, as measured in diffractive pp scattering [18J. Light d.issociative systems (MN

less than 1 GeV above the mass of incoming particle) decay isotropically into a two-body
systemj higher mass states arc decayed using a string hadronization model. Only events
that fulfilled Mj., < 0.1W';'p were considered.
In addition, some checks were performed using a sample of proton dissociative Me events
generated with EPSOFT [65J. This sample covered a region of Q2 different from that of
this analysis (3 < Q2 < 50 GeV2), so only distriblll:ions believed 1:0 be independent of
this variable were compared. The comparisons were limited to the region 30 < W..,.p < 90
GeV, where the samples overlap. Like PYTHIA, EPSOFT is based on VDM and Regge
Theory. This generator was developed in the framework of HERWIG [72], and was tuned
to reproduce the properties of photoproduction events measured with the ZEUS detector.
It describes the pO proton dissociative cross section in terms of I,he l elastic process:

Elastic VM production:

A MC generator, written in the framework of the JETSET package [12J was used to
evaluate the acceptance and resolution of the ZEUS detector for elastic pO events. This
generator simulates the -y'p interaction based on VDM and Regge Theory (see chapter 2).
These events were generated over the Q2 range from 0.15 to 1.1 GeV2, and the W'Y'P range
from 15 to 110 GeV.
The effective W..,.p dependence of the -y'p cross section of this MC sample, reweighted to

:::'Q:; :::::~:~:::::~:l:::'l~l:a~:~;::l:::::'::: : (::~)L"a"dth,
t dependence was the double exponential, ;I~I= e-bltl+ct' with slope parameters b = 9
Gey-2 and c = 2 GeV-4•

1 du..,.p-+pop d2upp-+pN / dtdM"j,

2 dt dupp-+pp/ dt



The second term is obtained fronl parameterization of pp cross sections [65]. The nucleonic
mass was generated in the region (1.25 Gey2)2 < M'F, < O.lW';.p, including all resonances.
The generated t distribution is well represented by an exponential function, with a slope
bd;,. ~ 5 Gey-2
PYTHIA was also used to study photon dissociative events, generated with a similar
dependence of the differential cross section as 7.2 and with an effective slope
b ~ 6.8 GeV2

The measured l cross section ep -t epop contains, in addition to the one-photon-exchange
reaction pictured in figure 2.1, contributions from higher order QED processes in which an
electron radiates a real photon before (lSll, i.e. initial state radiation) or after (FSR, i.e.
final state radiation) emitting the virtual photon responsible for the interaction, as well
as from virtual corrections. The real photons are usually not detected and the measured
(radiative) cross section can be related to the non-radiative cross section by

where orad is called the radiative correction.
A sample of elastic pO MC [75J events with radiative corrections calculated by the REIl-
ACLES [67J program was used to evaluate the impact of Jrad in the BPC measurements.
The Q2, W~'p and t dependences of the (non-radiative) 'Y'p cross section were parameter-
ized according to preliminary 13PC pO results (similar to those presented for JETSET),
and the ratio of longitudinal to transverse pO production was parameterized according to
equation 7.1. For more information on this simulation, the reader is referred to [75J.

Figure 7.1: Comparison of distributions in data and MC simulation, after detector smear-
ing: i) electron scattering angle, pseudorapidity and transverse momentum of positive
trackj ii) Q\ W~'p, M"", I t I, cos Oh and iJ!h (in two bins of cos 0,,).

Figure 7.1 displays the comparison of distributions between the data and the sample of
elastic pO MC events, after all selection cuts (except the cut on the variable shown) are
applied. In general, the agreement is good.
The sha.pe of the P1' of the positive track, with two peaks, arises from the angular decay
distributions, to which this variable is very sensitive. Figure 7.2 shows correlations be-
tween cos Oh, iJ!hand P1': events with helicity 0 (i,e, cos Oh == ±1 <==> 0" == 0 V Oh == IT

where ()h is the polar angle of the positive pion in the pO rest frame), have a pion emitted
along the direction of the l while the other pion is almost at rest in the 'Y'p center-
of-mass. and this effect is reflected in the PT spectrum in the LAB frame. After the
reweighting of the MC angular decay distributions, performed according to SCRC and
optimized to describe the cos 0h and iJ!" distributions in data, the general features of the
PT distributions are reasonably well reproduced,
The disagreement in the It I distribution between elastic MC and data for high values of It I
arises from the fact that the data are contaminated by proton dissociative pO background
events, which have a shallower dependence on this variable.

Figure 7,2: Correlations between decay angles and PI': i) cosO" versus iJ!hj ii) PT of
positive track versus iJ!,,; iii) PT of positive track versus COSOh. These are welt described
in the MC assuming SCHC
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Figure 7.3: Difference between reconstructed and generated mass, determined via MC
simulation, for different mass regions (0.6-0.7 GeV, 0.7-0.8 GeV, 0.8-1.2 GeV). The result
of a fit with a double Gaussian is superimposed.
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The MC simulation allowed the study of the smearing of the kinematical variables and
decay angles due to detector resolution and reconstruction methods, by comparing the
generated and reconstructed values of a particular variable.
Figure 7.3 displays t.he resolution in the two pion invariant mass, i.e. the distribution
of differences between generated and reconstructed quantity, for three bins of M"". This
distribut.ion, directly related to the CTD momentum resolution, can be well described by
a double Gaussian of the form
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and the results of fit.s t.o expression 7.6 show similar results for all the mass bins: the
reconstructed mass is shifted by ~ -2 MeV with respect to the generated one, and the
width of t.he dominant Gaussian (P3) is ~ 6 MeV.
Figure 7.4 shows the difrerence between reconstructed and generated variables for Q2,
W.,.p, cos fh \Iih andl t I as a function of these same variables. The error bars represent
the RMS in each bin (resolution). A good correlation between generated and reconstructed
quantities is seen, and no significant bias are observed. The resolution in each variable,
together with statistics considerations, constrains the size of the bins used in the analysis.
Figure 7.5 shows the purity PUI' in the Q2 and W.,.p bins used in the analysis. For a bin
i, this quantity is defined as

Figure 7.4: Difference between reconstructed and generated variables as a funcl;ion of
these variables. The error bars represent the RMS in each bin.

Pur. = Events generated and reconstructed in bin i
, Events generated in bin i

The high purit.y in the bins used in the analysis reflects the small migrations between
bins.
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Figure 7.5: Purity for the reconstruction of the variables Q2 and W""p in the bins used in
the analysis.

Figure 7.6: BPC trigger efficiency, determined with an independently triggered sample,
versus i) electron energy and ii) rilll number. The inefficiency seen in some runs is due
to a hardware fault. Runs with BPC FLT efficiency lower than 0.5 have been excluded
from the analysis.

Events reconstructed in bin irec
Ace; = Ed' b' ., vents generate III illIg,,.

The efficiency of the selection cuts and impact of migrations was determined bin-by-bin
with the elastic pO MC sample, for each variable under study 2.

where irec and igm stand for bins in the reconstructed and generated variable(s), respec-
tively. This quantity, calculated bin-by-bin, accounts not only for the purely geometrical
acceptance of the detector, but also for trigger and selection cuts efficiencies 1. Although
it considers only the net migration of events from other bins due to finite detector resolu-
tion or reconstruction methods which smear the distributions, this approach is validated
if there is a goo i agreement between the reconstructed distributions of data and MC and
a high purity in the chosen bins, as in the present case.
In the present analysis it is useful to distinguish different contributions to the generalized
acccpta.nce:

7.3.2 Trigger efficiencies
The BPC FLT was not simulated in the Monte Carlo. As mentioned in section 6.1,
the requirement on I3PC at FLT corresponded to a minimum cncrgy deposition in this
detector. The threshold was set to roughly 6 GeV, far below the energy cut performed
offline in this analysis (20 GeV) and, in general, the BPC trigger efficiency was very high,
~ 100%. However, during some runs in the 1995 data takitlg period a hardware fault in
a discriminator used in the trigger logic caused some good events to be lost at the FLT
level. The runs where such problem caused a serious decrease in the BPC FLT rate have
been excluded from the elastic pO sample; however, the problem was present, at a smaller
level, in some of the runs used in the analysis. This was accounted for through an overall
BPC FLT efficiency correction, determined with the help of an independently triggered
sample (photoproduction pO sample), triggered by track candidates and an energy deposit
in the main ZEUS calorimeter), taken in the same runs IJsed in this analysis, where there
are no cuts imposed at FLT to any quantity measured with the BPC

corresponding to the efficiency of the offline selection cuts and migrations (listed in section
6.2), the efficiency of the first Level Trigger (which, in turn, can be divided into require-
ments on BPC and the requirements on the CTD ), the efficiency of the Second Level
Trigger (requirements otlly Otl the CTD) and the efficiency of the Third Level Trigger
(requiremetlts only on the CTD). 2 For the cross section measuremenls, obtained via fiLs to the rnass specLra ill different Q'l and

W~'p ranges, as described in section 9.4, the generalized acceptance is determined in a multidimensional
space, corresponding to the mass, Q2 and W~'p of the events



Figure 7.7: i) Comparison of the pseudorapidity and transverse momentum of the pos-
itive track, and W""p distributions between the analysis sample and the independently
triggered sample used in CTD trigger studies; ii) CTD FLT trigger efficiency versus pseu-
dorapidity and transverse momentum of the positive track, and W""p as determined with
the independently triggered data sample and in the MC simulation (after correction).

ii) shows the comparison of the trigger efficiency, defined in the same fashion as equation
7.10, in data (independent sample described above) and in the MC simulation, after
correction, versus different variables.
The SLT and TLT requirements are limited to tracking quantities, as described in cba.p-
ter 6. These quantities were not available in the MC sample used in this analysis. There-
fore, the efficiencies were determined from the same sample used in the investigation of the
CTD FLT efficiency. These efficiencies are found to be rather high (SLT: 0.980 ± 0.010,
TLT: 0.990± 0.005), and roughly independent of the variables in study, as shown in
figure 7.8.
The errors from the different trigger efficiencies estimates were added in quadrature, and
amount to 5.5% (overall normalization error).
Figure 7.9 shows the acceptance, defined by equation 7.9, for elastic pO production as
given by the MC sample. An overall scale factor of 0.94 x 1.05 x 0.98 x 0.99 needs to be
applied to correct for the trigger efficiencies described above. The small magnitude of the
acceptance is due to the finite azimuthal acceptance of the BPC. The acceptance increases
for increasing M"", reaching a plateau around 1 GeY. This is determined by the polar
angle of the decay pions and the requirements that both tracks from the decay pions are
well contained in the CTD. The acceptance in Q2 is diredly limited by the position and
dimensions of the BPC. The acceptance in W""p is limited by the CTD acceptance, as for
cos B,,: for large values of Icos BilI (and lIT = 0,11",211"due to the corre.lations between these
variables, see figure 7.2) one of the pions is outside the tracking system. The shape of
the acceptance versus It I reOeds the combination of the acceptance in Pr of the p (almost

8vents with E8PC > 20 GeY which fire CTD FLT
Events with E8PG > 20 GeY

This quantity is found to be 0.94 ± 0.02, independent of the energy of the candidate, as
shown in figure 7.6.
The CTD FLT was simulated in the MC with. the trigger simulation package ZGANA.
However, the reliability of this simulation had to be investigated. This was done, as
above, with the help of another independently triggered sample, this time a sample where
no tracking ·requirements are made at any level of the online trigger. The sample used is
the so called BPC F2 sample, collected through an inclusive trigger, which requires only
an energy deposit in l:lPC and a minimum YJB reconstructed at the trigger level using
only calorimeter quantities (SLOT 52+DlS2+DlS17, in appendix B). Since the efficiency
of the CTD trigger to recogn ize track candidates depends on the characteristics of the
event (total number of reconstructed tracks, number of vertex tracks, angular distribution
inside the tracking detector, etc.), a set of cuts was applied in order to study the trigger
efficiency with a sample comparable to the one under analysis. These cuts were:
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• Por each track, II) 1< 1.75.

• For each track, Pl' > 150 MeY.

• 0.6 < M,,,r < 1.2 GeY (M"" is the invaria.nt mass of the event, calculated assigning
the pion mass to each track).

• 0.25 < Q2 < 0.85 Gey2.

• 20 < W""p < 90 GeY.

• It I < 0.6 Gey2
•

Figure 7.7 i) shows the comparison of the distributions of the variables 1)of positive (left
side) track, PT of positive track and W""p of the event, and mass, between the 13PC pO
data sample and the sample used to study the CTD trigger efficiency. It is clear from
the comparison of the mass spectra that the independent sample, although containing
primarily p events, has a large contribution from background. However, a tighter rejection
of this background would imply a significant loss of statistics, making it hard to investigate
dependencies of the efficiency; the similarity of the 1), PT and W""p distributions after
selection cuts should ensure that the CTD trigger efficiency of the independently triggered
sample is similar to that of the sample being analyzed.
It was found that although the overall shape of the CTD trigger efficiency was well
reproduced in the simulation, the normalization was underestimated. It was decided to
use the MC FLT simulation in order to take properly into account the shapes of the
efficiency, but to correct the resulting MC acceptance by a factor 1.05 ± 0.05. Figure 7.7
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Figure 7.8: CTD second and third trigger levels efficiency as a function of W-y'P (from
independently triggered data sample).

flat) with the narrow PT range of positrons accepted by the BPC.
The analysis was restricted to the areas limited by the dashed lines, as a compromise
between acceptance, statistics and contamination by backgrounds.

Below are listed different sources of background which contribute to the data sample, and
the means used to estimate their impact. It was found that the contribution from beam
gas interactions was small, as was that of elastic production of wand ¢ and I dissociative
events. Proton dissociative l production, on the other hand, accounted for 23.3% of the
selected events, and were subtracted statistically.
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Figure 7.9: Generalized acceptance, determined by MC simulation, as a function of the
variables M"", Q\ W-y'P' I t I, cos 011 and w". The normalization requires correction
from FLT, 8LT, and TLT efficiencies, as described in the text. The dashed lines limit the
regions used in the analysis.

Beam gas interactions cannot be distinguished from ep events if they occur close to the
interaction point. The contributions from this kind of background were estimated using
pilot bunches, i.e. unpaired electron or proton bunches where the RF-bucket of the
counterpart particle is not filled. These types of bunches are distinguished from colliding
ones by the bunch crossing number. In the total data sample, only 3 events originate
from non-ep bunches (p-pilot bunches). One of these events, however, originates from a
run with more bunches marked as p-pilot than the nominal number (9, instead of 6). If
these 3 events are scaled by the ratio of the proton current in p colliding bunches to that
of p-pilot bunches, which amounts (;0 30.7 ± 4.4, the maximum contribution from this



Since no particle identification was performed at the event selection and neutral particles
can remain undetected in an event, other vector mesons can be misidentified as pO's and
consti tute a background.
The production of wand <p mesons thus was studied with MC samples of these mesons
by submitting them to the analysis selection cuts. In these samples, all decay modes
were simulated. In particular, those most likely to leave signatures similar to that of po
prod uction a.re:

• w --+ 1!"+1!"-1!"0(-)"y) (Branching ratio:88.8%),

• w --+ 1!"+1!"- (Branching ratio:2.2%),

• <P --+ ]{+ f(- (Branching ratio:49.1%),

• <P --+ p01!"0 .--t 1!"+1!"-1!"0(-)"y) (Branching ratio:12.9%),

• <p --+ 1!"+1!"-1!"°(n) (Branching ratio:2.4%).
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Figure 7.10 shows the invariant mass of the two charged decay particles for w, <p and po
MC samples, when the pion mass is assigned to each track, compared to that of the data.
The normalizations was determined assuming the ratio of w to po production of 1/9 and
using the measured cross section for <p production in a similar W~'P and Q2 region [50].
The dashed lines indicate the range used in the analysis, 0.6 < M~~< 1.2 GeV. It is
clear that there is little overlap with the background processes: in fact, that was one of
the reasons why events with invariant mass below 0.6 GeV were not considered. The
background contri butions from these processes were estimated to be

Figure 7.10: Invariant mass distribution for i) w, ii) <p, iii) P MC events that pass the
analysis selection (mass cut excluded), compared to the elastic data sample. In ivY the
sum of the 3 processes is shown. The dashed lines limit the mass region used in the
analysis. The cross section production ratios assumed were 1 : 1.2 : 9 for w : 4> : p (see
text ).

These contributions, assumed to be flat in W'Y'P and Q2 (factorization ofthe upper vertex)
were included in the normalization errors of the po cross sections. Since their magnitude
is small, the impact in the helicity distributions was neglected. It was also assumed that
background contributions from heavier mesons could be neglected in the analysis.

Photon dissociative events of the type I'p --+ X p, where X decays into hadrons, can be
poorly reconstructed and and pass the po selection cuts. This process was investigated
with a sample of MC events (PYTHIA) generated in the W'Y'P range 12-200 GeV, and
passed through the analysis cuts. The background was found to be approximately flat
in M~~ in the signal region and up to ~ 1.4 GeV, falling to zero around 2 GeV. As the
ratio of photon dissociative cross section to that of elastic po production is not known,
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:rigure 7.11: Inva.riant mass distribution for photon dissociative MC events that pass
the analysis selection (mass cut excluded), compared to the elastic data sample. The
normalization of the plot was done ascribing all events in the mass region 1.3-1.5 GeV
to this background source, therefore establishing the maximum contamination from such
process in the analysis sample. The dashed lines limit the mass region used in the analysis.

the maximum contamination due to this reaction was estimated ascribing all data events
reconstl'ucted between 1.3 -1.5 GeV to this process and assuming a Rat mass dependence.
A upper limit of 3% was found. This result is similar to that obtained if an extra (non-
interferi ng) constant term is added to the function used for the mass fit according to the
Soding model (see section 9.1), but the introduction of one more fit parameter increases
significantly the uncertainties of the fit.
In principle, double dissociative events of the type ,.p -t X N can also constitute a
background. However, not only is the acceptance for such events much smaller than that
of, dissociative ones, but the shape of the reconstructed M"" distribution is expected to
be similar for both processes (99]. In that case, also this contribution is included in the
above est.imate.

Figure 7.12: i) Invariant mass distribution for the :rCAL tagged data sample compared to
the elastic data sample. ii) Energy spectrum in the 2 inner rings of the forward calorimeter
for an elastic MC sample, iii) and for an inelastic MC sample. ivY Comparison between a
sum of the two MCs, in the ratios 23.3% inelastic events to 76.7% elastic events passing
analysis selection, and the analysis sample (excluding requirement on unmatched energy
around the beam pipe)

The main source of background consists of inelastic pO production events, where the proton
diffracti vely dissociates into hadrons ,.p -t pON. In some of these events the fragments of
the outgoing nucleon deposit energy in the forward calorimeter or in the Proton Remnant
Tagger of the ZEUS detector (see section 3), but a significant fraction escapes detection
(events with diffractive masses below ~ 4 GeV), leaving a signature exactly like that of
an elastic reaction.
The contribution from this process was studied in detail, with the help of an inelastic MC
sample (PYTHIA) and subsamples of data events which were tagged as proton dissociative



by an energy deposition in the forward region. Proton dissociative events were identified
by one of the following conditions:

• FCAL TAG: the requirement of matching all calorimeter objects to tracks was
removed for clusters around the FCAL beam pipe. An energy deposit of at least
1 GeV in the two FCAL inner rings surrounding the beam pipe was required. The
acceptance of this tag starts at diffractive massesMN around 2.5 GeV, reaches a
maximum around 7.5 GeV and decreases until it vanishes around 17 GeV (this
decrease is due to the rejection of events with energy depositions not associated
with tracks in the outer part of FCAL). These events were selected in the range
Wl"P > 50 GeV only. If the elasticity cuts around the beam pipe are relaxed for
events with lower Wl"P , where the tracks tend to go in the forward direction, other
processes (for example non-diffractive events with two tracks reconstructed at the
pO mass) pass the selection cuts and the subsample obtained is no longer a pure
proton dissociative one .

• PRT2 TAG: in addition to the selection cuts for elastic pO production, a signal of
at least 1 MIP in both counters of one pair of PRT2 paddles is required (EpRT21 > 5
ADC counts and EpR1"22 > 2 ADC counts for data, according to [29], EPRT2, > 0.5
ADC counts and EpRT22 > 0.5 ADC counts for MC). Due to the standard elasticity
cuts, events with MN < 4 GeV are rejected and the PRT2 acceptance covers only
the small diffractive mass region.

Figure 7.13: i) Ratio, for data, of events with an energy deposit above 1 GeV in the
2 inner rings of the forward calorimeter (FCAL TAG sample) to events selected by the
analysis cuts as a function of Q2, Wl"P (Wl"P > 50 GeV), cos (1" and I t I; ii) Ratio, for a
MC ep --+ epop sample generated using PYTHIA, of events with an energy deposit above
1 GeV in the 2 inner rings of the forward calorimeter to events fulfilling the analysis cuts
as a function of Q2, Wl"P (Wl"P > 50 GeV), cosO" and I t I.

However, it is known that also elastic events with It 1 ;:::0.3 GeV2 can leave a signal in
the PRT2 [71] due to the large distance of the counters to the interaction point, and
their proximity to the beam line. In addition, the tagging efficiency of this component
in the MC has not been tuned to match that of data. Therefore, the events tagged with
PHT2 were only used to cross check assumptions made while estimating the background
contribution using FCAL tagged events.
Figure 7.12 i) shows the invariant mass spectrum for events selected with the FCAL TAG,
compared to that of the elastic data sample and the agreement is good.
Figures 7.12 ii), iii) and ivY show the energy deposited in the two inner rings of the
forward calorimeter for elastic and inelastic MC events selected by the analysis cuts, and
for a sum of both MC samples, in the proportions of 23.3% inelastic to 77.6% elastic
events. The last shows very good agreement with the data sample also shown in the plot.
Figure 7.13 i) displays the ratio of FCAL tagged events over all events passing the elastic
pO selection in data, as a function of Q2, Wl"P' cos 0" and I t I. The first three ratios are
flat. Figure 7.13 ii) displays the same ratios for the inelastic MC sample and shows that
the requirement of activity in in the FCAL inner region does not distort the acceptance
versus Q2, Wl"P and cos 0". These results indicate that the proton dissociative and the
elastic production of l have the same dependence on these variables, supporting the
hypothesis of factorization of diffractive vertices. In this case, the contamination of the
data sample by dissociative events is flat with respect to Q2, Wl"P (Wl"P > 50 GeV) and
cos 0".
On the other hand, as a function of t, the ratio of inelastic events to events fulfilling the
selection cuts in the data increases with t, as expected due to the different t slopes for

elastic and proton dissociative pO production. But it can also be seen that the tagging
method introduces a dependence on this variable 3.

To correctly estimate the integrated contamination by the dissociative process and its
dependence in t the following method was used:

• In the data, different samples were defined:

-DATAANA, the usual analysis sample, selected via the cuts described in the previous
chapter. This sample consists mostly of elastic events, but contains also the indistin-
guishable ,·esidual proton dissociative events, DATAANA = DATA~NA+ DATA~~A'
where the indices el and inel refer to elastic pO production, and (inelastic) proton
dissociative l production events, respectively.

-DATA;;.'cIAL TAG' the sample of events tagged in the FCAL, as described above,
which is believed to contain only proton dissociative pO's.

In this notation, the contamination C(t) of the data sample by proton dissociative
background as a function of t can be written as

3Different tagging definitions with the forward calorimeter can be adopted thai. do not distort the
shape of the observed events in t, as, for example, the one described in [99J. The results from different
approaches have been compared and give consistent results.



• Similar samples were defined in the proton dissociative MC:

-MC~~A' inelastic events that fulfill the analysis cuts. This sample consists only of
undetected residual proton dissociative events.

-MCtetAL 'fAG, a sample of events tagged in the PCAL, as described above, which
again contains only proton dissociative pO's.

DATA~~A MC~~A
DATA~G'AL TAG = MCte/AL TAG

Cine/( ) _ MC~~A(t) DATAtetAL TAG(t)/ t - --. -/---- --------
MCPCAL TAG(t) DATAANA(t)

The contribution of proton dissociation integrated over t in the data sample estimated
using this procedure is

where a and {3are constants related to ]{ and b~{jA- To determine the contamination as
a function of t, a fit of C(t) (equation 7.13) to 7.16 was performed, constrained to give a
total contamination of 23.3% (see above).

where the systematic error was determined with tbe methods described in the following
chapter, and corresponds to checks vi .1, vi.2, vi.3.
Assuming exponential shapes in t for elastic and inelastic events, tagged in FCAL or
passing analysis requirements, expression 7.13 can be written as

cine/(t) =

Alebt~Altl

A2eb~c~L TAGltl

corresponding 4 to b~~JA ~ 1.7 Gey-2• The systematic error was determined with the
methods described in the following chapt.er, and corresponds to checks vi.4.
The result. of this fit can be seen in figure 7.14. The solid line represents the result
presented above, and the shaded area displays 7.4% statistical and systemat.ic uncertainty
in the integrated contamination (normalization). The dashed lines represent the extreme
slopes obtained from the error on this parameter (statistical and systematic errors added
in quadrature), for a fixed normalization.
Next it is shown that the above measurements can be extended to W-y.p < 50 GeY. The
ratio of events tagged with PRT2 to all events fulfilling the analysis cuts is presented in
figure 7.15 i) for data, as a function of W-y'P' It. is flat also below 50 GeY. It. is shown in
ii) that also for the dissociative MC, this ratio does not depend on W-y'P' and therefore,
the requirement in data of a PRT2 hit does not distort the acceptance in this variable.
These results validate-the use of the same expression for the contamination in the whole
W-y.p region under study.
The correction for proton dissociation background was done by assigning a weight wet) =
1 - Cine/ (t) to each event in the data sam pie according to their t value.

A3eb~~IAL TAcit]

A eb:.'NAltl + 6.!!.l.eb~N'Altl =
4 A,

~eb~N'AIII
A, _

A eb:.'NAIII + ~eb~'N'Altl -
4 A,

1

wbere b~{jA is the observed difference in slopes for elastic and inelastic events submitted
to the analysis cuts.
In the present kinematic range expression 7.15 can be approximated via the Taylor ex-
pansion of the exponential functions by <This value is an observed difference in slope, significantly affected by the fact that the acceptance

for analysis cuts for elastic events as a function of t is, in this analysis, different of [rorn that of illelastic
event.s.
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Selection cuts applied in the analysis (for example, requirements on the measured
scattered electron energy.)

Final state radiation does not affect the kinematical reconstruction used here, but may
influence slightly the acceptance of the selection cuts.
Initial state radiation, however, may introduce both an overall correction to the measured
cross sections, and a distortion of their shapes. It can be seen from expressions 6.5, 6.6
and 6.7 that, when the constrained method is used to reconstruct the kinematic variables,
ISR leads to migration of events along lines of constant W"'p, and towards higher Q2,
due to an overestimated energy of the incoming electron, E•.
The impact of both ISR and FSR on the results was estimated using the radiative elastic
l MC sample, at generator level, in the following way: the radiative cross section (see
equation 7.5) in a bin i in Q2 and W"'p, a[ad can be expressed as

where a;:,d is the total radiative cross section in the generated range, corresponding to the
total number N,ot of events in the MC sample, and Ni is the number of events in bin i where
the radiative corrections are being calculated. This number of events takes into account
the Q2 and W"'p cuts, where Q2 and W"'p have been reconstructed from the generated
energies and momenta, using the constrained method, and also requiring the (generated)
scattered electron energy to be larger than 20 GeV (this requirement, corresponding to the
selection cut EBPC > 20 GeV - see section 6.2.3 - reduces significantly the contamination
of the data by events with a ISR photon of high energy, therefore diminishing considerably
the radiati ve corrections).
Since a;:,d is known (from HERACLES), a[ad can be simply determined from No and Nto,'
Once a[ad has been determined, it can be compared to a;,"n-rad to extract the radiative
correction diad (see equation 7.5). a;,"n-rad is calculated from the non-radiative parame-
terizations used as input in the (radiative) MC to describe the Q2 and W"f'" dependences
of the ep cross section.
The radiative corrections determined in this way for the BPC l analysis varied in different
bins from -1% to +4%, compatible in most bins with 0 within the statistical limitations,
and without a clear Q2 nor W"f'P dependence (overall correction 2.0 ± 0.5% (stat)). Since
the impact of the radiative events was found to be small, no correction was applied to
the measured cross section, and a 2% error was included in the normalization uncertainty
due to this effect.

Figure 7.15: i) Ratio, for data, of events with an energy deposit in the PRT2 (PRT2
tagged sample, see text) to events selected by the analysis cuts as a function of VV"f'" ;
ii) ratio, for PYTHIA, of events with an energy deposit in the PRT2 to events selected
by the analysis cuts as a function of W"f'P' While the overall tagging efficiency depends
on the details of the PRT2 simulation, the fact that both these distributions are flat as a
fundion of W"f'P allows the extrapolation of the inelastic contamination determined using
FCAL tagged events for W"f'P > 50 GeV to all the W-y'P range in the analysis.

7.4.5 Non-resonant 7f7f production

Another ba.ckground process to pO production is the diffractive non-resonant 1r+1r- pro-
duction, 'y*p -T 1r+1r-. In the cross section measurements presented in this thesis this
background has been accounted for in the framework of the Soding model, as described
in detail in section 9.1. For the study of the distribution of da/dltl and the decay angles,
this background was not accounted for, and the re.sults presented are for 1r+1r- production
in the two-pion invariant mass range 0.6-1.2 GeV, where pO production dominates. Some
implications are discussed together with the results.

Correction for luminosity in the satellite bunches
W"f'P and Q2 dependence of the pO production cross section.

Efficiency of the detection of the real photons radiated from the in- and outgoing
electron.

Figure 7.16i) shows the Z vertex distribution in Me and in the 95 data, from a sample with
a flat Z vertex acceptance [83]. The simulation of the vertex position in the Me agrees
well with that of data in the central region of the detector. However, the simulation of
collisions coming from satellite bunches is not properly implemented. In order to calculate
a correct acceptance from this MC sample, the following procedure were taken:
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Estimate of systematic uncertainties

This chapter discusses the methods used to estima.te the systematic uncertainties associ-
ated with the results of this analysis and summarizes the main error sources.

Figure 7.16: i) Vertex distribution in the MC simulation and in an unbiased 95 data
sample. The dashed lines limit the region of agreement, in which the cross section was
extracted (see text); ii) difference between reconstructed and generated vertex versus
reconstructed vertex position (the error bars represent the RMS in each bin).

• The event selection, as described in the previous chapter, required that the recon-
structed Z vertex is within ±50 em of the nominal interaction point.

The contribution to the total systematic error due to a certain effect or uncertainty was
determined, in most cases, by changing the cuts applied in the selection of the data and/or
MC samples, or by changing reweighting factors in the simulations and repeating all the
analysis steps. The systematic checks performed have been grouped into classes, described
below:

• The acceptance was calculated for the bin in Z vertex where data and MC agree:
that is, the acceptance was defined as the ratio of events that pass all selection
cuts, including the cut on reconstructed vertex position, regardless of the generated
vertex, to those events generated in -50 < Z vertex generated < 50 em.

• The luminosity considered for cross section extraction corresponded to the fraction
of the total luminosity for the runs used within the vertex cut calculated with the
unbiased Z vertex distribution from the data.

i.l Cut on the minimum transverse momentum of the track was varied, in the
data and MC, from PT > 150 MeV to P'l' > 200 MeV, and to PT > 100 MeV.

i.2 Cut on the maximum T/ of each track was varied from IT/I < 1.75 to IT/I < 2.

i.3 The presence of tracks not associated with the vertex was allowed, both in the
data and MC.

This method was chosen since it allowed the use of the MC sample before the true Z vertex
distribution for the 95 data taking period was fully understood. When this distribution
became available, a simple additional correction, corresponding to a re-scaling of the
luminosity was introduced: £'11 = 0.954£, where £ = 3.82 pb-1

The migrations in Z vertex are not sensitive to the exact shape of the vertex distribution
outside ±50 em, as the resolution in this variable is of the order of 5 mm, as shown 111

figure 7.16 ii)).

ii.1 The BPC fiducial volume was reduced from
5.17 < BPCx < 9.97 em and -2.82 < BPC)' < 3.18 em to
5.37 < BPCx < 9.17 em and -2.22 < BPC)' < 2.58 em
in the data and MC.

ii.2 The cut on the energy deposited in the I3PC was varied, in the data and MC,
from 20 GeV to 18 and 22 GeV. This cut reflects the sensitivity to 1STI-.

ii.3 The BPC energy scale was changed in the data by 0.5%.

ii.4 The absolute position of the BPe was varied by ±0.5 cm along X in the data.



ii.5 The requirement on the relative energy of first and second BPC strip was
dropped in the data and MC.

iv.5. The prescription adopted by the E665 experiment [37) was used to extract the
cross section. Given that the data sample contains very little background (other
than, eventually, the indistinguishable non-resonant 1T1T events suggested by the
Si:iding model described in section 9.1), the events in the two pion invariant
mass region 0.57-0.97 GeV are assumed to be pO's, and to account for 87.6%
of the total resonance.iii.! In the matching of tracks to CAL objects, the criteria to define an unmatched

energy cluster was tightened, changing the matching probability cut from
1/1000 to 1/100 in the data and MC.

iii.2 An alternative matching algorithm [99J was applied in both data and MC. It
extrapolates the tracks into the calorimeter modules, and requires that the
energy of every cell outside a circle of diameter 40 cm (EMC section) and
55 cm (HAC section) around the pion impact point does not exceed 200 MeV.

IV. Systematic checks related to the extraction of the signal

A. Checks for cross section extraction in the framework of Soding model, using the
parameterizations of equations 9.1, 9.2 and 9.3:

v.l The Q2 dependence of the cross section was varied in the MC simulation: the
value of n in u ex ~ n was changed from n = 1.75 to n = 2.

1+ M~

v.2 The W-y.p dependence of the cross section was varied in the MC simulation: the
value of fJ in u ex W-y.p 6 was changed from fJ = 0.12 to fJ = 0.2

v.3 The ratio R of longitudinal to transverse cross sections was changed in the MC
simulation from R=0.5*Q2 to R=0.3*Q2.

iv.l. The mass range used in the analysis was enlarged to 0.55-1.25 GeV in the data
and MC.

VI. Systematic checks related to the estimation of contamination by proton dissociative
events

iv.2. The mass binning was varied.

iv.3. The po mass and width were i) fixed to the PDG values ii) released in the fits
to extract cross sections.

vi.l Different definitions of tagged proton dissociative events were used, and the
contamination by proton dissociative events was reevaluated:

a. the requirement of a minimum energy deposit of 1 GeV in the FCA LinneI'
rings was changed to 0.4 and 1.6 GeV.

b. the requirement of no energy deposit in the FCAL other than in the two
inner rings or associated with a track was removed.

vi.2 The diffractive mass spectra of proton dissociative events in the inelastic MC
simulation was varied, and the contribution from this background source rees-
timated: the value of (J in i!J,- ex 1/ Mfv was changed from 2.2 to 2.0 and

N
2.4.

B. Alternative cross section extraction (only the impact in the overall normalization
was investigated):

iv.l. Instead of expression 9.3, the following expression was usJd to describe the
relativistic Breit- Wigner width [99]

vi.3 The efficiency for tagging proton dissociative events with the nominal FCAL
energy cuts was estimated using a different MC simulation (EPSOFT [65]),
and its impact on the contamination calculated.
As the contamination by proton dissociative events, integra.ted over the t range
under study, was found to be independent of W-y.p and Q2 the checks in this
class affect only the overall normalization of the cross sections determined as
a function of these variables.

vi.4 For the study of the shape of the differential cross section du/ <lIt I, the additional
check was also performed:

a. The t dependence of the proton dissociative contamination was varied,
keeping the integrated contamination fixed, i.e., the slope parameter in
expression 7.16 was changed from its nominal value 0.25 by its statistical
error ±0.29.

iv.2. Instead of expression 9.2, the following expression was used to describe the
Breit-Wigner function [99]

iv.3. Instead of expressions 9.2 and 9.3, expressions 8.2 and 8.1 were used to
describe the po Breit- Wigner function and its momentum dependent width [99J

ivA. The Ross-Stodolsky model was used to extract the cross section, integrating
expression 9.5 over the same region as in the nominal analysis (see discussion
on the po mass shape).



VII. Other error sources In aclclil:ionto the errors estimated with the checks above, other
factors contri bute to the systematic error of the measurements:

Uncertainty on the subtraction of background sources other than proton dis-
sociative events (see section 7.4).

Uncertainty on trigger efficiencies (see section 7.3.2).

Uncertainty of photon flux determination (see section 9.4).

Uncertainty on radiative corrections (see section 7.1.2).

Uncertainty on the luminosity measurement.

All these effects have been considered to be independent of the variables under
study, and contri bute therefore to an overall normalization error.

Chapter 9

In the following chapter, whenever a result was obtained from a fit, it should be understood
that the corresponding systematic uncertainty was determined repeating the fit after
each systematic check and adding in quadrature the deviations from the nominal values
corresponding to all relevant error sources.

In this chapter the results obtained in the analysis are presented and discussed. First,
the pO mass shape and the shape of the differential distribution dO"'Y'P-t~+~-p jd/tl are
shown. Evidences of shrinkage in the data are investigated. Then the results on angular
decay distributions are discussed and, finally, the ,'p -t pOp production cross section is
presented, as a function of Q2 and W'Y'P'

At the Q2 values covered in this analysis the rr+rr- mass distribution in the region of
the l meson shows a distortion when compared to a relativistic Breit- WiglJer function,
with an enhancement of low masses and a suppression of high masses (see, for example,
figure 9.2). This was previously observed in photoproduction [99, 9] and is often referred
to as skewing. Several different parameterizations have been suggested to describe this
shape. In the present analysis, the following models have been investigated:

• Soding model:

Soding [93J has proposed a model to describe the rr+rr- mass spectrum. It assumes
that the observed shape results from the interfering sum of a relativisl,ic p-wave
Breit-Wigner function, corresponding to l production, with a non-resonant rr+rr-

background [36,31] (known as the Drell-Iliida-Deck background), as pictured in the
diagrams of figure 9.1. It is the interference between this two type of processes that
is responsible for the distortion of the mass shape.

Two implementations of this model were studied:

Simple Soding parameterization:
In this case, a real, non-resonant background B, constant in mass 1, was added
to the pure l term in the expression for 7[+rr- production amplitude:

1 An alternative parameterization of the background as a first order polynomial in M •• was also
investigated, and the result was consistent with a Oat distribution.
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where expression 9.2 was used to describe the relativistic Breit-Wigner func-
tion. This parameterization of the 11'+11'- mass spectrum is based on the as-
sumption that the contributions of the non-resonant two pion production and
its interference with pO production can be approximated, in the pO mass re-
gion, by the terms in C1 (interference) and C2 (non-resonant background).
This approach has the caveat of treating the interference and non-resonant
terms independently, therefore allowing non-physical solutions to equation 9.4.
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• Ross and Stodolsky model:

Ross and Stodolsky [85] have presented an alternative to the Soding mechanism,
which ignores the interference from non-resonant 11'+11'- pairs. In this approach, the
skewing of the 11'+11'- mass distribution is interpreted as an extra mass dependence
in the pO production amplitude itself. In photoproduction, for t = 0, this model
yields
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dNldMu = A2 BW ML
Figure 9.1: Processes in the Soding model: i) pO production and ii) non-resonant pion
production. where A is a constant and BW is the relativistic Breit- Wigner in expression 9.2.

However, the mass shape is expected to depend on t and on Q2 (in eledroproduc-
tion), therefore it is usual to parameterize the pO mass shape by a modified version
of expression 9.5,

The acceptance corrected mass spectrum was fitted, in the range 0.6 < Mn < 1.2 GeV
(50 MeV bins) according to the expressions above. Table 9.1 summarizes the results of
these fits for the overall data sample (0.25 < Q2 < 0.85 GeV2, 20 <W-Y'P < 0.85 GeV,
It I < 0.6 GeV2).
The fits according to the Soding and Ross-Stodolsky parameterizations, where the mass
and width of the pO were left as free parameters, show a satisfactory x2/nd!.
The fitted values for the l mass are in agreement with the PDG values
(Mp = 768.5 ± 0.6 MeV), whereas as the pO width, are slightly overestimated with respect:
to the PDG value (fp = 150. 7±1.2 MeV). The non-resonant background determined using
the Soding parameterization amounts to ~ 12% of the events collected in the mass ra.nge
0.6-1.2 GeV. If an extra (non-interfering) consta.nt term is added to expression 9.1, the
result is compatible to the estimated background from photon dissociative and double
dissociative events (3%, see section 7.4) but the introduction of one more parameter
increases significantly the uncertainties of the fit.
The fit according to the Spital- Yennie parameterization was first performed with the mass
and width of the pO as free parameters. This fit presents a very small X2/nd! and yields

This expression is a function of the nominal pO mass Mp and and its momentum
dependent width,

fP(Mn) = fo (r)3 Mp

qo M,,~

where fo is the width of the po, q* is the momentum of the pions in the 1[+11'-

system rest frame, and qo is the value of of q* at the nominal pO mass Mp•

This description of the mass shape was used to extract the nominal pO cross
sections, as described later in this chapter.

- Spital and Yennie parameterization:
In the framework of the Soding model, Spital and Yennie have presented [95]
their own prescription for the pO line shape:



II
1363.0± l4.5

x /ndf
6.1/8

Soding paramet~rization
Q2 (GeV2) W-y.p (GeY) It I (GeV2

) B/A x2
/ndf

0.25-0.85 20-90 0-0.6 -0.471 ± 0.054 6.1/8
0.25-0.45 20-90 0-0.6 -0.'197 ± 0.033 7.6/10
0.45-0.85 -0.443 ± 0.039 5.1/10
0.25--0.85 20-35 0-0.6 -0.504 ± 0.034 8.0/10

35--55 -0.448 ± 0.043 8.9/10
55--90 -0.453 ± 0.048 6.0/10

0.25-0.85 20-90 0-0.1 -0.544 ± 0.035 6.2/10
0.1-0.3 -0.440 ± 0.036 4.7/10
0.3-0.6 -0.380 ± 0.039 9.7/10

Spital-Yennie parameterization
II Cj C2 Mp(MeV) fo(GeV) x2

/ndf
1367.0 ± 20.0 -4.36 ± 0.50 6.97 ± 1.76 776.0 ± 5.0 154.5 ± 6.6 1.1/7
1376.8 ± 20.0 -3.64 ± 0.91 4.69 ± 0.35 768.1 (fixed) 155.3 ± 5.0 3.9/8

A
1382.2± 15.2

x /ndf
5.2/8 Spital- Yennie model

Q2(GeV2) W-y'P (GeY) It I (Gey2) C1 C2 x2
/ndf

0.25-0.85 20-90 0-0.6 -3.64 ± 0.91 4.69 ± 0.35 3.9/8
0.25-0.45 20-90 0-0.6 -3.77 ± 0.11 4.89 ± 0.42 4.4/10
0.45-0.85 -3.47 ± 0.16 4.37 ± 0.58 4.7/10
0.25-0.85 20-35 0-0.6 -3.65 ± 0.12 3.98 ± 0.46 5.3/10

35-55 -3.68 ± 0.17 5.50 ± 0.65 7.3/10
55-90 -3.54 ± 0.20 4.60 ± 0.76 3.9/10

0.25-0.85 20-90 0-0.1 -4.13 ± 0.11 5.75± 0.43 3.9/10
0.1-0.3 -3.23 ± 0.15 3.20 ± 0.58 3.5/10
0.3-0.6 -3.00 ± 0.19 3.59 ± 0.69 9.3/10

Table 9.1: Results of mass fits to all selected events, using different techniques (statistical
errors only).

a pO mass higher than expected. With the pO mass fixed to that of the PDG, the fit gives
a more reasonable x2/ndf. In both cases the width is compatible with the PDG values.
The 1T+1T- mass fits were repeated in bins of Q2, t and W-y'P' where the mass and width .I

were fixed to the corresponding values for the overall sample, given in table 9.1 (in the
Spital- Yennie fit the mass was fixed to the PDG value).
The results are shown in table 9.2, with the corresponding kinematic averages indicated
in table 9.3.
The val ues of -8/A (Soding fit) and n (Ross-Stodolsky fit), measurements of the amount
of skewing in a sample. are shown in figures 9.2 and 9.3 as a function of Q2 (only statistical
errors are shown). The results of this analysis are compared to other results obtained at a
similar average t value. 0.09 ;5 (t) ;50.12 Gey2• clearly showing that the mass distribution
becomes more similar to a relativistic Breit-Wigner function as Q2 increases.
Due to the small number of events collected at high Itl, a detailed study of the skewing
as a function of this variable could not be performed. However, the results obtained for
B/A and n in three t bins are shown in figures 9.4 and 9.5, and are compatible with a
decrease of the skewing as the momentum transfer increase. as already observed in l
photoproduction at low energies and at HERA (see [99] and references therein).
As in previous analyses, no significant \lV-y'P dependence of the mass shape was observed
in this data sample (see figure 9.6). This is further supported by the good agreement
between the skewing parameter n obtained at low energies (E665, ( W-y.p) ~ 18 GeY) and
at HERA (( W-y.p) ~ 50 - 70 GeV) seen in figure 9.3.

Ross-Stodolsky parameterization
Q2 (GeY2) W-Y'p (GeV) It 1 (GeY2

) n x2/ndf
0.25-0.85 20-90 0-0.6 3.61 ± 0.33 5.2/8
0.25-0.45 20-90 0-0.6 3.78 ± 0.20 6.6/10
0.45-0.85 3.42 ± 0.29 5.1/10
0.25-0.85 20-35 0-0.6 3.79 ± 0.23 7.8/10

35-55 3.49 ± 0.33 8.8/10
55--90 3.47 ± 0.34 5.9/10

0.25-0.85 20-90 0-0.1 4.10 ± 0.23 5.5/10
0.1-0.3 3.36 ± 0.26 4.1/10
0.3-0.6 2.95 ± 0.30 10.2/10

Table 9.2: Results of the mass shape parameters using different subsamples (statistical
errors only).
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Figure 9.4: Siiding fit and BI A for different It 1 values (statistical errors only). The mass
spectrum is shown beyond the fit range of 0.6-1.2 GeV.
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Figure 9,5: Ross-Stodolsky fit and n for different It 1 values (statistical errors only). The
mass spectrum is shown beyond the fit range of 0.6-1.2 GeV.

Figure 9.3: Ross-Stodolsky fit and n for different Q2 values (statistical errors only). The
mass spectrum is shown beyond the fit range of 0.6-1.2 GeV. The other samples compared,
[99], [53J (photoproduction points indicated by an arrow), [37], [56], and [10] have similar
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Figure 9.7: The d(J'Y°p-t~+~-p / dltl distribution (statistical errors only), with superimposed
results of fits to a single exponential function for It 1 < 0.3 Gey2 (solid line) and to a
double exponential function for It I < 0.6 Gey2 (dashed line).

The differential distribution d(J'Y'P-t~+~-p /dltl was studied ror events produced in the pO
mass region (0.6< M~~<1.2 GeY) and for It I < 0.6 Gey-2 (limited by statistics).
This distribution, displayed in figure 9.7 for the full data set" exhibits an exponential
shape, with a forward peak characteristic of diITractive processes. However, as observed
in previous pO production measurements, it cannot be fitted over all the t range by a single
exponential function.
In this analysis, two fits to the d(J.,op-t~+"-I' / dltl were performed:

Figure 9.6: Siiding fit and B/ A for different W.,op values (statistical errors only). The
mass spectrum is shown beyond the fit range of 0.6-1.2 GeY.



Single exponential fit
Q2 (Gey2) W'Y'P (GeY) M~~ (GeY) AD (f.Lb) b (GeY-~) x~/ndf
0.25-0.85 20-90 0.6-1.2 26.05 ± 0.78 8.48 ± 0.24 6.8/4

± 3.87 ± 0.50 ±0.50

Q" (GeY~) (Q") (Gey2)
0.25-0.85 (full range) 0.45

0.25-0.45 0.33
0.45-0.85 0.62

Double exponential fit
Q~ (GeY2) W'Y'P (GeY) Mn (GeY) AD (/-Ib) b (GeY -~) c (GeY -4) x2

/ndf
0.25-0.85 20-90 0.6-1.2 26.12 ± 0.79 9.48 ± 0.34 3.93 ± 0.73 5.7/9

±5.84 ±O.57± 0.45 ±0.8l± 0.35

W'Y'P (GeY) ( W'Y'p) (GeY)
20-90 (full range) 47

20-30 25
30-40 35
40-60 50
60-90 74

Table 9.4: Results of exponential fits to d(1'Y·P...•~+~-P/dltl. The first error is statistic, the
second systematic, and the third, (only for slope parameters b and c) is due to uncertain-
ties in the proton dissociative background subtraction (systematic checks of class YI in
previolls chapter).

Single exponential fit
Q2 W'Y'P Afn b x'/ndf

(Gey2) (GeY) (GeY) (Gey-2)
0.25-0.85 20-90 0.6-1.2 8.48 ± 0.24 ± 0.50 6.8/4
0.25-0.85 20-30 0.6-1.2 '1.64 ± 0.59 ± 0.82 3.8/4

30-40 8.84 ± 0.76 ± 1.15 4.9/4
40-60 8.76 ± 0.54 ± 0.43 0.9/4
60-90 9.01 ± 0.60 ± 0.66 1.5/4

0.25-0.45 20-90 0.6-1.2 8.56 ± 0.37 ± 0.56 3.2/4
0.45-0.85 8.33 ± 0.58 ± 0.85 2.4/4
0.25-0.45 2Q...90 0.6-0.7 9.66 ± 0.69 ± 0.77 0.5/4

0.7-0.8 8.54 ± 0.45 ± 0.55 4.9/4
0.8-1.2 7.82 ± 0.55 ± 0.58 2.3/4

The results of these fits to the full data sample are presented in table 9.4.
The single exponential fits to d(1'Y'P-t~+~-p/dltl for It 1 < 0.3 Gey-2 were repeated in bins
of Q2, W'Y'P and Mn· The results are presented in table 9.5 and the average values of the
kinematic variables in the fitted subsamples are given in table 9.6.
Figure 9.8 i) shows the extracted b slope as a function of Q2. These results, together with
the photoproduction and higher Q2 points displayed in the figure 2, give an indication
that the slope parameter b, related to the size of the interaction, decreases with Q2.
This decrease is expected as pQCD becomes more applicable with increasing Q'2: while
in pQCD the longitudinal contribution to this process (which is expeded to chminate)
proceeds via a pointlike coupling, the soft Regge physics interprets the photolJ. proton
collision in terms of hadronic interactions.
Figure 9.8 ii) is discussed deta.il in the next subsection.
Since the shape of the 7[+7[- mass distribution changes with t (see previous section) and,
in the Soding model, this is related to changes in the relative contribution of resonant
and non-resonant 7[+7[- production (and their interference), the slope parameter b for the
sum of the two processes is also expected to vary as a function of Mu·

Figure 9.8 iii) shows the b slope decreasing as a function of the invariant pion mass, a
feature observed in previous measurements. The model by Rys.kin and ShabeLslci [87],
which gives a prediction of this efFect, is based on the description of the non-resonant
background as a photon fluctuating into a virtual 7[+7[- pair with one or both pions
scattering elastically off the proton. This model provides a successful descriptie>n of t.he
data on elastic photoproduction of pO [114J. However, at. finite Q2, the behaviDr of the
resonant (pO) cross section as a function of Q2 must be used as an input t.ot.he calculations
and restricts the predictive power of the model. The prediction of this moclel for a
particular choice of parameters is shown in figure 9.8 iii) as a dotted line (courtesy of A.
Proslcuryakov), and gives a reasonable descript.ion of the data.

Table 9.5: Results of exponential fits to d(1'Y'p-t~+~-p/dlt/ in bins of Q2, W'Y'pandMn. The
first error is statistic and the second systematic. An extra error on the slope parameter b
of ±0.5 Gey-2 due to uncertainties in the proton dissociative background subtraction is
not included in the table (systematic checks of class YI in previous chapter).

2lt should be emphasized that this kind of compari,ons only makes sense for points ext.racted with
the same functional form, for the same t range.
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Error source Uncertainty (GeV =2)
Tracking requirements 0.36

BPC requirements 0.15
Matching 0.27

Elastic MC parameterizations 0.13
Proton dissociative 1m 0.50

Total uncertainty 0.50 E9 0.50(pdis)

Table 9.7: Overview of the systematic uncertainties of the slope parameter b for the single
exponential fit to the full data sample. The contribution due to uncertainties in the proton
dissociative background subtraction(systematic checks of class VI in previous chapter) is
presented separately .

• This anulJsis (W:= 47 GeV)

• ZlmS 94 pltp (\V:= 71 GeV)

y ZEUS 9S(I'rel. W:= 61 CeV)

2 .•. ZF.US 9S(I'rel, W = 102 GeV)
9.2.1 Shrinkage of the t distribution.
As described in section 2.5.2, in the framework of Regge models, the da'Y"P""+'-P/dltl
distribution is expected to change with encrgy, with the forward peak getting sharper
with the the logarithm of the energy. This shl'inkage of the da'Y"P"'''+''-P /dltl distribution
can be expressed in terms of the the slope of the Pomeron trajectory, 0/, as presented in
expression 2.60. .
On the other hand, pQCD calculations expect no dependence of b on W'Y"P .
In the BPC analysis the evidence for shrinkage in 11"+11"- production (without pO extraction)
was investigated. The simplest way to study this is to fit the single exponcntial b slopes,
determined at different energies, as a function of W'Y'P :

.("' 12::-
~ 10

1 1.2

M"" (GeY)
b = bo + 4In(W'Y'p)a',

where bo is a constant. The result of this fit is

Figure 9.8: b slope as a function of i) Q2, ii) W'Y'P and iii) M"". The inner error bars
represent statistical uncertainties; the outer error bars indicate the quadratic sum of sta-
tistical and systematic uncertainties. The shaded areas indicate additional normalization
uncerta.inties due to the proton dissociation background subtraction. The BPC points
are compared to those of [99J (photoproduction point indicated by an arrow), adapted
using equivalent functional form, and to ZEUS high Q2 results in preparation, fitted in
the same t range. The solid line is the result of the bidimensional shrinkage fit described
in the text. The dashed line indicates the predictions of a Soding model calculation (see
text).

As usual, the systematic error was determined repeating the fit to the b values determincd
for each of the systematic checks listed in the previous chapter, with the exception of error
of class IV and VII (class IV refers to uncertainties in the extraction of the pO signal, while
this study refers to 11"+11"- events in the mass region 0.6-1.2 GeV; uncertainties of class VII
affect only the normalization of the events, not the shapes of the distri butions.).
The errors in this fit are too large to make conclusive statements, however, an alternative
method was used, which better accounts for migrations between bins, providing morc
accurate results. The method consists of reweighting iteratively the energy (W'Y'p) and I
dependence of the generated Monte Carlo events according to

where t and W'Y'P are the generated variables, Wo is an arbitrary consl;i1nt and bo, Co, a(O)
and a' are the parameters tuned until the best agreement of the simulated and measured
distributions was achieved.



Didimensional shrinkage fit
0:(0) a' (GeY- )

1.055 ± 0.016 ± 0.019 0.194 ± 0.088 ± 0.090
X /ndf
34/32

Table 9.8: Results of bidimensional shrinkage fits. The first error is statistical, the second
systematic. Error source Uncertainty in a(O) Uncertainty in d

Tracking requirements 0.010 0.065
BPC requirements 0.004 0.017

Matching 0.007 0.014
Elastic MC parameterizations 0.004 0.008

Binning 0.014 0.058
Total ullcertainty 0.019 0.090

The difference between data and MC was minimized with respect to &0, co, 0:(0) and d
using a X2 fit to 36 (t, W'Y'p) bins, following the method described by [115J:

where A stands for the parameter( s) being fitted, d~ and m;. are the weigh ted sum of

events in bin J.l for data (background subtraction) and MC respectively, CN = .~ andL~

Here J.;, and m;. are the equivalent number of events.
Given that the number of events in each bin, for both data and MC, is always larger
than 30, the use ofax2 fit (which assumes Gaussian rather than Poisson distributions)
is justified. The minimization and corresponding errors on parameters were calculated
using the MINUIT package [74].
Since the subtraction of proton dissociative background from the data sample was inde-
pendent of W'Y'P , this study is valid under the assumption of a similar shrinkage in the
elastic and inelastic processes.
The systematic error was evaluated repeating the fit for the systematic checks listed for
classes I, II, III and Y. [n addition, the bins in It 1 and W'Y'p used in the fit were varied. The
results were quite stable throughout most checks, with the largest uncertainties arising
from changes in the tracking cuts and usage of different binning (see table 9.9.)
This fit is compatible with the observation of shrinkage within the a single experiment,
and the results are in agreement with 0:(0) = 1.08 and d = 0.25 obtained from fits to pp
and pp data [35J.
Figure 9.8 ii) displays the fitted b slopes as a function of W'Y'P for the sample in study
(table 9.5). The result of a bidimensional fit, described above is overlayed.
Table 9.2.1 shows the pull between data and MC (X = (d;. - cNm~)/ol') obtained in each
bin for the MC reweighted according to the set of values to which the fit converged to.
The magnitude and signs of the X2 are apparently randomly distributed, thus there is no
evidence for systematic deviations. The only significant correlation observed is between
parameters bo and Co which show a correlation parameter of 0.94.

WI W2 W3 W4 Ws W6

II -0.10 -0.08 +0.66 -0.35 -0.08 -0.13
t2 -0.18 +1.15 -0.69 +0.54 +1.67 -0.06
t3 +1.88 -0.11 -0.82 +1.78 +0.20 +0.56
t4 +0.92 -1.21 +0.37 -0.92 -0.89 -0.62
ts +0.64 -0.47 -0.03 +2.92 -0.94 -1.40
t6 -0.49 +0.18 -1.20 +0.43 -0.42 +1.39

Table 9.10: Individual X in each bin for the bidimensional fit to the energy dependence
of the diffractive peak (shrinkage).



/\s discussed in tbe section 2.7, the angular decay distribution of (p'S produced in the
collision of unpola,rized beams can be described by 15 spin density matrix elements, re-
lating the three decay angles 0,,, 1>il and <PA. However, in this analysis, we present results
under the assumption of SCI-IC. In that case, only three parameters are non-zero: rg~,rLI
and Re( 1'~o)·TheRe can be extracted by a two dimensional fit to the uncorrected angular
distributions in terms of the two independent angles Oil and Wh, using a similar method
to the one described in the previous section.
To determine these non-zero matrix elemeots for 71'+71'- events in the pO mass region (0.6-1.2
GeV), the elastic l MC sample was reweighted iteratively according to expression 2.74,
while maximizing the likelihood function [1l5]

In L(>.) = L d~ In(cNm~) - cNm~
I'

--:>,0.14 --:>,0.14
CD !!:
!0.12 + 80.12
~ ~
z· 0.1 ZB 0.1
'0 '0

!i 0.08 ~ 0.08

0.06 - 0.06 -

0.04 0.04

0.02 0.02

0 0
·1 ·0.5 0.5 1 ·1 ·0.5 0.5 1

cos(6b) cos(6b)

where>" stands for the parameter(s) being fitted, d~ and m~ are the events in bin f.l for
data and MC (m'" is a sum of weighted events) and CN = I:~.m

"The data and MC events were binned in 64 (0,,, W) bins, and the fit results and corre-
sponding errors were calculated using the MlNUlT package [74].
The results of these fits to the full data sample, and to subsamples in Q2, Woy'P and M""
are presented in table 9.11 (the mean Woy'P and Q2 in each bin can be found in table 9.6).
The x2fndf calculated from the final parameters of each fit are also given in table 9.11 and
the pull, in each bin, between reconstructed data and MC reweighted to the fit results for
the full sample is shown in table 9.3 in terms of X = (d~ -cNm~)/81' (where 8 is defined in
equation 9.13). The highest correlation parameter in the fit, between rg~ Re(rfo) is 0.50.
The comparison between the measured values of rLI and those predicted from the mea-
sured r8(l through expression 2.75, valid for a process where s-channel helicity is conserved
and which proceeds by an exchange of particle(s) with natural parity (see section 2.7),
reveals consistency with these assumptions (see table 9.11).
The discussion on the behavior of rg~ with Q2, Woy'P and Mn is postpone(i to the next
section.
All the results listed in table 9.11 are in agreement with those obtained by simple one
dimensional fits to the angular distributions integrated over one of the angles Oh and Wh,
as can be seen, as an example, in figures 9.9 and 9.10.
Table 9.13 summarizes the impact of the different error sources on the measurements of
the spin density matrix for the full data sample. The systematic error was evaluated
repeating the fit for the systematic checks listed for classes I, II, III and V. In addition,
the bins used in the fit were varied. The results were quite stable throughout most checks,
with the largest uncertainties arising from changes in the MC parameterizations and usage
of different binning (see table 9.9.)

Figure 9.9: Acceptance corrected cos Oh distribution for two Q2 bins (statist;ical errors
only). Overlayed are the results of the bidimensional fit described in the text.
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Figure 9.10: Acceptance corrected W" distribution for two Q2 bins (statistical errors only).
Overlayed are the results of the bidimensional fit descri bed in the text.



Q- W~'p Mrrrr ,·gr 1'1_1 Ile(l'~O) X /ndf Predicted
(GeV2) (GeV) (GeV) ri 1

0.25-0.85 20-90 0.6-1.2 0.263 ± 0.009 0.340 ± 0.006 0.140 ± 0.002 69/61 0.368
±0.021 ±0.020 ±0.009 ±0.011

0.25-0.45 20-90 0.6-1.2 0.n8 ± 0.012 0.357 ± 0.009 0.133 ± 0.004 65/61 0.386
±0.023 ±0.022 ±0.009 ±0.013

0.45-0.85 0.324 ± 0.014 0.311 ± 0.011 0.156 ± 0.004 49/61 0.338
±0.022 ±0.030 ±0.01O ±0.013

0.25-0.85 20-35 0.6-1.2 0.295 ± 0.017 0.319 ± 0.011 0.150 ± 0.005 62/59 0.352
±0.029 ±0.032 ±0.01l ±0.017

35-55 0.260 ± 0.015 0.346 ± 0.014 0.136± 0.004 75/61 0.370
±0.021 ±0.024 ±0.010 ±0.013

55-90 0.231 ± 0.018 0.359 ± 0.013 0.132 ± 0.005 63/61 0.384
±0.024 ±0.023 ±0.01O ±0.015

0.25-0.85 20-90 0.6-0.7 0.329 ± 0.019 0.294 ± 0.013 0.155 ± 0.004 59/61 0.335
±0.026 ±0.025 ±0.010 ±0.016

0.7-0.8 0.270 ± 0.012 0.345 ± 0.009 0.151 ± 0.004 95/61 0.365
±0.024 ±0.024 ±0.012 ±0.013

0..8-1.2 0.211 ± 0.018 0.366 ± 0.012 0.110 ± 0.005 50/61 0.394
±0.025 ±0.031 ±0.011 ±0.015

Error source Uncertainty in 1'g;j Uncertainty in 1'1 1 UncertainLy in Re("fo)
Tracking requirements 0.009 0.014 0.004

BPe requirements 0.005 0.005 0.002
Matching 0.008 0.007 0.005

Elastic Me parameterizations 0.015 0.011 0.006
Binning 0.010 0.005 0.004

Total uncertainty 0.022 0.020 0.009

Table 9.13: Overview of the systematic uncertainties of the spin density matrix elements
measurements.

Table 9.11: pO spin density matrix elements measured assuming s-channel helicity conser-
vation. The first error corresponds to the statistical and the second one to the systematic
uncertainty. The last column shows the value of 1'l_1 calculated from rg~ using expres-
sion 2.75. The mean values of W""p and Q2 in each bin are those of table 9.3.

Q2(Gey2) W~'p (GeV) M", (GeV) n
0.25-0.85 20-90 0.6-1.2 0.357 ± 0.017 ± 0.039
0.25-0.45 20-90 0.6-1.2 0.295 ± 0.020 ± 0.039
0.45-0.85 0.479 ± 0.031 ± 0.048
0.25-0.85 20-35 0.6-1.2 0.418 ± 0.034 :J: 0.058

35-55 0.351 ± 0.027 ± 0.038
55-90 0.300 ± 0.030 ± 0.041

0.25-0.85 20-90 0.6-0.7 0.490 ± 0.042 ± 0.057
0.7-0.8 0.370 ± 0.022 ± 0.045
0.8-1.2 0.267 ± 0.029 ± 0.040

Table 9.14: R, measured assuming s-channel helicity conservation. The first error corre-
sponds to the statistical and the second one to the systematic uncertainty.

\[II \[12 \[13 W4 Ws Wo \[17 'I!8
01 +0.05 -2.08 -0.70 +1.27 +0.48 +0.66 -0.27 +0.86
O2 +0.80 +1.12 -1.28 +0.44 -1.18 -0.56 -0.92 -0.03
03 +0.49 +1.58 -0.92 -1.48 -0.29 -0.14 -1.01 +1.50
04 -0.08 +2.69 +0.45 +0.27 -2.10 +0.04 -0.78 +0.70
Os -1.86 +0.84 +0.08 -1.24 +0.08 -0.33 +0.19 -0.28
Ih +1.35 +0.55 -0.74 +0.05 +0.88 +1.76 -0.44 +0.20
07 +0.95 +1.85 -0.95 +0.51 +0.34 -0.22 -0.56 -0.15
08 -1.03 -0.44 -0.84 -1.38 -0.21 +0.43 -1.95 +2.28

Under the assumption of SCHC, which is consistent with the data, the matrix element 7'g~
allows the extraction of R = u (p-tpop / u}'P-t

pop
, the ratio of l production cross sect.ion for

longitudinal photons to that for transverse photons, using expression 2.77 (with c: > 0.995
in this analysis).
Table 9.14 and figure 9.11 show R as a function of Q2, W~.p and M",.
There is an evident rise of R with Q2, and in the Q2 range covered by this analysis this
dependence can be parameterized well, as in VDM inspired models (see section 2.5.1), by

Table 9.12: Individual X in each bin for the bidimensional fit to the angular distributions
of the full data sample.

The result of such a fit to the BPC points is given in table 9.15. Tbe value of ~p measured
in tbis way is compatible to that obtained by a bidirnensiOJI<11fit of the full data sample
to equation 2.76, in which natural parity exchange is assumed, and R is parameterized
as in expression 9.15. The results of this last fit are presented in table 9.16 (only sta-
tistical errors are shown), and shows that tbe transverse and longitudinal l production



VDM fit
ep

0.48 ± 0.03 ± 0.03

• This ann lysis (W=47 GeV) /lE.665 (W -18 GeV)
,. ZEUS 95(Prel,W=67 GeV) ONMC(W-14GeV) *....
o lit 94 (40<W<140 GeV) ..).•••
o III 95(Prel,40<W<l40 GeV) ~.T.··;i;··f

t.·· y..'

SCHC and Natural Parity fit
ep cos 0 X /ndf

0.54 ± 0.05 77/61

Table 9.16: Result offit to the decay angular distributions according to SCI-lC and natural
parity exchange (expression 2.76). Only statistical errors are shown.

amplitudes are almost in phase (i.e. coso ~ 1).
From figure 9.11 i) it is clear that the linear dependence of Il on Q2 is much too steep to
describe the data at higher Q2. The pQCD calculations of Martin, Ryskin and Teubner
(dashed line), which use a parton-had7'On duality assumption to understand the (non-
perturbative) transverse component of the cross section provide a description in this
region (see [73], [10]).
Figure 9.11 ii) shows R as a function of W-y'P , wllich is basically Oat,. with indications
of a slight falloff. Although the pQCD model of Martin, Ryskin and Teubner predicts a
slightly rising R with W-y'P' the errors of the data points are too large to draw conclusions.
Variations of the spin matrix elements with Nln have been observed in low energy pho-
toproduction [7], and have heen ascribed to the non-resonant 11'+11'- production. In the
calculations from Ryskin and Shabelsky for the Soding model in electroprodudion (see
section 9.2), a change of R with the two pion invariant mass is expected (see dotted line
in figure 9.11 iii)). However, in the words of the authors of the model 'one must not take
the predictions (... ) too seriously for large M"". The interference with the next (heavier)
resonances (... ) was not taken into account (... ) but at M"" > 1.1 GeV their contribution
can be significant' [87].
The pQCD model by Martin, Ryskin and Teubner also suggest a dependence of R on
Mn. However, all that can be stated so far is that the model predicts that R should be
smaller for higher masses [1OJ.
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Figure 9.11: R as a function of i) Q\ ii) W-y.pand iii) Mn. The inner error bars represent
statistical uncertainties; the outer error bars indicate the quadratic sum of statistical and
systematic uncertainties. The BPC points are compared to those of other experiments
[37], [76], [56J, [54J and to ZEUS high Q2 results in preparation. The solid line is the
result of the fit of equation 9.15 to the BPC points. The dashed line is a prediction of the
model by Martin, Ryskin and Teubner [73J using the ZEUS 94 NLO parameterization of
the gluon density. The dotted line indicates the predictions of a Soding model calculation.

9.4 The extraction of the pO cross section

Due to the large width and complicated shape of the 11'+11'- mass distribution, the pO

signal cannot be defined in an unambiguous way. In this analysis the pO production cross
section was measured in the framework of the Soding model and systematic studies (listed
in the previous chapter) were performed to investigate the change in tbe results had other
approaches been used.



In this study, the elastic ep -+ erPp cross section in a bin of Q2 and W'Y'P was evaluated
according to:

ep-tep"p Np ( )
uQ2bin,Wbin = T 9,16

where.c is the effective integrated luminosity of the sample, and Np, described below,
is the number of elastic pO events, corrected for the generalized acceptance flcc (see
section 7.3, in billS of mass, Q2 and lV-y.p , and for proton dissociative background, as
described in chapter 7.
.Np is obtained by fitting the corrected pO mass shape to a simplified prescription, according
to the Soding model (equation 9.1), and integra.ting the Relativistic Breit-Wigner func-
tion, Illultiplied by its normalization factor, from the pO production kinematical threshold
Mmin = 2M~ to Mm.~ = Mp + 5fp (with the mass and width of the pO as given in (80)):

1M", •• dN
.Np= ~dMn

Moo;" dMn

The cross section for the process ,'p -+ pap is related to the ep cross section, for values
of E: (equation 2.68) very close to unity, via

:> 25
022.5:0
C 20'

,,'17.5

~ 15
j 12.5 .
0-

.~ 10

ep-tepOp 1 1. (Q2 W) 'Y'P-tP"P(Q2 rXl )dQ2dTX1
O"Q2bin,Wbin = . . c.p ) (J" , VY'Y.p VY"Y.p

Q2bm Wbnt

where 'P, the effective photon flux, is given by (equation 2.31)

'P = a (1 + (1 - y)2) (9.19)
21f yQ2

The value of the cross section at a point (W'Y'P 0, Q5) was obtained in this analysis in the
following way:
Let Wo and Q5 be such that the following equation is fulfilled:

{ . ( . 'P(Q\ W;p)u'Y'P-th(Q2, W'Y'p)dQ2dW'Y'p = 'P(Q5, Wo)u'Y'p-+h(Q5, WO)L".Q2L".W-y·p
)Q2bm)Wbm

(9.20)
and L".Q2 and L".W'Y'P are the size of the bins used in the measurement.
Making the assumption that the ,'p cross section can be written as
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and using, as the initial guess 3, n=2 and J = 0.2, the values of Wo and Q5 can be
determined, and the " cross section at that point extracted from equation 9.20. Once
the cross section is determi ned at different values of Q2 and W'Y'P' its dependence on these
variables can be fitted, and the results used in equation 9.21 in an iterative process.
In this analysis the pO production cross section has been determined for It I < 0.6 Gey2
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Figure 9.12: Mass distributions for cross section extraction (Q2). (statistical erro~'s only).
The solid line is the result of the Soding fit, the dashed line is the correspondiL1g Dreit-
Wigner function.

3These particular values are inspired by the VDM model and the results obtained by Donnachie and
LandshofT, addressed in sections 2.5.2



W~'p(GcV) Q2 (GeV) event.s Wo (GeV) Q~ (GeV2) aep-.epup (nb) a~'P-'P P (J.Lb)
20-90 0.25-0.29 1074 5J 0.27 4.99±0.15±0.47 5.07±0.15±0.48

0.29-0.33 941 0.3J 3.98±0.14±0.47 4.64±0.16±0.55
0.33-0.38 857 0.35 3.88±0.13±0.33 4.14±0.14±0.36
0.38-0.45 869 0.41 4.34±0.15±0.56 3.86±0.13±0.49
0.45-0.55 784 0.50 4.55±0.16±0.49 3.4l±0.12±0.37
0.55-0.85 937 0.69 7.28±0.23±1.06 2.5l±0.08±0.37
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Table 9.17: Gross sections for different Q2 values (It I < 0.6 GeV2). The ep cross section
is given for the corresponding bin, the 'y*p cross section is given at Wo and Q5.

9.4.1 The Q2 dependence
The du'Y'P-'''+''-P fdM"" distributions in the Q2 bins used to extract the pO cross section
can be seen in figure 9.12.
The resulting cross sections (ep and ,'p, using the extraction procedure described above)
are listed in table 9.17 as a function of Q2.
The Q2 dependence of the pO cross section was parameterized according to the VDM
prescription as

( ~)21+ ~P .,a~·p-.pUp(Q2) = 17(0) h,(p

1+~
p

where u(O) and ~ are the fit parameters. The result of this fit is given in table 9.18.
The value of u(O) compares well to the pO photoproduction cross sections measured at
HERA [114] [53J (ZEUS 94 result at W~'P54.8 GeV: 10.90± 0.21(stat)t~945(sys)j.Lb, HI 94
result: at W~'p 55.0 GeV: 9.1± 0.9(stat) ± 2.5(sys )j.Lb, , but the extracted value of ~p is not
compatible with tha.t measured using the decay angular distributions described above.
Such inconsistencies have been observed before and, furthermore, fits to equation 9.22
have, in some experiments, lead to unphysical results of ~p and, consequently, R [37]. It
is believed [37] that, at high W~'P and low Q\ ~p (and Il) cannot be calculated from the
above expression, and should be set to the value determined from the pO decay angular
studies.
A VOM inspired alternative fit was performed:

Figure 9.13: Q2 dependence of the elastic pO production cross section (statistical errors
only). The solid Ene represents the result of a fit to expression 9.24, the dotted line, a fit
to expression 9.23 and the dashed line a fit to 9.22.

U~·p-.pUp(Q2) = 17(0) (1 + ;;f)) 2 (9.23)
1+ M.f(

where R(Q2) follows expression 9.15, with ~p given in table 9.15 (from helicity analysis),
and Men is a parameters of the fit (in the VDM picture, the virtual photon oscillates
into hadmns, and it is not clear that the mass of the interacting state has to be that of a
real pO). The result of this fit is presented in table 9.19.
Another parameterization used to describe the dependence in Q2 of the pO production
was

yielding the results for u(O) and n shown in table 9.20.
Figure 9.13 shows the BPC cross section measurements with the results of the three
fits described above superimposed. This picture is extended in Q2 in figure 9.14, where
other pO cross section measurements are shown. It can be seen that all the previous fits
describe the BPC data, and extrapolate to values of the photoproduction cross sections
that compare well with the measured ones. On the other hand, none of these cross section
parameterizations can be extended to high Q2, where they clearly overestimate the elasl:ic
pO production.
The summary of the error sources contributing to the systematic error on the cross section
measurements, as well as in the parameter n which describes the cross section dependence
according to equation 9.24 are presented in tables 9.23 and 9.2'1.

The results of the cross section measurements in W~'p bins obtained from the mass fits
shown in figure 9.15 are presented in table 9.21 and in figure 9.16.



VDM fit
0"(0) (/,b) I ep I x2

/ndf
9.97 ± 0.48 ± 0.92 I 0.16 ± 0.07 ± 0.19 I 1.4/4

Simplified fit
0"(0) (I-'b) n

9.70 ± 0.51 ± 1.00 1.75 ± 0.10 ± 0.29
x /ndf
1.3/4

102 • This analysis
• ZEUS 94 php
T ZEUS 95(Prel)
D Hl93/94
0 HI 95(I>rel)

9.24.
10

Alternative VDM fit
0"(0) (I-'b) I Meff(GeV) 1 ?/ndf

10.97 ± 1.33 ± 1.77 I 0.66 ± 0.05 ± 0.101 1.6/4

W'Y'p (GeV) Q2 (GeV) events Wo (GeV) Q5 (GeV2) aep-tep"p (ub) O"'Y'p-tp p (I-'b)
20-27 0.25-0.85 955 23 0.47 5.52±0.18±0.64 3.16±0.10±0.37
27-35 1024 31 4.75±0.15±0.59 3.16±0.10±0.40
35-45 994 40 4.62±0.24±0.61 3.19±0.16±0.43
45-55 897 50 4.28±0.15±0.56 3.74±0.13±0.48
55-70 1018 62 4.89±0.15±0.50 3.61±0.n±0.38
70-90 574 80 4.72±0.20±0.56 3.44±0.14±0.40

Figure 9.14: Q2 dependence of the elastic pO production cross section over a wider Q2
range. The error bars represent statistical and systematic errors added in quadrat;ure.
The overall normalization uncertainties are shown as shaded bands for the ZEUS data
points. The solid line represents the extrapolation resulL of a fit of the 13PC results to
expression 9.24, the dotted line of a fit to expression 9.23 and the dashed line of a fit
to 9.22. The BPC results are shown together with those of [114], [53] (phol.oproduc-
tion points indicated by an a.rrow), [56], [54J and results in preparation by the ZEUS
collaboration.
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Figure 9.16: W""p dependence of the elastic pO production cross sedion (statistical errors
only). The solid line represents the result of a fit to expression 9.25.

"0.12 ± 0.03 ± 0.08

Figure 9.15: Mass distribution for cross section extraction (W""p) (statistical errors only).
The solid line is the result of the Soding tit, the dashed line is the corresponding Breit-
Wigner function.

and the resulting exponent" is given in table 9.22.
The cross section depends only weakly on the energy, as suggested in the framework of
Regge phenomenology and VDM. For events which show a slope 6 of the t distribution
shrinking with energy as 6 = 60+ 20/ In(W;.p/WJ), as discussed in the study of shrinkage
in this analysis, the effective energy dependence of the cross section (after integrating over
t) is found to be well described by" Co' 4(0(0) -0'/6-1). Typical values of6~ 8 GeV-2

lead to " ~ 0.2, in good agreement with the values determined in this analysis.
Figure 9.17 shows a compilation of results on pO production as a fundion of W"'p over
a wide range of energies and photon virtualities Q2 (low energy phot:oproduetion data
from [78, 7, 79, 39]). The original H1 [53, 56, 54], E665 [37J and NMC [76J data points
were moved in Q\ when necessary, to coincide with the ZEUS values. The interpolation
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Error source Typical uncertainty (%) Comment
Tracking requirements 1-8

BPC requirements 3-5 10% in lowest Q2 bin
Matching 2-9

Elastic MC parameterizations 1 - 4
Extraction of pO signal 0-4 Nominal S6ding parameterization
Extraction of pO signal 10 Other po descriptions
Proton dissociative po 7 Normalization error

Elastic wand 1> production 1.6 Normalization error
Photon diffractive dissociation 3 Normalization error

Beam gas interactions 1.5 Normalization error
Trigger efficiency 5.5 Normalization error

Photon flux determination 1 Normalization error
Radiative corrections 2 Normalization error

Luminosity 1.1 Normalization error
Total uncertainty 9%-14% EI7 14% (norm)

Table 9.23: Overview of the systematic uncertainties of the cross sections of bills in Q2
and W-y.p , integrated over t (It I < 0.6 Gey2).

Figure 9.17: Overview of elastic po production cross section measurements. as a function
of W-y'P at different values of Q2. The error bars represent statistical and systematic
errors added in quadrature, except for the E665 points where only statistical errors are
given. For the ZEUS points, the inner error bars represent statistical uncertainties. The
solid lines represent results of the fits of the 17 <X W~.p dependence to the ZEUS data
points. The dotted line is the prediction by Donnachie and Landshoff [35], the dashed
line indicates the prediction of the energy dependence using the fits of Cudell et al. [26J
and the hashed area shows the effect of the uncertainty on these (see [51Jfor details). The
overall normalization uncertainties are shown as shaded bands for the NMC and ZEUS
data points. The original E665, NMC and data points were interpolated to the indicated
Q2 values (see text).

was done according to the Q2 parameterizations of cross sections quoted for the respec-
tive datasets. The HI points at Q2=13 Gey2 were obtained by moving from Q2=10
Gey2 and from Q2=20 Gey2, using the parameterization 17 <X (I/Q2)2.5, and taking
a weighted average; the NMC points were moved from Q2=6.9 to Q2=7.0 GeV2 and
from Q2=11.9 to Q2=13 Gey2 using the parameterization 17 <X (I/Q2)2.05 and n from

• -+pop 'Y.p-tpOpthe model of Martin, Ryskin and Teubner [73J to evaluate 171' P + I7L from the
measured I7t'P-tpop + f:17r'P-tpOPj the E665 measurements were shifted from Q2=0.61 to
Q2=0.47 Gey2 and from Q2=5.69 to Q2=3.5 Gey2 using the parameterization 17 <X 1/(1 +
Q2/ M;o )2.51[1 + 0.66(Q2)0.61]. There is a reasonable agreement between the ZEUS mea-
surements and the E665 results, however, the discrepancies in the low W-y'P measurements
(E665/NMC) make it hard to understand the W-y'P dependence of the cross section over
a wide range of energies.
The measurements in this analysis cover the range of transition between (sort) production,
and the high Q2 regime, where there are indications of steeper energy dependencies, as
predicted by pQCD calculations.



Chapter 10

The elastic electroproduction of 7[+7[- pairs, ep ---t e7[+7[-p for 0.25 < Q2 < 0.85 GeV2,

20 < W'Y'P < 90 GeV, It I < 0.6 GeV\ in the pO mass region 0.6 < M"1f < 1.2 GeV, was
studied for the first time at HERA.

Error source Uncertainty in n Uncertainty in c:l

Tracking requirements 0.13 0.051
BPC requirements 0.22 0.005

Matching 0.10 0.057
Extraction of pO signal 0.07 0.019

Elastic MC parameterizations 0.06 0.030
Total uncertainty 0.29 0.084

For this study, a calorimeter was built and installed in ZEUS in the winter of 94/95. It has
achieved a position resolution better than 1 mm for electron energies E ;:::10 GeY, and
an energy resolution ~ ~ Gey-1!2 for electron scattered angles hom 17 to 35 Illrad. Its
absolute energy scale and absolute position are know to 0.5% and 0.5 mm, respectively.

The observed 7[+7[- mass shape shows a deviation from the l resonance shape given by
a relativistic p-wave Breit-Wigner, and this distortion is well described by the S6ding
model, in terms of the interference between resonant aIld non-resonant 7[+7[- production.
Together with photoproduction and high Q2 measurements, these results confirm that the
distortion of the mass shape decreases with Q2.

The differential cross section do-'Y'p-+,,+,,-p /dltl distribution is well described by an expo-
nential dependence do-'Y'P-+"+"-P / dltl <X e-b1tl for It I < 0.3 Gey2. There are indications
that for higher It I values this distribution has a positive curvature. The parameters b mea-
sured here, combined with other ZEUS results, are consistent with a slight decrease of the
diffractive slope with Q2. There are indical;ions of a decrease of b also with the two pion
invariant mass. The measurements show some W'Y'P dependence of the It I slope, which
may be interpreted as shrinkage of the dirfractive peak. The Pomeron trajectory obtained
is consisteIlt with that obtained by the Regge inspired fits performed by Donnachie and
Landshoff to hadron-hadron data.

Table 9.24: Overview of the systematic error on cross section parameterizations
(0' <X 1/(1 + Q2/M'}t, 0' <X W;.p).

The values of the spin density matrix elements for 7[+7[- production in the pO mass regiou
were measured under the assumption of s-chaIlnel heJicity conservation. The results show
consistency with this assumption, and also with that of natural parity exchange. The
ratio of longitudinal and transverse cross sections, R = o-I'p-+pop /o-].'p-+pop, increases with
Q2. At low Q2, R grows linearly with Q2. It is known that the growth becomes less steep
as the photon virtuality increases and can be well reproduced, for Q2 ;:::3 GeV, by the
recent model of Martin, Ryskin and Teubner.



The cross section for the process I'p -+ pOp was studied in bins of Q2 and W~.p .
The Q2 dependence of this cross section can be described by YDM inspired parame-
terizations, as well as by the simplified parameterization 0-(Q2) ex: 1/(1 + Q2IM;)n with
n=1.75±0.JO(stat)±0.29(sys), However, a pure YDM approach results in inconsistencies
with measurenlents from the 1[+1[- helicity structure.

The W~'p dependence of the ,'p -+ pOp cross section exhibits a slow rise with W at low
va.lues of Q2, parameterized as 0- ex: W;'p-+pop, with o=0.12±0.03(stat)±0.08(syst) and
consistent with the soft Pomeron picture.

Appendix A

The measurements show tha.t po production in the intermediate Q2 range 0.25< Q2 < 0.85
Gey2 exhibits the features of a soft diffractive process, namely an exponential falloff of
the cross section with t, s-channel helicity conservation, a weak energy dependence of the
cross section and a Q2 dependellce similar to that predicted by YDM. These characteristics
have aho been observed ill po photoproduction at low Itl.
On the other hand, in comparison with the photoproduction and high Q2 data, there are
indications of the transitional character of this data set, such as the evolution with Q2 of
the 1[+1[- mass spectrum and of the slope b of the differential distribution do-"'p-tn-+ n-p 1dltl.
The soft models that describe the BPC po data, and which are consistent the measure-
ments in photoproductioll, cannot be extended far beyond the Q2 of this analysis. The
Q2 dependellce of the cross section in the BPC region is different from that observed
at HERA at higher Q2, and the data in the DIS regime indicate a steeper dependellce
of the cross section on W.,.p. Also the growth of R becomes less steep as the photon
virtuality increases, and can be well reproduced by the pQCD model of Martin, Ryskin
and Teubner.

Online timing and vertex monitoring
with the BPC

The Beam Pipe Calorimeter is used for the online determination of the electron-proton
interaction vertex. This quantity is calculated using the different arrival times of back-
ground form the electron and the proton beam. In the present configuration of the ZEUS
detector, the BPC is the only detector that can provide such information.
The data acquisition system used for this task is totally independent from the main ZEUS
data acquisition system and is active during the injection of the beams, allowing feedback
to the HERA operators, for the optimization of the useful luminosity.

LThis thesis has studied po production in the regimeoftransition between the short distance
QCD, where perturbative calculations are valid, and long distance QCD, which is as yet
uncalculable. At this stage, the interpretation of this data can only be phenomenological.
However, ultimately, the successful phenomenology of Regge and YDM is hoped to be
interpreted in terms of QCD, the theory of strong interaction.

Constant
fraction
discrimin.



Since the BPC modules are so close 1.0 I.he beam pipe they can be used to measure the
ral.es and I.imes, with respecl. 1.0 the Il81lA clock, of halo or spray particles in the proton
and elcdron beams.
This informal.ion is obtained from the signal of the innermost vertical strips of the BPC
(North or South Inner sum, as described in section 4.2.8), using CAMAC ADC (LeCroy
22249A) and TDC (LeCroy 222SA) modules, located in the Rucksack I, as shown schemat-
ically in figure A.!.
The data acquisition is done by a VME-based OS9 system, and the TDC and ADC data
are read and cleared approximately hundred times per second and stored as histograms.
Some of available histograms are resel. and read, automatically, at the beginning and end
of each physics run, respectively, others can be cleared and retrieved at any given moment
by the ZEUS shift crew.
Figure A.2 i) shows an example of the measured timing distribution of the electron
(narrower peak) and proton (wider peak) beams with respect to the HERA clock. The
histogram has been filled requiring a minimum pulse height of the signal, via a cut from
the ADO measurement.

Due to the implementation of the start and stop inputs to the TDC, the proton peaks
appears at later time values than the electron peak.
To extract the relevallt informatioll from the previous histogram, the electron timing
distribution is fitted by a simple Gaussian function, while the prol.on Olle is litted by a
Gaussian function with a width corresponding to the sum, in quadrature, of the BPC
timing resolutioll and the proton bunch length (the BPC timing resolution is ~ 0.5 ns,
see section 5.4.3).
The distance between the two observed peaks is related to the Z coordinate of the inter-
action vertex through the equation

Z
_ (tproton - te/,ct,·on) x C + Z8PC

vt~ - 2 0

where Zvt~ is the interaction Z vertex, in the ZEUS coordinate system, lproton and t,i'dron

are the mean proton and elect rOll times resulting from the fits to the online timing distri-
bution, c is the speed of light, alld zl!pc is the BPC position in ZEUS, in the Z direction
(section 4.2.6).
The resulting vertex distribution for a particular run is shown ill figure A.2 ii}. Studies
of systematic errors have shown that the online vertex position cannot be determined to
better than ~ 2 cm, corresponding to ~ 0.12 ns. The TDC has been calibrated using the
vertex reconstructed offline, from the ZEUS Central Tracking Detector information, and
the agreement of the two measurements is regularly checked.
This time measurement also gives information about the magnitude of the proton alld
electron satellite bunches, the beam particles separated from the main bunch by a distance
corresponding to the radio frequency (RF) of the accelerating ca,vities_ The electron
satellite bunches differfrom the primary electron bunch by multiples of 8 ns, corresponding
to the 125 MHz frequency of the 450 MeV pre-acceleral.or PIA, while the proton satellite
bunches are separated by ~ 5 ns, corresponding to a frequency of 208 MHz from the
proton RF system.
The BPC online timing information allows the ZEUS shift crew to check:

• That the estimat:ed Z position of the interaet.ion is close to the origin of the ZEUS
coordinate system (nominal interaction position), maximizing the del.ecl.or accep-
tance.

• That the clock of the ZEUS trigger system is stable with respect to the I-IEIlA
clock. Since both the BPC time and the trigger time are measured relative to the
accelerator clock, shifts in the beam timing affect efficiency of the trigger timing
cuts. The trigger time can be corrected for these relative shifts online.

• That the magnitude of any existing satellite bunch is small when compared to the
primary bunch (The luminosity from satellite bunches cannot be resolved by the
ZEUS luminosity monitor, so it is included in the integrated luminosity measure-
ment. However, since these events are displaced in space and time, they have a
different trigger efficiency and acceptance.).



The online electron and proton times, vertex and satellite bunch information is automat-
ically appended to the file containing the summary of each run taken with the ZEUS
detector.

Appendix B

1995 BPC trigger configurations
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